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SUMMARY

Air Force:Human Resources Laboratory has recently launche&an attack
the problems associated with producing a meaningful criterion measure
Of job performaUce.Changes in training terandlogy are slow"17-deStroying.
technical training performance as the criterion which hiStoricaily,has
been used in the validation of selection and classification testsz
situation, of course, is decidedly inconvenient, but one healthy effect
of it is -that we are being forced to take a Closer look at the'poisibility .
of developing a criterion more directly relatdd to qn- the -job performance,
an effort which should continue across thei ears in anY'orgenization_with
a practical interest in predictor research.' .

.

,

N

We have high hopes, but few illusions. We know that the criterion
:problem has been perhaps the most intractable one in psyChometricS since
its
cepiion.
But we know also that; forsoMe incomprehensible reason;
few oncerted and sustained efforts haVe been mounted on this most
octant research area. We do not expect to "solve" the criterion
p blem; but we hope we can make a few contributions,and we belieVe,we
o
at least make some progress toward our modest goal--to develop, a
sa skactory.substitute for technical school grades to uses as a validation
criterion for our predictor tests.
This symposium was sponsored by AFOSR, with the invalisable assistance
of Captain. Jack Thorpe. The purpose was to bring, together several of the

.researchers who have been recently concerned witb various'aspects of
criterion research to exchange ideas over a 2-day period, and-to provide
discussion and critique of the directions our respective research efforts
are.taking. More formal presentations of work and ideas' connected with
ctiterion research by military scientists comprised the central part pf
the 2-day period. It, was preceded by more informal material in the way
of introductory remarks, and it was followed by summary material provided'
Oky a panel of five eminent researchers from the civilian community who
were invited to serve as expert consultants andto give?..Va their views
concerning our work. The informal-materials preceding and'foliowing the
formal presentations were taken directly from tape recordings of.the
proceedings, and, with minor editorial changes'by 'the speakers (who were
invited to review their remarks prior to' publication) appear just as, they
were spoken.
,

We sincerely hope that the publication of these proceediriis will be
representative of the most advanced thinking currently available on!
:
criterion research. We confidently belidve that this publiCatiou.coniains
thiUking which will be helpful to anyone directly conceruedlith.tbi'
challenging and fascinating area.
A

.

.;

a,.

PREFACE

We are pleased to express our appreciation to all the participants in
tbd.symposium who worked so hard on the papers presented here, and we offer
our special thanks to the five invited members of a panel requested to offer
They were, in alphabetical order:
criticisorand guidance to thereat of .us.
Dr. John P. Campbell
Psychology Department
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis MN 55455
Dr. Richard J. Campbell
AT&T
'Baaking Ridge\NJ 07920

Di% Robert M. Guion
'Psychology Department
'Bowling. Green State University
Bowling Green OH 43403
Dr. John S. Helmick'
Educational Testing Service
Princeton NJ 08540,

Dr. Ernest 5. McCormick
Department of Psychological Sciences
Purdue University
W. Lafayette IN 47907
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OPENING STATEMENT

.Dr. Charles E. Hutchinson
Air Force Offtce of'ScientifiC Research

,,

.

I have i,memory.for all of the wrong things.
I can remember oqe
time SPending 1.0-weeks.in San Antonio, and the reason for bsingsbere
was to deactivate theAir Force Personnel and Training Research Center.
Some'ofYdu May havememories that long. My role was to cull through,,
thsPrOductive effOrts of a lot of people both in -house and by contractual support in the area of social psycholggy and social antennas':
which was supposedly my field, and recommend which should.go to the
archives; whiohshbuld go, to the burn basket, and which to try to
salvager
.
,

.
.

.

: ..

'And I' can bet you thet ahis is a much happier time to be in San
Antonid to ndt bury Caesar but. .to iiIise him, and it's been one of the
delighti d4-qy short dereer_in'09R-1,I've only been there since'1956,.
.tho sape )mar that I deactivated APPTRC--and I got hooked by OSR and it
became an gddict.'4) ion.
.4
.

-

,

0

...

.

.

.

.

.Iut the'rsgson'for OSR being, involved is that-OSR is a research
'arm of the 'Air Force which reaches out to tihe'reseirch community .in
Universities. For your information,.rthiik in the year to come,.19787
and the years-fellowing on, there will bean-entianded,Air Force research'
program in universities; and AFOSR will be 'the-key instrument for the
-Air Force in Teaching Ohs universities w-lprthis'program. I simply tell
you that to alert you. .Many .of you are.ip-service, some of you may by. ,,
v
that time beoa,.but cipArt forget OSR. It's a place that will, be
The new research program if being sponsoreeby the Department
available.
of Defense.. -,I can tell you what'the planning was Wen I was a part of
the system, and it was that the first year would be 33 million dollars;
11 million in each of the services for expanded university.defende
research the second year would.be 50 million with whatever proportion
Would go equally to the setvices, and the third year a 75 million dollar'
programs 25 million'in each\of the services:
.

."' I

p.

'

4

.

,

.
.

.

Now if this. pi ram comes to OSR (and 44ey're still talking about
it - -Dr. Allen.and tr. Gopa are still 4n place), we're going to need _

some help in encouraging people to do meaningful research that has
for the Air Force--not for the National Science Foundation,
not for the-Natioug-Institute of'Health---1-and it's OSR's role to manage
justAfidatian

a prograi of thl Wnd which inCludesseiversity research and other
.

1

,,.

.

research organizations working for the'Air
ts coupled With the needs both current and
The prime 'laboratory that I have
tories.
which I'm most grateful because they have

Fopce to assure that this
/
future of Air Forde laborabeen'concerned with and for
made it easy to do my coupUng

job is .the Human' Resources Labotatory threugh its divisions.'

It is

another evidence Ofthat coupling that I'm here today and that OSR can
have a small part.in fostering a program that invented the.conceEs,pf
having a Meeting., The work was done here in the Personnel Division,.
and I'm able to take all this credit simply because there was a concept,
in OSR to expend some resources ih.trying to improve the coupling, and .
OSR's been at that point.
1

like to make one introduction. I'm here talking for.OSR'as if
It's correct that I am a retired person and not a program
I belonged.
manager anymore; I'm almost a free citizen. Ilve got under two weeks,
I think, to finish this year's quota that they've allotted me. But

Capt Jack Thorpe is the official and substantial representative of
AFOSR- -you may have known him.A. a substantial member of the Flying'
Training Division program--but he will be with us and he is the program
manager in the area in whidh this meeting operates. So if you have
ideas and you want to sell somebody, don't tell me, tell him. Jack
will be fomenting this program to the best of his abilities, and we are
I really, as I said, have
convinced in OSR that they're substantial.
nothing to say other than welcomeand get with it.

ec
Ole

WELCOMING REMARKS

Colonel Danl. Fulgham
Commander
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

It's a great pleasures for our laboratory to host this meeting. Icame down here witth some intention 'of making a .few opening remark's And ,
remind you of the importance of this kind of work, but seeing the people
in the audience--I think I probably know 90% of you--and since this
isn't Sunday, there's no sense in me preaching to the choir today. T
would like to welcome you and tell.you I believe that, as psychologists,
Ty Newton's a physiologist; Dr. McCormick
you're in very gopd hands'.
will tell you that I'm more physiologist than psychologist, so we think
we can probably do you a good turn. But we are very pleased to have
you here.

Charley made sdme remarks in connection with the demise of personnel
research except for the small unit that we had left at Lackland. When I
came into the organization back in 1971, I started asking questions about
why should the work that apparently was so important to the Air Force
have fallen into enough disfavor of support that we actually, wound up
I think Charley, if
losing a considerable organizational capability.
I'm Correct, you went from about twelve hundred people down to 800 and
finally wound up with about 250 left at Lackland when they disestablished
the organization. And I think that probably one of the major reasons
that led to the lack of support at the higher maAgement levels of the
organization was that the research efforts got too far from the user
It seemed that when it was time for the user to stand
requirements.
np'and be counted and support the laboratory, he couldn't find enough
usable research that was being directly applied to some of his problems.
I think that probably one of the'things that we have to guard against
in this business mord than anything else is the production of useful
but not used research.

,zI

*

L

'

Now wE've taken a new tack in this laboratory in that we try to
ensure tha when we start working on a use problem, he is convinced it's
a problem, that we'share that conviction, and we try and draw him into
our research with us. And I think that that has paid off enormously
for us in that we're getting a better pickup on our product than ever
before. Now, Since I'm principally experienced in the flying end of
the husiness, we, of course, have been very, very much interested in
reseatch, over time on the performance of the pilots and aircrews. I
was reminded by a colleague from the University of Michigan recently

6

that we've been working on objective performance measurement .for 30
years its flight regimes and we're, no closer to having a viable system
than we were when we started. So, something that I think you'll be
hearing Opout today--hopefully you'll mention it--is the pilot skills.
maintenance program that e're trying to generate.' We're trying'to
draw lot of this hums performance undei an umbrella program that
we're going to call S
s Maintenance and Reacquisition training.
Nowha key element of t is---,teg number 2 after the identification of
..,11v.0e skills in which we're principally interested - -is, the measurement
ofperformance.in'those skills. And hopefully, for the first time
(and we'have some indication we may be successful this time), we're
going to convince the Air Force to let us scientifically or techhically
manipulate-these skills and their performance and measure the effects.
From this, hopefully, will come tie data base that we need'.
Then we
need to determine whatkinds of trainingyrograms, what. coinbihationsof. media, and what kind of a training system we need in the aircrew
area. .1 think there'll be a great dear of spin-off from this into the
other areas ofperformance measuremen as well.

0

1

fl

..

INTRODUCTION TO KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Colonel Tyree 'H. NeWion

Chief, Perdonnel Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

I.mentiofted earlier,:phet
in order to get something like this off
.
the ground ,it,takes a lot of, people doing a lot of thing. The'priMe
mover for this`symposium was Ir. Leland Brokaw.
It was hil idea.
He
discussed it,over a year ago and it, kind of faded for.awhile, and then
he brought it up egain,'and be kept with it. He's the one who made
the contact with Dr..Hutchinson, he provided the theme and the format
for this symposium, attd' it's. through his persistence that we're here
today:'
Brokaw has been with this organization, or the precursor
of this organization; since 1946 as a civilian; Prior to that time
he was with it for 3. years in the military, so he knowS-the business.
He's held virtually every type of Job In personnel research and.he's
Presently the Technical Di:rept-0i for the Persiinnel Research Division.
It's with pleasure that I introduce to You-Dr.,Leland Brokaw, who will
give the,keynote remarks for this'. ymposiuM.
-

4
a

4,

J.

IV

c
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
L

Dr. Leland D. Brokaw
Technical Director`
Personnel Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Ar

warned about preaching to the choir and I find myself
Col Ful
in that. somewh!t unenviable position, but it seemed.tome that a'few
comments to perhaps set the tone fortis meeting would be in'prder:
I realize a keynote speech is supposed 'to arouse your passions and your
enthusiasms, .spadwe all go forward to aefeat the foe and all these good
things, so this really isn't a keynote; this perhaps is more of a footIn passing, I'd like to point out that numbers of us have heard .
note.
an announcement proffered by my friend, Fred Muckier, who is 1?ack there
in the bleachers someplace. The Navy is hiving a similar kind Of.
meeting'focusedion their problems in performance Measuremept, October
12 through October 14, in San Diego, and I look forward to being there.
It is otir hope tiriat some of t4 things that are perhaps conceived:here
will be born there.
r
We are met to discuss a basic problem in personnel management. We
are met to discuss an intractable difficulty in personnel research. 'We
are met to discugs an area in which there has been scientific frustration and lack of confidence for, many, many years. Yet in a pragmatic
world of work we see busiiesses, industries, and military services
gain& about'their missions in prpductive ways with apparent happiness
on the part of the people who c794 for them: So why then are we making
such a big deal of developing ways of objectively measuring performance
on a job? Is it 'because we lack the' ingenuity., is it because we do not
perceive the true complexity of'work environments, or is it because we
are making the job too complicated for ourselves? Col Fulgham supported
us in October of 1976 when we launched aprogram in criterion development. He knows that we know that the probability of our finding a
He knows, as we know, that if
glorious solution is relatively small.
we do find such a solution, it will be to the considerable benefit of
most inddstr es, moat industrial psychologists, Most organizations.
is to develop a methodology. for the collection of job
Our go
to for :e in the validation Of Air Force selection and
perforOanc
classificat o devi s.\,It's parochial; it's narrow, and it's our
we want to'talk about here today.
problem; it's

There are'three reasons we want to do this: First, changes in
training technolalvare.plowly destroying technical training performance

6 id

1

as our criterion to be used in the'Vaiidation of selection and classification tests. If we look at pass/fail we find that the PQ splits are 90
They
to 10 or worse. .Air Training Command has recogniZed ourproblem.
for
many
of
the
are continuing to develoP a continuous numeric score
courses at some cost to themselves.:
,

his busin4dg,' .
-Secondly, We have recognized ever since I started
longer .agog than most of yoti, have been here, that the technical trainging grade as a device for the validation of aselettion instrument is
The objective of selection, like the
, an interim kind of criteflon.
objective of training,is to but a competent worker in a jab. While
it is "true the completion of training is a hurdle that you mot get by
to get to the job, there is as yet very little demonstration of
relevance of the Selection or the training for the job. -We'must,
generate a systdM that will permit the judgment of such relevance.
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The third reason was forecast in my openin comments. A research.
problem exists here, ad hoc developments for th purpose appearin the
.literature by the thousands,, but there does, not appear to be a continu:ity, a flow, which establishes systeis which can be applied objectively
'by comparatively untrained people which will.generate useful data for
our purposes. Assessment centers for the identification of managers
Or the pinpointing of'.places where managers need training are very
We thought "about assessment centers ftr,".perhaps
popular these days.
45 seconds and concluded that the ponderous nature of the time that
they take and the amount of money that they cost renderS theth undesirable as useful measures for the validation of enlistedselection
measures in the Air Farce. An eminentpsychologist; whose name I can't
retemb r, has contemplated this problem and he has said, "It's going
a lot of money to collect/performance cita.'to use for a
to cost
triter on. But be thatas it may, if that's what,it costs, go ahead
and spend it." Well, these are nice; brave wo(ra. or a guy Who doesn't
have my budget.
;4.
.

-..

1

-.,.,

I'm afraid
In our own program, our approach has beep!classical.
We're"stating
from
all
the well
we've shown very little ingenuity.
known places. But it is our intent by doing this to tie together the
shreds we find in the literature and to build a basis for further
We've always got an eye on the checkbook. It is our intent
progress.
If we are completely successful, we'll
to balance-codts to get results.
have a straightforward, inexpensive; objective way of collecting the
.

kind of data .that we need.

pattoimance measuring systems
Now you all knowtba Lhete a
anizatio.,
for
every kind of people in,these
operational in every u
organizations. But ch re are differences between those kinds of data
and the kind that we n ed for the validation of classification devices.
We need devices that re sensitive to individual differen s in job
skills in
it's possible. we'need to measure th
spec fic skills_

1)

Gy

O
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a way that is uncontaminated by the personality and the motivations of
the incumbent. At the same time we need also to measure that motivation,
the. drive, the initiative, so that we can moderate, if you will the
aptitude data that we collect. The performance evaluations used in
opefrational programs tend to be more generalized; they tend to be.over-all measures of productivity or performance. They tend-to be focused
On promatability rather than on the things which make the current job
really well done or not well' done. And, we have another problem.
Insofar as a supervisor cannot hire or fire or piomoteunilaterally,
insofar as aisupervlbsor is not.calpable for high ratings, insofar as a
supervisor depends upon his people for his-own production, there will
be a pndency for him to rate high. When ratingslge high they`lose
their variance, and when they lobe their variance they lose their
predictive efficiency. We rind this in most military performance.
\
programs.
,

,

.

,..

.

4.

.

This confeience has three major objectives. First, to share our
areas of concern and diffiCulty, that we, may jointly explore for
economic solutions.
Secondly; to review ongoing efforts in the
Personnel Research Division for the elilitation of constructive criticism.
Thirdly, to foster common attacks upon our.covilmon problems, the
best approach to this business.
With
experience and the expertise
provided in this group; we'll have abetteTchance than we've ever had
before *o really begin to cope with some of the basic issues of this
matter.
Let us move into the 'pre entations'bf this symposium with an
awareness of the difficulties of:the
ii area, With confidence that there
are ways to solve them. Let us4be criticalin our search for effective
techniques, and let us be alert for the positive things in every
presentation that we'll hear.'
.

b
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AIR TRAINING COMMAND INTEREST IN THE CRITERION PROBLEM
A

a.

.

40'

Ronald E. Meyer7

Air-Training Command
Randolph Air Force Baser, Texas

,

The main theme of this symposium has to do'writh performance,
vcriteria as they apply to personnel selection and classification, and,
you may be assured that the Air Trainirig Commend has vital and continuing interests in these areas. But after the selection and classification
process is completed, the Air Training Command is faced with providing
7.:
Consequently, in
the most effective and economical training possible.
recognition of our extended interests, D. Brokaw gave me permission to
change the thrust of my presentation to the need,for performance
criteria for training purposes.
41/4_
,

0

As many of you know, the Ali Force has been committed to the.use
of instructional system development (ISD) since about 100, first by
policy statements from the Air Force Chief of Staff, and more rece4tly.
by Air Force regulation.. Additionally, conceptual guidahce is given in
.Air Force Manual 502, and "How To" information for application of ISD
to course development is provided by Air Force Pamphlet 50-5p. An ISD'ed
-Course is based on the exact requirements of the specialty for which
the training is provided. It is,a key to the avoidance of unnecessary
and therefore wasteful training. Avoidance,of waste has always been
important to skillful and conscientious course developers, but now
becomes a necessity due to budgetary restraints.
.

.

Although the Air Training Command led the Air Force.in the use of
ISD. in course development, we are still beset with many problems. Better
Additionally,
training for ISD practitioners is a continuing need.
ISD training for management personnel needs to be further emphasized
to make management more aware of the time, effort, and resources that
must be invested in a really firsbEclass ISD treatment; and, of courde
result,i.e., teaching precisely
,zra t'ealization of the efficiencies,
what is needed for the'job. These are rea problems, but solutions
of by, edict, perhaps
come readily to mind and there is hope that
through osmosis they will be solved over time;
..that

The biggest problem and thy une for which I can see no near term
solution lies in the early phased of applying the ISD process, the task
In addition to being the first step in the ISD process, it
analysis.
is alsci the most crucial, for without the proper data base, expressed
in usape detail, the effort rests on a bad foundation. .The, result,
9

2

-

though perfectly executed, will likely fall short of providing the most,
cost-effectke training:possible, i.e., it may teach either more or 'less"
than the dkills reqwired on the ob. The likelihood is Oat the course
will contain more than required,and that is tasteful. Npn -ISD believers
scoff at this idea by asserting that no one can ever know too much;
agree with .them in prpciple, but the notion assumes that having once
been exposed, to a'skill-or subject matter in a school situation, ai,Ts
retained for application at some later time.
This premise seldom alolds
true. Again, what is needed is an accurate and reliable means to
identify the perforiance )requirements of the. job. In theory we know'how
to do this, but 4n practice some elementt are missing. We do not have
access to-task analyses for most,of the sills we train. And with an
obligation to conduct some 3,000 different'courses, of which about onethird are revised each year it is doubtful. that we will evj have
conventional task analyses for thiapurpose. Our budget simply won't
accommodate this expense. Let me explain how we presently do business,
what the constraints ire, and what needs to be,improved.
,

One of the prime documents used in course development is the
specialty training Standard (STS).
This is an Air Force publication
used to standardize and control the subject matter,content and level of
training perceived as needed to achieve the skills and; knowledge required
for an Air Force specialty.
It is prepared by the particular ATC
school responsible for the rrsning and then circulated through the.
major Air Force commands for review and coordination, after which it
is published to become a quasi-contract between ATC as the producer
and the MAJCOMs who receive, our graduates.
The STS is a widely uded document.
It has been around for about
25. years or so and has wide acceptance in the Air Force.
It provides
a listing of the knowledges and skills that, should be possessed for
anAir Force specialty and, as such, it prokrides a start point in the,,
development cycle. The STS is used as a basis for residenthtourse
development, OJT, follow-on career development courses, and other
functiond such as development of the specialty knowledge tests which, are
used for promotion considerations.
It is,a useful document, but it
d es have'several limitations that should be given a great deal of
a ention.
'

The first and most obvious is the fact that the STS is developed
by subject matter specialists who rely on their own backgrounds and
exp ience to determine what it should contain.
I can't knock experience-- 's a valuable asset--but frequently people with similar
experience backgrounds have entirely different views on the same topic.
Also, even' though the people who develop.the STSs bear the same AFSC,
some of them have had 'different experiences during their careers and
this also leads to disagreements. Who is right? The outcome is
usually arbitrary; but predictably represents the views of the highest
ranking, most articulate, or vociferous member of the team developing
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Errors-made are generally on the conservative side and that's
the STS.
The
*Likthe MAJCOMsodon't take issue with an STS during coordination.
trading is seen as adequate even though it might be of wider scope,
and-depth than would actually be required. We have had a lot, of help
on this particular problem, based upon AFHRL-research in improving the
I'd like to briefly
efficiency of, our occupational survey techniques.
sudemarize some things that are happening that are encouraging to the
belief thatsthe STS can be made .more objective ban it now is.
Periodically, the Occupational Measurement Center, an ATC Organization,
All of the enlisted AFSCs in the Air
Ya.
conducts occupational s
Force with authorizations f over 100 persodnel in an occupational
specialty are surveyed.- This occurs.at about 3-.to 4 -year. intervals.
An exhaustive listing pf duties and tasks for a 'particular specialty
is developed by a group of senior'and knowledgeable personnel in each
specialty gathered from MAJCOMs'Air Force-wide. Ile listing is then
put into a survey format and sent to the field where performance data
are gathered. Prior to the AFHRL research in,,this area, occupational
survey reports resulted in voluminous machine printouts and addressed
only the number of airmen performing the tasks and the percent; of time
they spent on them. Though the*. proirided-relia4e data,'these printouts proved tedious ,to analyze and incomplete fbr use in curriculum
Course designers still had to base their decisions on many'
,development.
undefined subjective factors such as "task crificality,'!."task
il
importance," etc.

t

.

'I

The recently developed product of,HRL research promises to'vlrtually
The research has identifiecUand
automate the decision making process.
quantified the major factorgof the preldously subjective judgmentp.
These new factors, task delay tolerance, consequencep ofinadeqUate
performance, and task difficulty can be statistically. combined with
the old factors to yield a training priority index. This index ranks
each. task in a specialty in the order of its priority for training.'
Ftom these data, a fairly objective picture of what people in the field
are actually doing and the implications for training can be obtained.
The- Command has recently developed a procedure that uses the occupa-tional survey data to construct silecialty, training standards. At
present, the procedure is being service tested at several of our
technical training centers. If the present service test proves the
technique successful, a big obstacle, that is, the subjectivity of the
STS mill have been overcome. This will give us a certain amount of
assurance that the STS is based upon actual field requirements rather,
than what someone thinks chose requirements are.
ems are too
Even wirik this impL,,vement. howeveL, the STS Las
broadly stated to be used in the development of behavioral objectives
or example, in one of the electronics career
for efficient training.
field STSs, a task statement says "Align the system." Thisis,a6
Important. maintenance'function and it is simple and undekstandably
Upon a closer look, howev.r, we find that there are some 50
stated.
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alignments that can b- made on a given, piece of equipment. You can
readily see the dile
faced in tying to apply ISD with that kind of
imprecise data base
The STS task-segments are just not specific enough.
The course develop= id forced to exercise subjective judgments that can
k...be very wasteful
terms of over-training or dangerous in terms of
under-training.
p

ft

What we ae d Is' a method that will translate the task statements
of the STS int. task analysis-type detail usable for course aevelopment.
The process
stbe reliable, fast, and economical.
I have 'seen a
.classificati. of nike.different approaches to task analysis. This
clasttificat in ranges all the war from on-site observation to a single
subject ma er expert making.a detailed break-out of task data. Each of
these approaches hag its advantages and disadvantages. The most
'reliable pprOach, i.e., on-site observation by a skilled analyst, is
prohibit vely expensive; the least expensive approach, the'subject
matter : xpert, is too prone to perSonal,bias to.be creditable. 'The
soluti we seek,must exist someplace between these extremes at a
point here:we could sacrifice an acceptable percent of reliability for
a great enoughcreduction in cost to make the
affordable.
4

We need the help of the research community in the development and
dme.
val dation of a technique orMchniques, to solve this problem.
The
training establishments of the :services would-be,the most immediate
b= eficiary, but there 'are other applications as well: the production
job performance aids, the production of'maintenance instructionsjor
echilical orders and perhaps, since the task analysis data we need for
training is closely related to the performance data needed for the
development of improved selection,assighment techniques, it might be
possible for a cqntribution in this area.
I would surge that/you keep
this is mind a you,shape your research programs. The refinement of
present task analysis techniques or a breakthrough in finding a new
approach that would re4tit in economical and reliable task data in
suffidient detail to be used in course development is sorely needed
and will require at least as great a research effort as was expended
in the improvemet.of the STS.

VI

THE CRITERION PROBLEM: A PERSONNEL
MANAGEMkNT PERSPECTIVE

Major Wayne S. Sellman and Lt Col Willibord T. Silva
Air Force Military Personnel Center
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas
Within the Air Force,.we are confronted with the same personnel
problems as any other organization, whether large or small, public or
private--that of - shaping and adapting available human resources into
useful and effective manpower. In that regard, the very multiplicity
of skills required by the Air Force poses problems in personnel planning,.training, and manpower utilization which are all but unprecedented.
Personnel requirements change rapidly and on a large scale, and are
dependent to a large extent upon technological advances and the inter'national political situation. b
Obvioubly, Air Force personnel management is a highly complex
As you know, to cope with these complexities requires creative
and innovative personnel research--research'which addresses all aspects
of thepersonnel life-cycle: selection, classification, training,
performance appraisal, promotion, and organizational development. Such
topics are of great interest to us--an interest engendered from two
Our effectiveness
basic sources. First, we are users of your product.
successful
application
of techniques
as personnel managers hinges on the
and procedures developed from past. personnel research.
affair.

In that role, we serve
Second, we are sponsors of your research.
and
the
rest
of
the Air. Force
as the liaison agency between you
encouraging, explaining, and extolling the virtues of research and its
applications.

Thus, we have a very symbiotic relationship with personnel research
scientists. We depend on you for timely and efficient solutiOns to
management.problems as well as for input into the formulation of personnel
You, in_ turn, depend on us as sort of public relations experts
policy.
who ensure your various efforts are understood and appreciated not only
across-the Air Force rank and file but at the highest echelons of Air
Force management as well. So, we were.especially'pleased to accept
the invitation to speak at this symposium and share some 9f our ideas
and perceptions with you.
Now, to the subject at Laid. We were asked to comment on the Air
Staff interest in the criterion problem. That,interest can be expressed
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in one word--considerable; in fact; to overstate its importance to
,personnel management would be literally imposs4ble. How we do business
in personnel is to a. large extent determined by the criteria used in
personnel research. Without adequate criteria, personnel funCtions
deriveg from and dependent upon that research would be less effective
and efficient. In other words, the magnitude of the contribution-of
personnel research to Air Force personnel management is determined,
for the most part, by the adequacy of the criteriorr measures evolved.
'Having now established our interest in the criterion problem,
perhaps it would be appropriate for us to identify lust' what we mean
by a criterion.
Ilium andNaylor.(1.968) .define. criterion as a "measure
of.the goodness of a worker." Don't we wish this were so in the Air
Force?
In industrial personnel research, the criterion. that is usually
used concerns the degree to which a workercan'be 6onsidered sunessful
on the-job.
For example, the'criterion might be sales figures; numbers
of acceptable units psoduced, or ..any other measurement Of work accomplishment, or'jack thereof. Unfortunately,, in the
,T. ForCe we have
no overall measure of job success or productivity although one habeen
sought for the last 35 years.
.

.

Other definitions of the criterion may also be found in the litallre7,;
ture.

Guion (1965) defines it simply as "that which is to be predicted,"
while McCormick and Tiffin (1974) hayle described it in terms'of "a
dependent variable." It would seem that the Air Force rather-pragmatically subscribes to these latter two definitions. In practiceiciour
primary criterion is success in training; its rationale is tha3Pif a
person is adequately trained,'he will have sUffibient knowledge to be
able to'successfully perform his job.

Although much work on the criterion problemhaa been accomplished,
especially iri measuring success in training, perhaps the time has come
to shift emphasis and explore other types of criteria -- criteria suCh as
attitudes, motivation, satisfaction, leadership, accidents, absenteeism,
and rates of promotion. Take the lattet two, for example. All other
things being equal (and they almost never are) the employee Who attends,
work regularly is more valuable to the orgghization than the one who
frequently misses work.
If patterns of absence could be reliably
,
measured, they might seLve to open a new dimension in military'selection
research.
.

'MoLeuvcr,
Li., AIL L...ice uses a weighted actor promotion,
system for enlisted person,,e1, length of time before promotion occurs,
or number of times..onsidered Lefor4 promotion selection might be
measures of promotability that could be used. Admittedly, because of
constraints unique to the Air turce, such criteria may not be as easilP
measured arid possibly not as AireeLly relevant as if they were industrial
criteria.
Neverthele,s, uerhaps more attention should be directed
toward their possible use.
And, of course, there is still our old
friend, job productivity.
wen (hough past efforts haven't exactly
.

'.

i

/

.

yielded a break

.

rough, pursuits in this.directIon must be continued.
.

,

ion-research in the military setVices has been
' Criticized.by.th
efense Science Board as wellaS other committeewend
working groups chartered. by the Office okthe Ditector,..Defense Research
ejnck Engineering, for apparent lack Of, ptSgtess. ."I'Ase groups point out
thatr.ViliOities are no higher todeY, on the average,thad they were'a
It,is,c ,,,.. nly accepted, although'not necessarily by testing
decade ago.
.researchers, that th, reason for thie-SituatImn lies in the types of pogo
thSt'are used as pre ctors (i.e.,.weLhave reached the,state-Ofnihe,-art).
However, anothet aqua ly likely explanatiOn'may.be in the way in which. ,.
the criterion problem has heenhandled: Psychologista have traditionally
Sought "the criterion." -To do. that we have. attempted to combine several\s
Subdtltetia.intO'bnp ,overall measure of job performance: But, as we,.
ha*.become-mbreSdphisticated, we have moved toward a position that
job, success is multidimensional in nature.
Ifithis 'is soi_then it .
would' follow logically that criteria must also be multidimensional....,,.
Oonlit*it be that, one way to e suck our selection and classification.
.stiategles would be through t
use of multiple criteria? Too,ofted,
we dci,not use all'the johAn ormation available in the selection of
ctitenial
True, timeand cost considerations cope into.play,'but tote,
expended
in selecting criteria appropriate for each....,,
effort should e ended
;. Recently,

le

..

:

individual:Ali iltary occupation,. not just,using success in training as.,.
th4' catchall cifterion.for,all of .them.
.
.

,

In this regard, we believe that ehe of the best'statements of this
point was made by Wallace and,Weitz in the 1955.Annual Review of
"The criterion problem continues to lead all others in' 'lip
Plycholog§:
service and to trail most in terms of work reported. It seems pnobable
that .almoat all investigators now recognize the Impottancei0 developihg acceptable criteria and submiteing'them to the greatest scrutiny
Unfortunately, a reviewer must also conclude that the
.,and correction.
pressure of getting things dode is still wooing many info the convenient
device of accepting the criteria at hand and hoping it will turn but
all right.-" Unfortunately, this situation is even today, some 20 years
later, still the rale rather than the exception.

.
.

.

.
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Jgoisjone final word.about,lhe selection of criteria. Brogden and'
:Taylor (1950) have"1dentified ten eajor criterion-prohlems.encountered
by personnel researchers. One of these is sponsor acceptability- -the
selection ofia,criterion th t is meaningful and fully acceptable to
management. A'We6would suggelt that today's researchers,.' particularly
lithose in the military envi'r tent, are not as sensitive to this considFor exariple; in planning studies,
eration da they could and should be.
how often do scientists interact with research users in'the selection
Piobably not very often. A more common occurrence might
of criteria.
be the scientist selecting the criteria, and then informing the user - -if
even that much'coor4ination goes on in the research planning stages.
Clearly,
here is an area where research cap be mad& mbte user
.
,

.

.

'

oriented--the user must be involved in the selection of "acceptani--J
and relevant" criteria.
-

,

b

The issue of relevance introduces an area of"criterion technology
operetional/mission effectiveness:- Using
allOded to eagier,
hi best criteria available, we have selected, classified, and trained
a highly, capable Personnel force and sent them to the field with
assurances'to commanders that these people can do the job. Whit now?
How does the commander know that the job is being done, or, even more
importantly, that the mission will be accomplished when or if the horn
blocs& Every Commander is seeking that evasive assessment ,of organizational effectiveness which represents the operationalization of the
skills and capabilities of hie personnel.

Typically, we in the military have assessed overall mission
For the
effectiveness-in terms of the four factors shown in FigUre 1.
-combat-unit-all of-.-these arerelevantl_for_Sup rt units different-L_L_
combinations of the four faEtors are more appro iste. However,
:-regardless of the unitoamission or function One factor remains
'A constant 7-personnel.

,

-f.

,

We make our,eyaluations of the non-personnel factor in fairly
quantitative terms using computer modeling, engineering tests, combat
experience, and on -site inspections. Our assessment of the human
factor is much less sophisticated. War games or exercises and operational inspections are our tyPical tools, but these are sObAective at,
best as wellas time constrained. When we consider that in a year's
..
time 20% °VAL unit's personnel may have changed, the effectiveness
._tatings-received 12 months earlier takes.on an entirely different
:'perspective. Thus, the requirement for quantifiable, integrated,
.tibie7senditive criteria for organizational effectivenesei remains a
technology need.

b.

.

.,
'

,The literature on organlialonaloffedlivenesi.criteria is extensive and, because of its ubiglitiasness, has made' application difficult
.
and somewhat limited. While organizational criteria have. been
Aescribed in terms of'system input/output/process variables, ideptiSuch identifica. fication of potential standards alORe is not enough.
tion must be followed with the development and validation of reliable
and relevant criteria of organizational effectiveness. Bowser, in an
August, 1576, review concerning criteria of operational unit effective7
"The basic problem
ness, summarizes the requirement quite succinctly:
of defining organizational effectiveness within the U.S. avy (all
The framework e tablished'
Services) requires considerable research.
for evaluation'of criteria is gneral enough to fit Most organizational
criteria. However, because it is so general, it may not provide sUfficien
The state-of-the-art concerned with evaluat-,
structure for eyaluation.
ing orgaiiizatidnal effectiveness is primitive enough to require
develOpment of criteria in order to support organizational research."
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Factors Related to Mission Effectiveness

Our latter excursial into organizational effectiveness was obviously
not intended to prolide a learned treatise on 'operational riteria
technology. 'Itlwas, rather, designed to sensitize you to a.legitimate
user need. We tust not forget that the personnel pipeli e extends far
beyond Its 'input junction.. indeed, perhaps its reach b
and that point
represents thCmost.challenging albeit most rewarding advancement of
I
criterion technology.
,,/,:'

A

.

.

.

.,

P

In. summary, Air Staff interest in criteria' Js t, .find the best
one(s), combine them
most appropriate and i ginative way, and
iccordingly stteamline to the maximum extent thew
we do business
in "hiring, placing, proemssing, and evaluating" i;
uipeOple. However,

in the

as Blum and Naylor (1968) have pointed out, "For years, psychologists
have labored under the notion that the objective is to findl.'the
Criterion' in the same way that the knights of King Arthur's ROund
Table were .charged with finding the_Holy Grail. Both have_had_ebOut
equal and limited, success." We trust that in the ensuing /9 years this'
situation has somewhat improved. Certainly Patricia Cain.Smith (1976)
in her chapter on criteria in the Handbook on indusfrial'and-Organizatibnal
Psychology sounds a note of optimism.
In any'event, development of
reliable, relevant, and Valid criteria for use in Air Force personnel
.

.._.-

research .(and management) 'remains a task of paramount importaliC6.
lt

It's'

nice to be Present-atethis syMposium and to know there are the kinds of
--)people represented here who are capable of, addressing this difficult

'

problem.
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VII
ARMY RESEARCH 1N THE CRITERION AREA:
A CHANGE OF EMPHASIS
.

H.E. Uhlaner, A.J. Drucker, and W.B. .Cammit.
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and So4a1 Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia 22333
I
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During the past decade, Army-research.to develop and measure criteria
human performance kas moved to achieve greater relevance to job tasks,
the noncoiaTig
gn
aspects of these tasks and more efficient
t!luding
c
implementation of performance measures related.to Army problams-.-Thae
is, criteria are expected not only to be psychometrically predictable
-.but to show reasonably logical, relevant relationships to the job:
There is wide recognition that f w Joh performances are unidimensional,
also an awareness that it is nei er possible nor feasiblecto east
completely all the component task an subtasks of many jobs or work
e-sampling-plans-have-baen_
situations. Hence cifitically-sel
Information concerning -pow well an individual can perfotm
,deyeloped.
the tasks necessary to d6 the job is often gathered by means of a
"Criterion 'reference test"--a test made'up of items directly related to
Adequate and relevant
the'lk of interest (Boycan k Rose, 1977).
statistical measurement of job performance is either n&t practical or
rigoroils; Often influenced by noncognitive considerations, e.s., degree
pf risk taking. New assessment indicators had to be developed and used
along with.moie conventional methods. Analytic experience has convinced
the perfotmance teetcommunity that there it no easy way to overcome
chroniCcriterion'validity problems. Only meticulous, knowledgeable
development of accurate descriptions of the relationships between
psychological variables and precise identification'of these variables'
fan reduce criterion validity problems,. The minimal passing criterion,
the'way this .criterion was derived.from the job objectives, the nature
of the test items, and the length of the test together make up the
kassessment system, within'which a variety of'quantitat1ve models are
used(Macready, Steinheiser, Epstein, & Mir belle, in press).
The Test Bed Mod

Tor

a better understanding of job per rmance criteria it has.
become very clear that a better theoretical ase is necessary.. The
senior author has presented a concept,'of the interaction of selection,
training, and job design foreffectiVa work performance. His major
hypothesis is that aptitudes, job demands, and surrounding conditions
coalesce' to yield varying levels of performance. Me cohceptual background for his hypothesis includes a job taxonomy containing cognitive
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variancetand noncgnitive variance, the ad hoc nature of values and
'goals, and the great variety of styles of behavior by which individuals
and orgrizations seek and achieve goalb (Uhlaner, 1970).
.

's

It is proposed that for meny,applied.purposes,' including systete
development, thecriterion should be a gi en one, rather than the'Yield
respect
licitly. specified
ofpreceding predictors, and.,ehould be
to both :cognitive and noncognitive variance.
,

.

'

)
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,
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Figure 1 presents a teat bed model which can be deVelopedat,the.
user's location. The user can indicate.specificatiOns ot*the results
he desires. He is provided with a number of'negotiable optionsleading
to the sans result, each reflecting a different trade -off possibility..
The user makes the final decision as to the. option selected (Uhlanir,
1970).

11

..The teat bed, model method emphasizes the ou e mes of decisions and
their consequences for individualeand institutions, whereas traditional
The validity
.assessments have emphasized only measurement-and prediction.
coefficient tells us about the. degree of association between the predicted
iterion scores. But often, from a practical standpoint,
and obtained
the number f c rrect personnel decisions resulting from the nse Of a
sc re i more important-than knowledge of the validity
given cuto
coefficient (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).
,
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Achievement Criteria
.

_

/

Army Research Institute for: the Behavioral and Social Sciencet0
(ART) research Asulte over the decades shbw that; in general,' three
types of crteria are used to measure achievement: school grades,
ratings, and Situational orcv erforience measures.. The trend,; to no
one's surprise, ills been away from grades and more subjective ratingstoward multi-crteeria performance-oriented measurement. Table 1' shows
the relative frequencY with,which these criteria occur in, reports of
ARI research over a 20-year period.
/
s

.

.

.

.

Table 1.
Type and Freqdency of Criterialised
(N ... 209 Publications, 1956 - 1977)

f

Type of Criteria
I.

II.
III.

79'(27%)
81 (27%)
93 (31%)
43 (15%)

Grades
tings
erformance
-Criterion

296

20

3

.

r

V

`1 PERSONALITY FACTOR

ABILITY FACTORS

(mental factors,

(values, interests;

skills, etc.)

motivation, etc.)

3

X

X

WORK & ENVIRONMENT

1.

VARIABLES
(equipment,

SPECIAL TRAINING

methods; etc.)

(amount & method)

X.
ORGANIZATIONAL

EXPERIENCE

VARIABLES,

(amount & type)

(leadership, incen

tives, etc.):

-EFFECTIVE-BEHAVIOR-8i WORK PERFORMANCE

,

Figure

Concptualization of, interactionp Of human factor system variables as related to perfornnce
effectiveness.
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Grades are'dsed primarily as criteria for cognitive predictirs.
CognitiVe4f4ctOrs are those thqt involve acceptable right And wrong
answers #\job elements (Uhl4n41. 1970), :Grades areused as criteria
for selictiON,and classification tests, much the same as in therpast(Haggerty;49153; Maier; 1972; 72eidner, Harper, & Karcher,'1956).
The
recently i0 lemented Skill Qualification Testing System (Maier, /king,
& Hirshfef
976) will gradually replace the paper- and - pencil Military
iOacup4tion
pecialty .(MOS) tests in the Army, however, thus reducing'
even furtheg the need for grades.._ Ratings have been used to evaluate
on-thejob ierforMance of officers and enlisted men, especially where
interaction with other people is involved., Selected..performante .tests
have been used primarily to measure a more compliCated mix of cognitive
and noncognitive job demands.
,
-

.

The three groupingsof criteria are not mut
y exclUsive and are
intended only to praiiide some indication of the framewoaof the r
nse-particularly within the-ARI. Note that grades and rating account
4r little over half (54%) of the criteria used. .1Thisla due, in
lar ge
t
to the larger proportion of studie's invoIving,pchoOl
criteria. Also, current trends, as mentioned before,shoW"that training
and other performance criteria are increasingly obtained, iiiii Simulated
or situational performance-oriented indices.

.

a.

Grades.

i

,13y4far-the most frequently. used criterion in theperioditist
4
followlegliorial4ar Trwas the academiergrade or the pass-fail training
criterion. The relationship between grades and on -the -job perform-4e
has onitistently never
never been very high.
Yet treoschooltraining is. a
:prerequisitejorjob assignment, the trainee
st pass the course, and
therefore tie applied-research scientist must, pay somefittention-!to
grades pr pass /fail measures in training.
School grades appear to
predict best; when training is forjobs with high cognitive demands'that
involve, cleat -cut "right" and "wrong" job, ele
Validity coefficients
...=,
tend to be moderate to high between such jobs an.
. of grades:'In
A,
)
sum, grades are most useful in reflecting .ability in
ademic or
cognitive aspects of the job.
,

,

.

.

v

.

4

Grades in school Onot seem to take 'into .account noncognitive.
factors that relate tOttyle of behavior and performance reflecting
specified or%iiieplied values and-attitudes. :Experience-On the job seep8.
.to.be most citkial forlipecific noncogniti
performanCe."-experience
dua l talentand tallies
' 'coupled with the, persAls use of his/her individual
..
to achieve goals.
.

.

r
!t..

Ratings

The rating is One measure of,effectiveness that seems widely
judgment by one person or a
The essence of a rating is

accepted.

*-1
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group of persons of the performance of another.indiVIdual... The rating
is simple and familiar, but it is also thif,source of many fallacious
beliefs among management and supervisors. 'ARI research for many years.
aas attempted tO establish methods for obtaining reliable and valid
However, Many
tings; it has 'had its impact on many research tasks.
Here are
of the fallacies prevailingAn'the 50's are still with us.
some examples together with res/arch-based information bearing upon
the problem:

P

.

We can always meaningfully rate a person's performance
.Fallacy 1.
Research results have shown that a large
on 30 to /10 separate scales*.
J
../

general factor dominates the rating even when deliberate attempts are
made to measure different aspects of job performance by using a number'
of specific rating scales. Raters typically seem to perceive only a
single measure of success, whether it is an actual single measure', a
formally weighted composite, or an implicit weighted composite.
However, recent efforts to davelopjperformance criteria have the practical
ma
i dvantage pf combining related fractional criteria into a composite,
tending to avoid the ambiguitiof combining unrelated variables. This
procedure defines related perfoimadbe measures that are more clearly .
understood by ,the evaluators (Duffy, 1976; Root, ErAtein, Steinheiser,*
Hayes, Wood, Sulzen, Burgess,'Mirabella, Erwin, & Jdhnson, 1976).
Criterion measures that assess indiviauk job performadce in terms Of
concrete job functions stem to yield a reasonably accurate measure of
performance, whether or not the measures are subsequently combined
Also, multiple evaluators are likely to
into a composite rating.
increase the validity of performance,ratings.'
.

,,

i

Hard raters render more valid ratings than easy raters.
In research,addressing this sulject, there is very little"difference in
validity of hard and easy ratings, although'hard raters tend'to bunch
Oteir ratings samewhat lower on the scale (Browning, Campbell, Birnbaum
Campbell, Fold, & Haggerty, 1952d, 1952b).
Fallacy 21

Bright raters render, more valid ratings than the
Fatlacy 3.
nqttso-bright, orla rater,' has 0 be exceptionally' bright t9 rate.well.
t The-research evidence is thgt raters of average intelligence have
rendered, ratings as valid as any rating by Others. 'There is some
evidence that when persons in the lower 16% of.the "distribution of
'
mental abilities rate others, the ratings are not quite so valid
However,
nearly
all
raters
(Chesler, Brogden, Brown, & Katz, 1952).
tend to evaluate good performance more effectively than poor performance.
.

.....

A better rating can be obtained by giving the rater a
more definite frame of reference. An example of this would be "How,
would you like the ratee to serve under you ?" rather than "How competent
is the ratee?" The earlier research answer was that if any improvement
results, it was negligible (Karcher, Campbell, Falk, & Haggerty,\1952).
However, when measures are behavioral i content and actually relate to
the expected behavior.and the criterion dimensions underlying, such
Fallacy.4.

23

3

3

l

4

measures are clearly identified, then' rellable.construct measurement
techniques are effective.2' The work in this area is still unde.rwaW.
and probleus with the,many theoretical. aspects of current concepta!of-"
Invany ca0e,.raters seem to
content anti CatStruct validity are loot.
rate upre reliably and validly when they are aware of the criterion :to
be evaluated.

,t

On investigation, thus, tHese four commonly held cOncepts have tot
proved to be entirely correct.' Howelier, several. questions are often
asked'about.rating practices and, procedures.thit affect the research
usefulness of the rating. Typical: questions andanswersin,connection'
Should every militaryofficer
with the Officer Efficiency Rating are:
be required to show his rating to the ratedofficer? It should make
very little difference Whether.the ratings are shown or made by ifiehti-,
fied or. anonymouirateri, provided'all ratings are done the same way
(Chesler,-Hrogden; Brown, & Katz, 1952; kaiCher, Miner, Fair, &
Haggerty, 1952; Seeley 45cKing, 1956). Ard ratingdby identifiedraters
any different from ratings by anonymous raters? The consensus is that
although there may be an inflation of ratings when the ratings are
_shown, differences in va idity.are negligible. Do ratvs,agreeMore on
iheirevaluatiOns ofjob
ccesa if they'haveAtad more"pppOieunity to
ng on the job? The answer is yes,
observe the individual perfo
generally, as implied in Table 2 (Medland & plans, 1964).

Table 2 also,shows superior,veltdity of peer ratings, which have
proven to be generally reliable, and. valid over cadre' ratings (Mohr,
One can reason. that fellow trainees or fellow wdrkers. on the
1975).
job are-usually in' a good position to Observe performahce, and that

frequent association in a training situation, even fora periOd-of 8
weeks, is sufficient to enable the rater to make the judgments required.
_
,

Table S shows some of the research evidence for the clail that the
peer rating is one of the hest predictors of subsequent Army Performance
owney, 1976;'Drucker,'1957; Parrish & Drucker, 1957; Willemin,
Rosenberg, & White, 1957)..3
,,

:'01$:

..

Table 3. Jeer Rating ComParisons

Combat
Leadership
Special Forces
.

(

WestPoint
Ranger

.

Another
rating based
single rating
'quite.likely

..

r.

=
=
r. =
r. =
r. =
r.

.60
.49

.43'
.50
.52

.

important finding in most rating situations chat a
on the judgment of more than one rater4s'better than a
The use of multiple raters is
( Karcher et al., 1952).
to increase the validity of the perfoillancerating.
*
.0/
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However, evaluations with different organizational,perspectivea are'
'likely to yiefd different validity measures of the individualidtee's..
'-performance. More information is 0Htaihed, resulting in an even more
Accurate and 'passiblAmore Useful assessmentof performance (Duffy,
,1976). It is the authors' conviction that ratings shOuld be .usedihost
,frequently when the assess nt of noncOgnitivefaCtOrs is involved, as
in the: performance of'poten ial leaders or the performance of fighting
personnel. '
iv

if'

In sumt. ratings are seen as simple to understand gincLeasy to use.
But ratings permit only relative measurements betWeen person A 'and
perpoh B. For go/no go measurement,. we mudt;.consider the third type

Of criterionperformance measurements.

;

Performance Measures
This third measure of effectiveness is one of the oldest and also,
In
as one of the newest, has becomd increasinglysacceptable.
principle a performance-test Is a-job sample testsimilar An form to
the trade test ofthe early years in industrial psychology.
of perfOrmance'in an actual situation .has been applied with growing
frequency where the need for more objective measures is perceived as
crucial.
'

The advantages of the situational performance measure make it of
Muth more effective criterion measure than the g ±de or rating, even
though the development of'such measures presents challenging problems.
With.qerformance tests, we'can approach success /failure limits -a .goal;
not reachable with traditional ratings. For example, how.many hand
or, how long
grenades can the soldier throw on ,target in one minute?
does it takefe squad to capture.a specified' hill? With such precise
informatibn,'a commander can better assess the'performanceuf individuals or groups; with ratings such comparison is less feasible because:
the needed reference'point is lacking.
.

.

,

REALTRAIN. A most effective use of performance testing is
exemplified in REALTRAIN, one of the Army's new ana'extremely sucCesafuf tactical training systems Root et al., 1976). ,The yeasurament
objectives of REALTRAIN include a specific set of operations for'
the
observing and evaluatint agreed-upon relevant kind's .of behavior.
recorded data.indicate wHether or not a clearly operationally- defined

job or task has been performed. The soldier's performance is measured
Simulated battlefield realism is
directly--no inference:is necessary.
an important'consideration, so tfie performance objectives for combat
effectivgness require that:
(1) LOaders and soldiers take timely and appropriate response to
enemy action in a dynamic combat situation.
r.)
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IT

(2):
Units achieve effective and efficient intra- and intev-unit
cobrdinatiOn.(
.

,..-

(3) 'Units maximize the effects of availalge weapons an.the,eneay4.
''.

.4
;fr

'

(4)

;

...'t":

Units minimise the effects of enemy weapons on themselves.
_

(
.

,

6

. -

.

The REALTRAIN method Provides realism for two-sided,',free-play.
exercises,:witha credible means of assessing 'Casualties,* Infant7
REALTRAIN' exercises are centered around the M16 rifle. 'Each soldiers
.weapon is equipped with ,a 6X. telesCepe (Fig,2), and all participant s
wear 51.1" black two-digit numbers on their helmets.. Opponents try to
read each other's numbers using the telescopq'. When a man on one side
identifies &number, he fires a blank round and reports the, number to
a controller; the contrCller theirradios the number to a cpntkoiler
i'withthe'oppoSing force, and the man whose number was identified is
assessed as a casualty5 (Shaver, Griffin, Jones, Word,At.not, 611layes,
1975): 'Proceduresilave.beein developed to determine casualties
objectively. for the M-60'machine gun; hand grenade, M18A1Slaymore
mine,. LAW tank main gun", TOW, DRAGON, and M16A1 antipersonnel and W21
,:antitank: mines...' A critical element.nf the tactical engagement
tiOn occurs'during the after-action review,.vihen,events. surrounding
each day'd action are discussed and feedback is.provided each individual
involved in'the exercise.

Figure 2,.

REALTRAIN simulation identification.
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The first; as
IN -is based on twb conceptual frameworks.
Uhlaner (1970), specifies' human performance'in systems
second is based on the premise of the performance situation,
uccess in tattle." The initial validation ofAREALTRAIN
in this Ole
-h Army combat units in Europe and validation
(Root et al.,. 1974,
ifornia (Banks, Hardy, Scott,'Eress, & Word,
research -at Fort OT
hat training effectiveness results are impres1977), have indi
y positive.
sively and consis

REA4
outlined
terms; t

,

.

/

.

An obvious disadvantage of such 'performance measures or situational
at they are - difficult and expensive to construct.
tests, however, is
Despite piforts tolnoilitgt("the administration of standardized job
remains a demanding one. Whenever
elements;.the observer's t
tic recording of responses. One ezampA;
fpossible, ARI relieson an
related to REALTRAIN, is the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagebent
Simulation SSfstetos (MILES) 11Fig 3); a family of low power, eye-safe
lasers which will simulate the direct fire characteristics of the
guns, the VIPER, DRAGON, TOW,
,..)-A-4416A11ifle, the M60, M2, and M.5,machi
d 105st tank main guns. A
and Shillelagh missile systems plus
hierarchy of weapons effects is established in the detector logic--for
example, a tank main 'gun can'destroy an arm:Dived personnel carrier, but
an M16 rifle cannot. This, equipment provides .immediate and accuratecasualty assessment in two-sided, free-play tactical exercises.? The
laser !'firings" are keyed by the discharges of a blank round Despite
the sophisticated apparatus, knowledgeable official is still needed
to ensure that proper procedures are followed.8 Thus, a need stiff
exists to train observers thoroughly and rehearse thei repeatedly in
what they are to do.
.
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M60A1M3 TANK SYSTEM
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Organizational effectiveness. A somewhat different area of
measurement deals with.the diagnosis and evaluation of Organizational
Effectiveness (OE); often requidatg situational performance measures
of a largely non-cognitive nature- especially measures of attitudes
and values.
The Work Environment Questionnaire (WEQ), used on OE
research, proSides attitude measures of the supervisors and the work
group, gives situational factors that are related to job performance,
and relates their impbrtance to the job as perceived by the soldier
and his leaders.
The WEQ has been validated against objective standards
of job activity and self7pereeptions of work,sall of which were in turn
validated against actual,on-the-job performance (Turney & C0en, 1976).1,

The objective of the QE Program is to identify and to optimize
those organizational factors inthe Army,work environment related to
soldier jobsatis action, motivation, and performance. The ob/ective
is. met through a ive-phase research program, progressivelyt,identifying
and developing:
(1) Criteria of organizational effectiveness.
(2) Organizational functioning: structures, processed, and problems..
(3) Parameters of the OE process.
(4) Diagnostic methods.

(5) Intervention strategy.

The WEQ study was a follow-uP of extensive longitudinal research
encountered over a'3-year period to develop the diagnostic instruments.
Pretests in 1973 provided initial data, validatiog of the instruments
was conducted in 1974 and 1975, and in May -June N1975, an original
diagnosti survey was conducted in one Army agency in the Army Air
Defense l0 mu, : d.
The survey focused primarily on horse operations in
a field s -tion.
Experimental considerations were:

6

(1) The work was performed by 16-man teams, each consisting of a
senior NCO supervisor in charge of 14 operators and one analyst.
(2) Both individual and team Performance criteria could be
collected for validation purposes while the team did its job..
(3) A large number of teams Performing identical functions allowed
experimental control.

The Morse operationarare important to the mission Tequirements of
the organization and the representation of the complex semicomputerized
systems being implemented Ariy-i4s.(CoWth & TurneY, 1976).

29

if7)

s' The findings, in general, revealed seven major' organizational
problem areas: peer group norms which fail to encourage good performance, insufficient performance feedback, n ed for training in
supervisory technique, role ambiguity and co lict, inadequate
intetiroi* communication patterns,"lackof cl ar perfOrmance-reward
n standards. OE
relationship,. and ambiguous performanCe
intervention was able to alleviate most of these.

Duty modules. An example of the development c.f performance
criteria is the duty module concept which has the 'ractical advantage
of a coposite criterion combi5ing related variabl.: that operationally
The Duty module is a
rformance measures.to the evaluatois.
define
cluster .f tasks that are meaningfully related thoug not necessarily
containe in one job. In fact, an AEI research proj ct found that
eight b dimensions could be incorporated into' a single Job Proficiency
App sisal instrument designed to assess 3Q entry -level specialty fields
the Offider Personnel Management System. These job dimensions
o
describe specific duties in the areas of Administrative Details,
Correspondence, Counseling, Maintaining Standards. Training, Supply
Management, Technical Knowledge, and Control/Coordination (Duffy,

1976).0

-

NOE. Situational performance tests demand both subject matter
expertise and psychological knowledge. ImaginatiOn and ingenuity are
required to bring out the desired performance in a highly concentrated
test behavior simulation, contrived and presented for the examinee
within limited geographical bounds. A hOst of practical problems must
One example of a field problem is that used by Army helibe solved.
copter performance evaluators.

The helicopter pilot's task is to navigate or fly a UH-1 helicopter'
over a prescribed route at Nap-ofEarth, sr_ tree top height, at variable
air speeds, using natural features for concealment. The performance is
conducted in the field, and' three measures are used.
(1) Total mission flights - a distance/track deviation measure
which tells the percent of track followed, and to what degree the pilot

has been off course."
(2) Individual tasks - tasks abstracted from total performanCe,
such as mission planning (Farrell, 1973).
(3) Special individual behaviors - a high degree of abstraction is
often involved here and, for' that reason, the measurement of'such
behaviors is most readily accomplished in the laboratory. For example,
levels of ambient illumination can be varied'in order to determine
12
effects upon terrain recognition ability.

Besides. the prattical complications in measuring performanceAm,
the-compi6X and multidimensional task of pilots; there is the problem
:'of weight in the value'of an error (e.g., the,bperational Significance
of a course deviation error of 300 meters, versus a.deviaEion of sci'cal prOblem presented by perfoithancemeasures
meters).' This is a t
that are tied to ope t4'ion missions.
/ Despite these practical difficulties, a strong belief 'exists
amongperformance research scientists in the human factors area that
further progress in more sophisticated differential validation of
certain kinds of human, factors performance; particularly thekinds tb
which future officers of the Army' may be exposed, can best'be tapped
by this sort of field/laboratory measurement., Earlier we implied that
ratings hit. only a common core of ability; We believe that situational
performance measures will permit a sharper delineation of differential
ability, as already evidenced by the Fort McClellan research project
on officer performance.
and to the Army, whatever criteria are
Peculiar to the mill
st be performed under both peacetime
use'' is the fact that 'jobs
garri
an' combat conditions. One of,the biggest challenges has been
ective measurement of performance in the combat situa-.
how to sec a
sit ations are 'relatively rare, of course:, and, when we
tion.
Co
find them, it may be extremely inconvenient'to secure complete evaluaRecognizing the importance for military psyChologists of
tions.
obtaining measures against such elusive combat criteria, research
scientists have developed an approach called criterion,equivalence
(Wherry, Ross, & WolinA, 1954) The fundamental procedure in criterion
equivalence approaches is 'based On a mathemAticallticresm, that wheh two
Criterion
other.
measures are equal to a third, they are equal to
equiva/e ce studies have led- to the conclusion that the same measures
are predictive of performance in both combat and in garrison situations.
The specific techniques of accomplishing criterion Rquivalence are
elaborated in reports by Gaylord (1953) and-Johnson (1956).
Systems Criteria

Underlying the discussion thus far have been the concepts of
comparing one person with another, or one person against a specific set
of job standards. As our laboratories have become concerned with
systems and system research, we have become more aware of the fact that
the systems the Armywill be required to manage have very complex internal
structures, and that if we are to learn how to act so as to produce the
results intended, we will need new ways of thinking about complex
systems (Uhlaner, 1960, 1964, 1975).
Development of the systems output criterion has proved to be somewhat more difficult. The generalized concepts that the military manager
or system developer intuitively intended are very difficult to translate
Systems evaluatiorhs,are primarily a matter of,
into operational terms.
3.1

4Ll

judgment by experts; and the larger -the system, the more complex and
difficult the translation from concept to operation becomes. Because
of side effects and contingencie6', mziny of the tasks do not have the
outcomes intended. One of the greatest challenges for systems
psychologists.is to develop meaningful tasks that carry out system
'objectives.
From a skt-tuation where man'has been the focal point, he has now

becomea linkige in a system. These systems are also becoMing more and
more expensive not onlyjn dollars but in time lag. For any1particular
C
military function--for example, Command and Control--a number of
coMpetitiVe man-machine systems are being developed.on a concurrent
basis; and they have to be evaluated before they become operational.
The eVElluationof these competitive systems muat be,sound enough to
enable military managers, together with the scientists, to make correct
deciaions.as to the appropriate system or subsystem to be carried to
4i
completion or made operative.
.

,

ychologist has;beeKAked to assist 'in establishing
The research
the appropriate su15
sets of functions to be performed--the jobs of the
He is asked to indicate the kited of people
men,within the chosen system.
needed, not only An terms of talents and aptitudes, but also, where
appropriate, even in terms of personality characteristics. The researcher
'is-asked to establish interrelationships and hierarchies within the
..system, to look at equipment ond help engineers to design it, in order
to make functions and, jobs easier and more manageable by the average
Concurrently, he is asked to develop training programs and
Person.
`devise aids w4ich will, in the time allotted, train each individual to
He is asked to lookat the activities perperform these functions.
formed by the individuals after their training to See whether he can
improve work methods. In the meantime, in theoll',0 the machines will
have been frozen in their desi. In practice, all the,processes of
It is the last contingency that
development are recycled many times.
makes human factors problems more fluid,'thore complicated, mare of A,
challenge.

Within this setting, the mAliyhry manager who directs an'evaluation
'of the total system or the subsystem is.rikely to.accepttre wholeheartedly the research product when it is expressed in quantitative
'units that can be related ti) his goals and missions. The total impact
We believe
031 the operation is the key concern of the military consumer.
that human factors research scientists must think in terms of the total
mission effectiveness of a system, rather than exclusively in terms of
It is because of the'military
the effective performance of. individuals.
consumer's end product orientation that systems research and systems
development are today enjoying enthusiastic support.

On the surface, lite Sylews output criterion resembles the situational performance criterion, in that both include aspects of thg actual

\.SZ
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But development f the systems,,output criterion requires painstaking experimentatio in the laboratory, before taking the "criterion
into the field, in or e to establish quantitative relationships
between actual indepe ent variables and various aspects Of human
performance in the e stem. In,the situation performance measure,
subject matter exper s ate traditionally employed to help assure
accuracy of simulati n fortrealism and adequacy of performance coverage.
In.developing 'the systems output criterion, operating field personnel
are used to help as ure adequacy of simulation and coverage, and,
\equally important, to assist in establishing critical parameters of
'performance for simulation. Measures of system performance usually
.involve some clearcut base against which to evaluate performance;
for example, accurate and rapid detection and identification of aircraft
and tanks.
job.

-

We think the most exciting and interesting aspect of human
performanceoriented systems research. lie in the near future. There
are possibilities-for research in the broader areas of social, govern,.
mental, environmental regions--to include man-machine systets--in
relation to each other and the system and subsystemLoutput. The basic
framework of human performance systems researchAFeflects a philosophy
of integrated research effort (Uhlaner, 1975). Such a.framework 15 in
keeping with the present day direction of systems psychology (DeGreene,
1971), with greater emphasis on application of psyChological principles.
This framework provides a particular segment of society,'in this case
the Army, with usable results for the development of effective human
performance systems.
.

*
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FOOTNOTES

Extraneous remarks

10 Mr: Can
.

1.

Originally, I had two'charts, 1945tb 1955 and 1955 tO 1976,
and they show this trend.' The nature' of the data is pretty
,rough.
These categories aren't mutually exclusive, so I
simply collapsed them into one table.
.

2.

,

4

We. are trying_to get

o our construct validity, and this seems
to be one,way that w can do it
:

3,

.

'

The references here range from 1957 'to 1977. The external
criteria here in combat situatioks is combat training like AIT'
and ratings by platoon sergeantand commanders in places like
Korea and Vietnam. Leadership and Wept Point were based
on the same thing; on West Point graduates, how well they
performed in West Point, how they were rated by their.peers,
how well they did after they got out into the field (quite.a.
bit later). The Ranger study is our most recent and has to
do with ranger training, peer ratings during ranger training;
nd'how. well they performed in Vietnam based on the rating of
their immediat commander, usually. We had one more that had
to do
he peer ratings of selection for General-,-hpt we
really h vent put that one together yet.
We don't know
whether the colonels are rating other colonels on the, basis
of knowledge of their performance and how good a colonel they
are, or whether they know the system well enough to be able
ta predict who will be promoted to General. We have a lot of
problems with peer ratings. They are not very well accepted
at this time by people in the Army, and there are a number of
complicated reasons for this.
There have been several Court rulings that have aided this
popularity.

5.

REALTRAIN is extremely popular with the troops.
it in Europe with great success.

6)

TOW is a Targeted .Optical Wireless Anti-Tank Weapon.

7.

We only have, two regimats rigged up like this. As you can
it's a little bulky'and inconvenient, but At seems
work quite well.
t

8:

Ail individual soldier can accomplish the required objective,
but he may not accomplish it in the right way, so you have to
have somebody out there to watch him.

if

We're using
44.

piganizational Effectiveness in the

rmy has been so success-

fulup. to this point..that 'we are deve
Effectiveness. Research teams in the A
various areas.

ping. Organiiationaf.

and sending them to

We're ,trying to' avoid a Hawthorne effect.
,

e

'11.

There's an evaluator in'thethelicopter itself, and then there's
another helicopter that flies about 1,000'feet above_wit
another evaluator. So it's evaluated by qt least two people
in. flight.

f missions that the UH-1 pilots perform are at twilight
One of the problems has to do with the point, in
or.da
daNkne s that a pilot can successfully. perform NOEimissions.
It Wit ,thotight that experienced helicopter pilots would have
i iculty with NOE flying. This turned ovtnot to be ,the
no
ase: Pilots trained in NOE could perform; pilotsnot,so'
trained had difficulty..

r'

.

-

13.

Is there any device forcarrytng REALTRAIN kinds of data
,back as far;as the selection level or is it only a traininWevaluation procedure and it stops there?

Q:

.

.

A:

At the moment, it is a training evaluation procedure, but
they are working on carrying it back'to at least a
But at the moment it's strictly a trainl'-'
selection level.
ing evaluation procedure.

Qf

How is your skill qualification test coming, and lzhat 'do
you estimate to be the cost per year of operationaliztng
it and managing it?.

A:

The skill qualification testing is coming along great.
We'll have the SQ)'s in place in about a year and a half
I have not even the foggiest idea of what
or two years.
the cost is.
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NAVY EFFORTS IN CRITERION DEVELOPMENT FOR
JOB PERFORMANCE EVALUATION'

4

Fiederick A. MuCkler
Navy Personnel.Research and Development Center

Introduction

One nice thing about discussing the area of criterion development
for job performance evaluation in the Navy is the multitude of available,
examples. ,Indeed, all of our systems applications and our R&D programs
are, without exception, infested by the criterion problem. Thus, shy
charge - -which is an "Overview of US Navy gfforte in the Criterion 7
Area"--is in one sense a simple one.
I can' state categorically that
where we.'have a human behavior measurement program_we have a criterion
probleM.1
A

-Further, in gener41, we adopt one of three approaches 6 the
lI.iterion problem.
First, we often ignore it ah hope that somOlow the
solution will appear as a&natural re4ult of doing the work.
Second, we
often agonize over it. The question MEM often heard here is: "What
,does all-this mean'?" third, we may attempt to solve t e problem
tgescientifically; this is the "sound-methodology" app
ch whith assumes
that good methods will extract ac
ble criteria: None of these
approaches, of cdurse, telitt to work ve
well,2 even where in many
cases we will alternate between 401' thre
1

s

The basic problem, it seems to me, is that we persist in demanding
meaning from our measuremen5. We want to be able to know what our job
perforthance measures add up to; we want to evaluate them.
If we only
did not have-to do that--if we could onlysbe satisfied with the data
points alone--the criterion probleM would disappear. Indeed,,VOme of
us adopt just that technique. We collect the data, publish the report,
and leaye the meaning to somebody else.
Unfortunately,, we have all
found that whets others interpret our data the congistent result is
misinterpretation and misuse.
/
Erom a host of possible topics of concern to Navy research, I would
.like to concentrate today on three arias.
irst, we are,conderned with
methods of generating criterion sets;4I s a I be coeerned with four
toots. and the problem pf "criteria of cr teria." Second; I,have selected
six pecific technical problem topics with the criterion Adevelopment
area.
And third, L would like to mention seven applications examples
where the .criterion problem remains unresolved.
tO.

*
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f
So far as I can see, while the areas reviewed and the examples
cited are Navy-specific, all of them represent problems in criterion'
I do not
development for any context of human performance evaluation.
se4 that the Navy has any unique problems 1 this area. Rather they
are problems shared by all and, sadly, they are problems which have had
a persistent history in industrial and organizationalpsychology
(Gilmer, 1971; Landy & Trumbo, 1976; Smith, 1976; Thorndike, 1949)'.
.

P

Generating Criterion Sets
3

criterion
Witl, respect to the first area--that of generat
sets - -I will assumeothatwe have available some quantity of raw job /
performance data: a lot or-a little, subjective ,or objective, complete
Given those data, the question now is: "How do we
or Incomplete.
.evafuate,it?" Or "Whdt does' it mean?"
Technically, it seems very important -to me at least - -to repeat
the.measures of4ob performance
again and'again one fundamental point:
and the criteria on those measures are not the same ..thing Criterion
"measures" are in fact above and beyond performance "Measures."
Performance "Measures" are neither good nor bad; criterion measures
make them so.4
.

s°
Smith

(1976) has ,zecent,ly commented:4v"The first requirement of a
criterion is that it be relevant--to some important goal of the individual,
If one accepts this requirement, it
the organization, or society."
seems apparent that criterion sets are transforms'on the job performance
These transforms must relate to domains far beyond
measure sets.
specific,job performance per se.
2

So, opr problem here is the methods by which we generate criterion
sets which in fact will provide judgement, if you will; to some other
I would like to distinguish fouweneralmethods, all of
context.
w4Tch can be seen in current Navy research and development.

I doubt if there is'ady context in which we
(1) "Traditional" sets.
not already a
work with job performance measurement where there
"tradition" of past criterion sets,. One of the major.emphasespf many
current Navy R&D studies is "proddctivity" (Muckier, 1976)..,We are
concerned with the-lack of .t in Navy task petformance, and we are much
.concerned with methods of enhancing it. The criterion may be simfly
Whatever the individual does/ he oryshe
stated as: More is better.
should do more of it in the same unit of time.?
I
f

But in most cases, "more is not better." .1 am reminded of a
productivity enhancement prqgram in a cigar manufacturing plant where
individual cigar\output per day was increased from 3,000 to 6,000 per
day by using all of our bag of tricks in self-pacing, participative
.management, work incentives, and 8o forth. Unfortunately, the sales
mahagei returned to the plant. and Wormed miragementthat the plant
k...)

.
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aggregate based ,on 3,000 per day per worker was all the market coul'
The end result of 6,000 per day. was a lot of agars stored Al
bear.
the warehouse, 80 more is not necessarily better.

A second example CohLeihs Lite prod)
of our training systets.
Navy programs are no exception here to the demands now beingyplaced on all
training systems everywhere: We are told that we must have more and better
With respect to more training, certain traditional.'
training for the dollar.
(1) number of students produced,.
measures suggest theisellies immediately:
(2) staff/student ratio, or (3) attrition rate. We must maximize the
first and minimize the second and third.
Unfortunately, none of these
seemingly useful traditional measures has clear criterial interpretation.
How many student we produce, for example, must'be tempered by how many
students we placein jobs.8 Further, e'b state that .a training activity
has attrition rites of 0%, or 50%, is meaningless without reference to
other criteria. .1 assume that should,we achieve 0% attrition'we would
then be accused ofmaking training too. "easy."

The difficulty'41th traditional measures is that while.they may be
incomplete, ambiguous, or even ,incorrect to us, they are Often most
"relevant' to others. In job performance, for example, it is natural
that managers should ask for more prOductivity; they are most often judged
on the basis of that single, "ultimate" criterion. We must, I think, A.,
least be sympathetic where "simple" criterion measures are commonly used.9
"Theoretical sets"!.'
delightful it would be if tae had
F
formal quantitative models where the criterial transforms would be 'clearly
anennathematically spepified. We would knOw. what they are and how they
are computed.
Considerikg th& sheer amount of past work in job per-'
(2)

.N

forman6e evaluation covering surely thousands of research'publications,
(it may seem stranielthat, we do not have more formal theory. In some few
'selected cases such theory is available, but even here the issue is not
simple.

It was my pleasure for some years to work in an area w ere the
LelationshiP between individual job performance and system performance
could be Mathematitally stated with great precision. This was the area
of.optimal control theory. Given the statement of-the system state
'spaces and the allowable system processes, it is possible to-define
'mathematically optimal paths. But even here the judgmeAtal'proceas was
essential.
It turns out that there is no one optimal path, for any
system.
It depends on what you want. 40 what you wane depends on
judgments that, have nothing to do with ehe measures or the'mathmatioS."
"

To my knowledge, we have Li, R&D programs working on developing
quantitative theoretiLal_models '1..hat will relate our job performance 1
measures to our'criterial sets.
The closest thing toit has been connected

with the computational problem ,t dealing with very large numbers of
predictor and criterion variables
The past decade has brought us bOtfi
the mathematics and the computer capability to deal simultaneously with
,Y.
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very large Nrdimensional measure sets. AV the preient time, we have /a
program based on complex' polynomial regression equations using mini-computer
technology specifically designed to deal with job - performance measures:,

.

V

/

these techniques will allow us to handle large quantities
And'icinds ,Of job- performance measures, they are not "theory" in the
Sense I ,.'usingfit here. They .will allow us'to process coherently
large. ,.-kzta of job perfoance data but they will not tell'us what
,

is good :1TM. hat is bad.
.)

4

ti

Empirical methods. To me, one'of theikost.iuteresting deVelop-7,
'MOnts Over_the past decade has been the development otempirical methods'
of deriving both criterion measures and -the weights'that should be,
It-seems paiticularly appropriate.bere-that
assigned to those measures.
mention be made of the, work of Ray Christal and the JAN procedure (1968)
and aynth0Fic criterion'Oethods (kidllins,.1970). With this.echnique,
and other§ like it, the logic seems clear: If criterion sets require
expert judgment,.then let Ai systematically and empirically investigate
the experts.
l
.
,(3)

,:i;,V,
.

.

4r

.
,

.

_,

It would appear that the most popular technique a present with
Navy programs is Delphi, the procedure normallyass sated with Dalkey.
For some reason, belphi
and,Relmerq1963),and the Rand Corporation.
has.become extremely popular in Navy programs,. Recently, I have seen
Delphi used in such situatioAs as,decision' making, unit performance
.measuremelr,, ,training, tactical field exercised, and the like (Sander,
0.975:. Larson & Sander, 1975). There is certainly something Very Eiatisfyynk in a systematic wayof-collecting expert opinion:and using this
to deliver criterion-sets. The' results always seem to me td be very%

^

interesting."

.

,. r-

.

.

)..

.

t

A

.

.

.

,.

,

Butattheriskofseemingsimple-mindedor,- worse; an -emptrical.
I,find _self
somethinealwayS bothers me about, these studies.
"Is this'really true?" -02%, perhap;
constantly asking the:question:
'better, "What is the--7peA.bbility that even,a large grodp of expertecan
come to .the wrong concluq. d'A no matter how AiliflitilY their judgments.
"Do 'subject-matter experts'
question:
are collected?" Or, anot
46 La short, just how much confidence
know .what the pro
real)
completeness of criterion sets generated::.
can I place in the valid
by e ell's?
.

-

.

pointy I dospect'that if I were tb use Delphi on
industrial BEnagers, the result would be that the most important single
criterion is to maximize profits. .yet studies by-Stagner ana many
-.other§ have shown very clearly that-in fact they do not behave that: way.
The slimply do not'behan as Tanagers to maximize profits.. What thiy
say and wicat theY do.ske not necessarily the same thing. Delphi may
What, they do?1,2
give me Ikat they say, but-is

7.

Criteria for criteria. Last, I would like to turn to. criteria
Those of us trained in traditional peitchologyi /. hope,
surely Minot ever forget validity and reliability:as.criteria.for our
criteria.13 But the literature of.thepast few. years,
to me to
'raise the question of "completeness." Validity. and reliability are
surely necessary, but they.seem to ie not sufficient..
)

for o'er criteria.

:I

e

Letugg quote again from SO0h: "The first requirement of a
criterion is that it 4,0 relevant, 7-to some important goal of the
.individual, the organization, dr ssociecy." Somehow.I feel that our
.traditional methods of demonstrating validity and reliability will be
insufficient to satisfy that requirement.
e

Fortunate
e American Management Association Malagement
Handbook (Moore, 1 '0) provides a set of criteria about criteria from
the management point of view. There are eight of these, and I would
like to apply them to the problem df job performance evaluation.
.
.

Suitability. Are the measures relevant, and do they
support the purpose-and mission of the organization?
V*
(1)

r

(2)
Feasibility.
.within the organization?

Are the measures theoretically attainable
4,

(3)
Acceptability. Will the management accept the measures
.,and provide the resources to collect the measures?

Axe these measures the best.buy for the money?

(4)

Value.

(5)

Achiekrabpitk

an, In fact, the measures

11,

e collectedr.'

Measurability. 4 Can the measures be quantified in
terms of quality, qaantity, time, and cost?
(,p)

1.

Can-we change'the measures
(7)
Adaptability and Flexibility.
flect changinworAnnizational environments and management needs?

.

.

dommiiment.CDoes everybody in the organization want to

'(8)

do it?"-

.

.

*

-

t

.

.

q
,-r--

.This, then) is )ne manag4ment view about the evaluation of our job 'perFrahkly, considering Ow difficuli it has been
formance measurement.
for us just to get marginal validity.and.raliakility for 71ur measures,
these addftioneight requirements seem rather averwhelMiing.
-

Som. Current Technical Problems
.

,

Let me now turn to the second topic area. I have seletted some six
issues' that bather us.
The liat is by no beans 'exhaustive, but there.
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are problems ,"'as I look across Navy programs, that I really see looming

Vary large.

First, the problem of collecting data.
Datalacquisition.
(1)
seems to me tdat with respect to job performance evalutition, we are

It

For several reasons,
routinely Collecting more and more data points.
it seems a great dealteasier to collect more and more data. Indeed,, it
Seems to be ,expected.".
,

...n a current Study we are collecting data on over 50 measurement
dimensions for the /lab performance evaluation of sonar technicians.
\-ApCluded are cognitive, vigilance,4 noncognitive, biographical, Perceptual)
biochemical, standard test, and peer,rating Measures. The principle
seems to be: If if moves, measure it.17
Data processing. We feel free to-aeasigre.more and, more things
because we now have available,(theoretically) enormous data processing
.Capability. To be sure, thanks,to the computer, we tan,nowdo data pro7
cessipg t sks that simply could not have.been done manually a decade ago.
(2)

- This is. certainly true for ocr studies in job performande

evaluatidn"

.Wican use standardized;scenarios tó measure job jerformance through
compUter,training modes. And, as another study has shown;. some minority
group meMbers Perillpkbexter than'they do in the traditional' evaluation
,situation..
.
.

.

Cost affeCtivecriteria. but-all of this is not a; small.
costla Beets reasonable (indeed, essential) that we,ask if all these
Iac5'.
.additfOral data points end these computers are cast-effective.
techni4uesiwe
I.do know the data acquisition and prodesaing
not know.
have beeneploring are far more expensivethantraditional" 4ob
performance evaluation methods.
(A)

.

In some cases, we are introducing job,Rerformance evaluation where
there has been none befOre. The cost comparison is particularly:
The 'expression of
unfortunate: zerowersus N-ihNsands of dollars.
speCific case,"
In
on
effectiveness for'these costs is not certain.
we were able to disclose certain critical skill defidUncies and
"institute remedial training to eliminate 'those deficieneies. .Was it
worth it? That is difficult to say.
On-the-job validation of job
performance evaluation has always beep:difficult. On the one hand, we
Riper to be gettipg much betteraccess to the operational environment.
We are doing better,aboard ship,' and where, that is not possible, we are
'bringing very sophAticated measurement vanes dackside to the ships.
(4)

On- the -job validation.

/

I

n
On the other-hand, there remains a large core of job perfo
One
in
reasing
measureswthat we cannot validate without World War III.
.

a
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trend here is the use of fU-1 scale simulation of the missioh as the
validation device. While I see no alternative at the
present time, lone
is:left with the doubt that performancetah the simulafpi may or may
not
.predict performance in combat\
(5)

Simple versusmultipie ,criteria. Next, no one likes simple
measures more than I do. Yet I do not see how we c40
n ever expect to get
simple criteria for a process as complex as
Jo performance.
Looking only at IteNtaik itself and the performa ce associated with it,
I have yet to see a "simple" task or "simple" performance. I. sincerely
hope I am wrong.
l

I cannot pass this subject by without COMMehtiffg-dhthe Holy Grail
of job performance evaluation: T e Ult
te Criterion.
In the-litera.tune, And certainly in.nractice,
tinue to 'hope for that single,
final,' criterion that will expre
verything -- whatever that maybe,
(Thorndike, 1949).
But it seems to me that researchers at least have
abandoned that search.
Every current study of which I am'aware assumes
the need 'for multiple criteria.20

pta

(6)
Meapurlment versus evaluation. Item Stitl conerned,however,
with what appears to be a continuing confusion betWeen job performance-_,
measurekent and the evalilation/of that measurement'.
We ap00,47rto.be in
a 'minor Phase of, as just doted, radicaPexpansiOns in .the quantities of
data we collect.
I would predict that-this phase will eginItO change
and that we will, 'in the future,
collecting'lessdata.:" We are, I
hope,'going to become more discrimi ating in.getting that data relevant

/
<

to interpretation and .use.4

Some Criterion Application Areas
- Let me now turn to my last area which is some of the specific
application areas in which Navy research and development is under way.
In each of these cases, it appears to me increasingly: that the question
is being asked: "What do you want to know?" before we decide what job
perfotmance measure sets we should collect. Depending upon the use of
what will be made of the data, it seems clear to me that differential.
Job performance measure bets may be selected.
Or, to put it another
in each of these cases job performance evaluation is essential,
bu the measure sets may differ depending upon the application.
Incidentally, I have yet to be able to convince many of my colleaguas
that this might be true.
So let me offer it to you as a possible
hypothesis.
,

'(1)
Individual job performance evaluation. 'I have made several
mentions about individual job performance evaluation. .Let me summarize
as follows: We are taking much more complete measure sets, we are doing
much better in job performance evaluation in Nvaticihal enVironments,
but we have yet to demonstrate convincingly (at least to me). that we
are cost-effective.
.
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.

,

Unit (team) performance evai ation.2' Increasingly, our
eff rts are turning (or perhaps returning) to the.importance of unit
) performance measurement. A very positive sign to me $6 the
(te
teni; d attempt to measure both process and outcome of team performance.
Measurement. For some time it seemed to me that we avoided outcome
measurement becauie it was so difficult. For example, studiee of ',
communication systetn8 stressed all sorts of internal proceis measures
(2)

V

ik.

such as frequency/eof interaction'and.so forth, but .I never knew what
In this case, the Delphi technique appears
d to the,messaies.
o be useful ,in. deriving unit performance effectiveness measures

arson & Sender, 1975)..

.

.

7'

Many of_ our_usere are_nota
ed with evaluations of individual'job performance. We. have been
'-- Personnel subsystem readiness-.

sati

..
get ing increasing demands for some expression of the state of the
We
are
asked,
for
entire personnel subsystem (Borman & Dunnette, 1974)11
,example, "What is file personnel readiness of this Ship?" n.sbort,.what
is the aggregate of all the people on the' ship? I would Ao pretend
that we have an answer to that question, but we are trying tbsee what
we cando with the question. I, myself, am not yet convinced intellectually that it is a meaningfu question, but emotionally and intuitively,
I find.it very attractive.
'

'

1.

..,

,

.

.

.

(41.- ersonne / stem operati al readiness. To move. bone level.
.."
of compl ItY, we are increasingly being asked to contribute to some
representation of total system Operational readiness. In terms,of
operational readiness, for example, what does it mean whenthe ship
Or, 'what does it mean if t40 personnel in giiven rate are
° 95% Manned?
only 75Z.job proficient? I would note etend that we know hoW to answer
these qastionOkecisely, bUt we are b- g asked One again. Ae the
*
present time, the. method primarily 'An use h: through total systemI hasten t add this is mod.pling simu-..
mulation models performance.
lip
ation and not physical, simulation.
development. In the
Selection, training, ,and o ganization
elopment, I find a
ganizational
lection,
training,
and
a as'of
For
one,
the performance
number of What are to me encouraging trends.
faF
more
precise
and
hence of much
measurement seems to me to be getting
This
is
praticularly
(Campbell
et
al.,
1974).
greater, diagnostic value
:Job-referenced
performknce
measurement
seems
to me
true in traintig.
microstructure
of
job
deficiencies.
to be looking much Closer at the
This is not for the spke of measur went, but rather so that remedial
o the individual's training needs
training ccan be closely tailored /I
In organizational development, it teems to me that performance me urement is.becoming fOr less global and vague and far more sensit e to
.

the actual events, that occur-- mplex though they may, be..
e previous mention
Productivity and ccountability. I have
In
this
case
we
are
being
asked-O\
vity.
.of the prbblem of p
that
will
serve
as
the
basis
for.
supply job performance measurement
'

(6)
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.

productiVIty enhancement and individual team and organizational
accountaKlity.., I; for one,, am glad that ire areibeing.asked. We
remember, I hope, how job performance measures have been misused in the
past for these' purposes.
If vb. only stop people fromtrepeTtilit.paax
mistakes, bur aeryicea will be of value.
44
.....
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Evaluation' of R&D per 1nel. To end on a threatening note,
We currently have underway stud es on job performance evaluation "Of
R&D Tersonnel. In a pfograi cal ed SHORTSTAMPS.(or Shore Requirements,
Standards, and Manpoweti Planning System), theNavy s attempting to '.a
perforth job performance evaluations on) all NaVy theme personnel with
the objective of better staffing atand/ards and use 'of manpower.. Since ft.
RAW personnel.are a part'of the Navy's shbre manpower requirements, it
seemed reasonable to management that R&D personnel should be included..
Dassurpoyouthat we argued vigorously against this assumption,)but tp
(7)

k

)

no avail.' Since we lost, we have decided to,161.1q.p them..

.

I am reminded of a statement once made to me by a manager:
is gpineto .have.to guess, and y deguess is better than ours."
he was right.
j

"Somebody
.1

,

61,
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FOOTNOTES
a.

Extraneoua remarks by Dr. Muckier

On the negati e side, in looking back over the past 4 or 5 ytars
of Navy:resell h, t find, to my dismay, that aOsast for the last.
2 years ther
s been no program., principally or primarily,
concerned wit the d
erionproblem, per se. As a matter of fact,
.those progr
hi
would classify in that -area sort of began
to die abo
rticuIar(example was Dr. Campbell's
. work for u
f-Olianizational Elfectiveness which
Was a supe
Is not that_ we have.dot ptoposed_
such progr
th
wehave not been able to sell
them, and I
Fu4ham's distinction this morning
was a very go
programa we have proposed have been
. considered to
ey4buld be useful but notAusa le."
And so. it's
Vblem for us to convince oui own people,
that it woul
do work in criterion .development,
despit =
he; act
e is not a pratraM we have which
is no infeisted in
'a criterion problem: I'm also
, concerned as I walk
and alk to all our researchers and
I tilk.to the-peOp
"our researchall of ehem, of course
Presumably very CO'
Ychologists--at how many of our
--researchers do not're gni e the criterion problem exists. And I
think if you think back, ;if you were very careful to avoid a,
-course in industrial psychology or courses in psychoMetrics-that
you could pass through the-PhD program Without ever having come
in contact with the criterion problat. And so for those of us who__
live and die by this,problem and who are fascinated by and con-.
cerned by it, it is a little alarming, I think, to see a researcher
in fact embedded.in an enormous criteridn. problem without any
awareness whatsoever that that.problemlexists.
If I Idol( across
our programs and see what our, people with the criterion probleM
I find one of three approaches being used and sometimes all three.

I.

.

They tend to work
started.

J

n less if you try them after the program Has

eve42,

,
It is my umfortunate tendency in' discussing research, particularly
with our research workers,.to ask many questions about'theit
research.
One question that I continue to ask along the line is,
"Why are you measuring that-r- And IlveOgscovered:that I'd better
ask that question very carefully because'frequently I get a,
response which implies, "Whit the h--- are yot talking abbut?"
Or, I frequently get a hostile response,:"What's wrong Wl.ththati"
And, of course, the answer usually is, "Lots." But I generally
stop. asking at that point.
,

3.

.

.

\

4

:.

.

4.

,

.

I think this is more thap just..a semantic point,:. It seems to me
that an awful,lot of the confusion in existing literature and even
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i.

among ourselves would.be not perhaps resolved but would be clarified':
if We were very careful to distinguish two levels of description.
Unfektunately, we've sort of settledAnto this multiple'regresaion° ,!
approach'and we call these predictoivax±ubles. That's all right-of course most of them aren't--but that%s,all right if we call.
them that. But we have gotten into the habit of calling these
criterion variables, and maybe someone gave some of those definitions
.

this mdrning--that's okay, there's nothing ilirbng with Albet.--but it
....

seems.to(e that it would clear the air a little bit in a ot
ion.
'of cases if we would separate that into two,levels of.desp
And what are the output measures, or what is it, what's happening?
I!wishwe _would go back to the normal_use of the word "critcrion."
_wish we would realize t4t,'inAct, when we're talking about
measurement, as we will, we are talking About the standards
o : lues on the output measures; that in fact, Our criterion
-ifaas re,is our transformance on the output measure; and furthermore
that an output measure; a behavioral measdre,) does not contain
It leeMs lo
necessarily within itself anTme`aping of good or bad.
_fiery frequently we take a measure and we 'assume without being
It see,to
explicit &both it what's acceptable and what is not.
between
these
two le.i:Telt;
me if we were very clearly distinguishing
of description,%a lot of the confusion' would clear up. If I might
take. for en example "error." It was my misfortune--no, I
shouldn't say that--I happened to fre-present by accident. with the
start of the zero defects program. ) It was really, truly accidental
And' what started out as a very nice idea--the goal of zero defectsrsomehow got transformed into the requirement for zero errors.
And because we are vague and not too explicit about this, people
began to say, "Gee, we've got to have zero errors." I don't know
of any humans activity where you're ever' going to have zero errors,
and, what wag a reasonable goal is an unreasonable requirement.
But it seems to me that frequently when we take.errOr*measures we
automatically assume that zeichis good and I would argue to you
that that is not necessarily 4p. And when we looked at. the errors
that existed, then the first question was, "How do. you reduce the
errors?'' And, obviously there are many ways of doing this; but
Associated with that is some'cost.function. . ind,-in many cases,
we've found that there was no question-that one could reduce the
errors, but as Ve began a minimization-function on the errors,
that the cost of so doing increased very erratically. ,So,we began
I would argue to you that tht.error
to' get that sort of thing.
is 'the output meaeure, the criterion measure is really this costthe question becomes much different when one
And'
fumdkion.
'iEs 400king at it this way; mudh different about this sort of

/

,

.

.

,*

desire of having zero errors. In fact, what one then., does is
Omake a judgment and say,. "I'll accept-thatlevel.of erior8v.a8.
'being.:,aeneptablewitan Ti27. system,". (right off the baf.that.makes
you haVe.to define' Lt--defInej what level of error is tolerable)'and. y ';

for that.I am willing to pay hat much:"' I don't want to belabor
this--I will., of course--but I really think it would help an awful'
t'

.635'0

lot if we did "make this distinction.
I. really think. it would.help
a great deal. And. particularly now where our measure sets are
being imposed upon by many other.than our traditional criteria
(some of which I-will get to).
L

.

5.

.:11!4

Patricia Smith, ihher article (which Major Sellman mentioned)-May I Call this a mini-stop now for a promotional plug op the
Dunnette handbook which I think is_one of the finest things that's.
_ever appeared for our field. 'I wish it had been a little lightei
and, of course, a little' cheaper, but that's the way it` goes,
Ain't it?- That's.the'cost-functional oneit.

I

,

*

6.

c\
.

Relevance to the individual, to the organization, and to the
society.
I don't see where any of that is contained in, say, anerror measurement.
Indeed, it is a separate transform on those'
error measurements.
So our problem here which some of us, 'at
least in the Navy, are much concerned about, isltpow do we develop
all these measure sets. How do we de lop the Output measures,
but more than that, how do we develop the criterion transforms on
those measures.
And the answer to that is "Very badly." There
are four ways that I sees that we do this sort of thing. ,The first,
trying to be as kinccas I possibly can, is the traditionallAay.

7.' This reflects.the Navy's almost frantic interest in productivity.
Everybody is.concerned aboutthe productivity problem, but I
'think we have gone beyond concern into hygteria--with good cause,
Ilmight comment. We, have some rather large-orgagizatiorls in, the

Navy that are setting new records for non-pr6duhavity. 7410
:matter 'of fact, we wouldn't mind that very much if they stopped
makinetrouble too. .Sort of the optimal combination. .1 have a
great deal of trouble explaining to people thatthey might consider the possibility thatimore is not better.
It does not nedegsarily.
imply that because we have more output that this is better. It
`

seems again that there's a confusion between theoutpUtdesOription
and the criterion measurement judgment.
8.

We've been having a very, interesting problem in some of the
individualized self -paced training programs that we have done.
They have been extraordinarily effeCtiVe.
They haute, in fadt,
produced very high quality students in the sense of the very
excellent measures of their proficiency, but they have wreaked
havoc with our logistic system.
One student comes out in 3 weeks,
and the next student.comeSqut in more. pr fewe ,,lorgeks.
The
manpower allocation,systeth'his
been t. ro ghly:and tOtally
confueed. Another.thkng that Lee mentionedi, his morning - the
gitoal'there.is. 100% proficiency; and by'otod: we get them there and
then-we no lofiger'have any variance on them,
In one particUlar
case in which I'd better leave out named since it involves
:Admiral RickoVer, there is a concern about the fact that we give
j

just
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C of students where they're trained io 100% Proficiency
and the :e4579 "Well, how can we discriminate between them?" Aild
we 1:44#tou don't have to." And then, "No, I' don't believe that."
.So here'We've got,a measure where we get everybody .100% proficient
aild; to fact, it's not acceptable to the operatibnal people. We
are under a great deal of pressure to.reduce attrition. rates.
There,again, the question-is, "What's an'acceptable attritidn rate
for anything?" If you don't really. Carefully distinguish between
these two. things you sort rof automatically assume zerg attrition
Zero attrition, 25%
is what 'you want: I.would argue not pd.
attrition, 50% attrition, thothe numbers .in themselves have no
It really i:lephilds
evaluation -- they're neither good nor bad.
"\
on what your system wants to achieve.
then

9.

10.

It_would be awfully nice, I think, if welled the kind of formal
quantitative mathematical theory which would, in fact, define and
set both our measures and the transforms on them. In most cases
we do not have this. And in those cases where I have worked where
we do have this,.even,that hasn't solved the problem.
So. you started off this whole modeling' business by saying, "What
is it in your subjective judgment that you want to haver Once
.having made that clear, then we can crank the Whole model out
and we can tell you how to go the best path based on that-objective
I don't thinkthat.in my life time I'm going to see that kind of.
,theoretical development in our area and, in lieu of that, I suppose
we ought to just muddle through--and I'm sure. we will. I think
it mig t be worthyhtle to comment here just a little bit, if I
might.: t a point in my career I had to work a great deal with
mathema_icians working in modern optical theory.and the mathema-

tics are just super. YoU can spend a whole week looking at an
ICS ohe be"st of all possible partial differential
equation.
equation work and if you get your jollies thatvayi that's where
you'get.them. I discovered to my surprise that many of those models
don't predict anything. No, I take that back.' They predict a'lot
of things which aren't true. In my experience in several areas of
physical theory - -you know that hard'stuff we always talk about-They simply are not valid
a lot of their models are not correct.
A
In acoustical theory,' I
and it doesn't seem to bother them.
commoply saw the pattprn where everybody set up t e equations,
de, and then
.there was a big computer'study, predictions we a
y wanted it
they set up a simulation that fixed it the way
ists, it seems to
to be anyway. It's'interesting that psycho
t
what we're doing,
ab
me, have been extraordinarily concerned
and_.the quality' of what we're doing, and the mean g of'what we're
and .I think that's very, very good... On thelother hand, it
lfliq.,lery frequently we get upset because our'problems
seems to
all unsolvable.
licdted .that it seems to
are s c
as I'm concerned, having worked in many other theoretical.
As

areas, i,.tbink psychology's in pretty good shape.

(
,I

dwouldn't' cry so.much about it, however.

U.

In the Delphi wapplication-to tactical. field exercises,* set of
measurable criterion dimensions was, I thought, /really quite
bophisti?sed.:.
.

12...

.

J

I shouldn't tellthis'story because it's not a very nice one. You
recall that these techniques haVe one basic 'technique that was. need.
And that technique was that 4e:want to collect these data from the
experts' independently and anonymously cause we know. what happens
when you put them all together. in one room. A very Iecent study
.was.done which I did not knoW about until after itWas done in
the kaVy. They didn't*have time to do that and they hadthem all '
together so they sat down and they did it in one room, And there_
was, in fact, a.hierarchical\ranksystem operating. I'm also
reminded of a study I did some Years'ago in flight test of an
instrument.
We had 12, flight test pilots - -from a service I will
leave Unnamed7-evaluate that instrument.
They sat dOwn as a
committee to evaluate the instrument and they said, "NOV many
are,in favor of this_ifistrument?"
The first vote. was 11 to 1.
The one vote was, unfortunately, the Commanding officei, and. he
said, "We will now have a secdhd vote.",, The second vote was 0
-to 12." I'm astonished; I thought everybody knew about that sort
of problem.
.

13.

Obviodal, we're very much concerneldetth this problem for any
measures that we take.
Beyond thaelPe talk/About Other things
like contamination,and deficiency.
prefer to think of deficienCy
in terms of the completeness of the measure
ts.
How complete, is
your measure set to describe the phenenoma th
you're dealing
withbut that's another problem. I'd like to talk a little more
about this because based on Smith's definition where the criteria
must-be relevant to the individual, or the organization, or. the
4ociety, we might ask some queitions about what kind of criteria
cXuld yOu get that would define that relevance: How can we say
_Or example, "How would the - organization View our criterion
,:mftasuremeut?"
"ghat sort of criteria wo41d they put on our
terion.9,, Needless to say, that literatUre is not a very large
ode and it's sort bf like
this is a good; thing to do, but
nobody's been explicit about what these criteria might be.

-

-14, ..Av.3yon going to give'me measures that'I can do something with?
-3.--,fird-jt
was interesting in this particular management handbook that
e
,concern. waswith bot4 measures of not and also measures. of the
I thought thvt was extremely interesting and
:.time history.
If we recall some of our own.literature.
--eXttemely sophisticated.
here (Dr. Camm has contributed about the dynamic nature of
.10.teTieY, 14 seems to me they.did not.acknowledge you but it
.

,
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seemed to me like it was awfully nicethere.was cqwern about. j
an understanding of the fact that Criteria arenot eternally

t

stable.

Of tourSe the answer .1130,11D, no .matter what organization you hale..

',915.

We're engaged in atrannuaLorgy of performance, appraisal,
,:NPRDC,and I suspect if you were to gsk about the' commitment
,prOblem, that.46 would cease instantaneously to do so 1 This is
Nobody in particular likes this sort of
not true everywhere.
thing but they do it anyway. Nhese then,are how management of.
organization might respond, by, their criteria to our criteria,
a possAile set of criteria on.criteria.
Our users are, frankly, much more
think', with Tany of our users, if
nUmber, one' output measure, they
really expect us to coliecf large

16:.

paphistiCat d about this. I
we came in and:Collected one
wouldbe disappoiniedy They..
data sets.
.

.

.

.

..1:

.

It'o good news because we!rg_,
This is good news and bad newa.
Collecting a lot of data,.and we're collecting. it of a magnitude
so that we can really do something with it. But olkaourselit's 4
bad news because what it really-reflects is we don't knOw what
we're doing. Anwe're going to'make overkill and make sure
that we don't miss anything. Aria so we will have a lot of pseudo
predictor'Variables.

.,' 17.

18.

C..

i

,In going aboard ship, which is a game we play, we are finding
aboard those ships aomputers. Now they're there for other reasons.
And'we are finding that they're not being used all the time. And
we say "Hey, can.we use thoseqcomputers?' And the answer la yes.
So now when we come aboard we bring a terminal and sOftware and
we time share,With the,onboard comOuteri. And.we use these In
evaluating for many, many purposes% One is, frankly, personnel
I think you would not be surprised, Sboard.a carrier
management.
be--one, by the
with 2,700 people or 3,000 people as the

way, is never, sure how many are aboard - -I" pink you would not
be surprised to know that very frequently there is less than'
Translated; f rememb*
optimal allocation of personnel. resources.
evaluation
board
on.one
of
ourcarriers--the
PB
one propulsion
they
expect
people
to
solve
set up certain standard problems and
themA In this one case, not only could they, not solve.them but
Not because he was not
they couldn't' find\ anybody who could.
couldn't
find him. Then we're
there--the guy was there--they just
Division,
and just nobody
talking about 600 men in the Engineering
By the way I
So
this
is
a
real
problem.
knows where they are.
with
the
deviceS you
* might comment; you don't experiment or test
You
plug
in
with
thonboard
computers
arpi
we find
take aboard.
opportunities
with
,respect
that, really, these are extr
r example, we can set up,
,
to job performance measurement.

a

Pr..

little standard jobrscenarios,have the fo ks come down in'their
irectly their job
JIerformance,, with teiilpet toqandard job s exarios. And this is
wmrking:just beautifdllyproViding the co
nding officer likes
Off-duty cyqe, anCL:W0-..can measure rather.

v..

19.
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This was dockside, job-Performance evalua$ion'
three skilled
categories: sonartechnigian.4of Course), weather technician,
and missile technician. NoW.these are supposed to be the best
- guys we've got. They're out there doing their jobs;.theyve been
-thiougkall the schools and they'Ve years Ofexperie
and they're
supposed to le super. Jerry...and his folks. went 4o
:and*tested' Al.
these people on some very sophisticated job refere e tests, and -7Y.
the first thing we found was soup-rather startli
icienditsi,u
what the very best of our people: could do'. You.kn
U really
don't want a nuclear warheadteCh4itianat,70% tffectiveness, I
think.
I'm happy to say immediately,that.therhrought uith:them.
.

emedia±-training programs iailored.specificaIWto the indiViduai.
.

so that the likasurementthat they; got was diagnostic and cOuld, 141,;.
fat, be di-§-eelmmediately by.7the people. I'm happy to report:frOm'
the latest data that this was,exrraordinarily successful..but.it
was. extraordinarily expensive as well.
AndsoOne.,.gets,toAhe
point of
ying, "Yoll've got' a nuc1ear warhead technician.
is the e e ctiveness of changing his job $raficiency from 70% to
98%?"
ell, emotionalI5., it makes me. feel much beter.
Buti'is
this the kind of data'that we can present for cost CffeCtivedess
evaluation? I doubt it very much. Wall, letme.put :it this way;
It hasn't worked so far:"

f

.

20.

,

I don't see that this is a problem in practice. It seems to mev
that in most situations that I'm familiar with, I Aon't see Many
people looking for simple criteria. In practice they are really
looking for multiple criteria becausAtha't's the nature of what
you're dealing with. In dealing with mathemaiicians--it was
always an interesting experience for me to take this kind of
problem to 11 mathematician.
For two years I,was: with some of
the world-class mathematicians Who assured me that no matter how
complex`thaproblem was they would Elnd it mathematically tractable.
This was, of course,.befOre they saw our.probldps. And sd we
started giving seminars to the mathematicians:- We started saying,
"Okay, here's some of Our problems, not.; what do we do with this
mathematically?" I recall one,NRuth Holliman, who's-famous for 'the'
Holliman Illter, who'said, "That's too complex." We used to, have
a little scenario in a special, beautiful mathematicallibrary:
You recall Einstein" theory of relativity rested on Riemannian
surfaces, rich is the theOty which had been deVeloped about 20
years befo e. So he had a model that *he needed. .14P had thii
ttle
thing that we're gong to walk through the mathematical' library
441r.
and a volume would fall:on'the floor-open to Chapter 15, which was
.
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the model for our data.

was our'theary of divine intervention-

and it' never happened.

-,

r
.

..

rformance evaluation,from a
With respect to individual job=
summarized sum of the comments,'I seemuch more sophisticated
measurement than I've seen,. I've seen much more,in-deppl, on-the-/ob .:
performance measurement,.and fienkly immething there Ijikes, I see'
Mr. Camm noted some of .
N, 110 a lot more of "objectivb'Measuiemekt%
We're
leap
and.leas
dependeittupon
rating methods,. I'm
these.
like the fact
realliy, not against rating methods.bUt I sort
in
in
vidual jobr
we have much more measurement opportunity
,...--,performance situations.

21.
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IX
THE CRITERION PROBLEM
AN OURVIEW OF EVALUATION AND MEASUREMENT RESEARCH
g THE AFHRL eCHNICAL TRAINING DIVISION

Philip J. DeLeo and Brian K. Waters
Technical Training Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Lowry AFB, Colorado
.
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The Naturg of the Criterion Problem in Technical Training
r*

People engaged!in training regaarchirequently view the well-known
,criterion problem fidm,a somewhat different erspective-than those Who,
" perform selection or.classification studte
The typicalSelection
study. begins with a careful search for'Crit ria which possess, ...ng
Othew desirable properties, (a) relevance to the ultimate criteri .,
(b) fieedot rot9 contaminationA,and (c) reliability (Thorndtke,'19'9).
rassiiiio.kion.Tes ti '...7:-, ers then devise:laetho.= .f measur-.
Selection an
.4.,.
01.
ing behaviors (i. .,,,,.ab
de testorlOgbe) wh -.!predict
.i--/es
the criterion,chosen. to`ir trig researchers.a e li-ly to
accept the criterion oblecti
of a t aining course, or un
.f
instruction, as "givensuLand b'ypass t
aspect of the 'criterion prOblem
completely, choosing instead to con ntrate pikV,hat'is'essentially a
measurement problem,` namely. making the mastery or-bon-mastery decision
on specified criterion objectives. ;Thus, in both*therknowledge and
performance
domains,'the criterion problem becomesa question of whether
.
or pot mastery of the criterion is the state of nature for a certain
individual. Relying on the: instructional system development(ISD)
process to specify, appropriate criterion objectives, trainingreseardhers
have tended to conceRtrate their energies on developing methode,for
measuring whether th4se criterion objectives have. indeed been attained.
This strong emphp4s,on measurement will be seen clearly when.we discuss
our past efforts, and it continues prominently in our present and planned
1

,.

;.t.

.

.

work.

..
,

Having contrasted selection and training approaches to t ecriteri
ig re I'
problem, let us now attempt to show how they are related.
b I] ;
illustrates the linkages between selection, training, and the
11
terme_of immediate, intermediate, and ultimate criteria.
Most, \f not all, Armed Forces selection and classification tests
are validated using performance in training as the criterionfor the
obvious reasa9s that training data are easier to obtain,'less costly,
But, it is clear that only to the extent
relatively reelable, etc.
training performance is truly reflective of job performance.art
1
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Selection
Device

Training
Performance

'(Immediate)

Predicts

.

Job
Performance

(Intermediate)

Predicts

Career.

Success s.
(Satisfaction

(Ultimate)

Progression)'
F

.

/----

1

\,

Figure 1.

0

c>

t:-

A model of the relatitnship biligeen selection and the
ultimate cricerion.*.
.

.

.

,

,

For the process desctibed,in Figure
selection studies on safe ground.
1\(o be valid, it is in.cdmbent on training researcAers, therefore, to
:re-examine a more classical statement of the criterion problem and
consider to what extent training performance actually predicts job per;
WyCle4curate measurement of training performance is seem
formance.
as a necessary condition for total system effectiereness, it is by
Realiiing this, we have in.Creased.our emphasis
.'itself not sufficient:
improving training evaluation (Itep 5,3f the ISD process), and-we
'wi Nn_the future conduct resefrch to mproye the methods by Which
bOth training requirements and trainin objectiyes are developed in
.

...

'Iv

(Steps

Air Force'eraining.,

"2 and 3, r spectively; of, the ISD.processik)
.

.

.

-

k

the
To recapitulate., thus tdr we hdve asserted -ihat "solving:'
,
-criterion prob16 involves answerlog essentially two questions:
.

'--
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(a) what behavidshouldibe observed.(Measured, tested) and (b)
are these behaviors to be measured effectijkly (i.e., taking into
account reliability of the measdrine-devices4'efficiency, and accuracy)?
The decision to observe certain'behaviors rather than others involves
a content validity approach which is based on defining the job domain
in terms'of tasks performed. This aspect will be subsequently referred
Theiquestfon of
to as the definition aspect of the criterion problem.
measurement effectiveness equates toNa predictive, or concurrent,
validity approach which relates'training performance to job perfOtmarite.
Table 1 provides a complete Werview of our measurement/evaluation
research work asiit relatet to these Jwo aspects of the criterion problem; We shall next review these studies in some detail, indicating
genera/ trends in odr progrgq,
Table 1.

The' riterion Problem
DefinitiprvAspect

Measuremeht'Aspect

/
Student Attitudes
o 'Confidence Testii%g

o

o

Past

o

Advanced Measprement Techniques
Adaptive Testing

o

Adaptive Testing Model

o

Deve opmen't

Present

o
o

Future
r

o
o
o

3

Survey of -ATC measurement/
evaluat.ion procedures
Task clustAziat
.field evaluation

-

Advanced-Field Evaluation
'$ystem

.

SYmb lic Performance ;eating
Crit rion Checklist Reliability

Latent Trail. Applications.

o

Adaptive Tegting ImpleMentation
Criterion Referenced Testing

o

(Mastery /Non Mastery)

Requirements Validation
Workshop for Implementation
of Advanced Field Evaluation
System

Previous Work
Since *,the Technical Trainin Division of AFHRL was originated in
1969'; the primary thrust of our measurement and evaluation research
program has been directed toward the measurement aspect cif the criterion
Resources committed to this task have been quite,limised,
problem.
due primarily to.other commitments within the Division such as developRarely has more than one
ment of the Advanced lnsCructional S'ystem.
Within these constraints,
man-year been tiivotea to Measurement/evaluation.
we hale cried to be resiJunsive co the immediate' needs of One Air gprce
as well as to ,investigate new tecinlicities for in'corporat'ion into com-

puter based instructional systems.
ft

*

k

.

student
Miring the 1969 -1972 tide period, problems of measurin
attitude and student achievement ociRipie.4. our attention. T e attitude

4

.40.1at4it Crttique Form
measurement project attempted to level
-8,-141eLas issued
orts
for potential ATC usage: A seriet olcovering. the development oethe critique scales, the refthationof norm
groups, scale, reliability,. factor analysis of the Auestiohnaikei-,and
The nor-E4
,use of.the discriminant function to support item validity.
referenced approach.described by our researchers in the,:final
waa'jfidgedby.ATOpersonnel to be operationally infeasible.;
consequently, the newly developed critique form was never used.
Y

In the achievement domain, we investigated the utility of confidence
testing in ,an Air Force environment (2, 3, 4, 5). Confidence testis
is a technique for test scoring, where students are asked to express
the degree of confidence they have in their answer. Confidence testing
could increase the predictive validity of test scores.in two ways:
(a) by making constructive use of partial knowledge in determining an
examinee's true score,-and (b) by reducing test anxigiy. Of the available techniques for allocating confidence, two method'' were.studiedjin.,
the classroom (6). Neither proved superior, and the students were
'relatively indifferent to use of either\techniciue. The most serious
-objection came from instructors who felt that the system was too
oomplex to score by hand. However, the results of this study may one
`'day be applied through incorporation into a computer scoring routine.

By 1972, we had turned our attention to finding alternatives-to
the multiple choice format for testing the knowledge domain and to the
development of more sensitive scoring systems (1, 14). This effort
culminated in a study by Siegel et al. (15) in.owhichsseveral advancedIncluded
measurement techniques were tried in a classroom setting.
pictorial
testing,
And
were novel item formats such as analogies,
methods
such
as
cognition of figural systems as well as new scoring
detection.
confidence testing4sequential testing,.and theory of signal
ThoughAese techniques were., on the whole, successfully demOnstrated,
in the study?"-thy5 were not adapted on a wide scale, probably because
ATC first-line evaluation personnel were not trained in their ube..
In search of more efficient ways of measuring an examinee's
knowledge and pkiAXs, we initiated work/in adaptive pr "tailored"
Here, a reduced set of items is given to an examinee,
testing.
dependent on'his or her1previous pattern of respobseso 104.1r initial
efforts in adaptive testing were to confider the issues involved in
implementirethis technique in a computer blsed training system (10).
Waters (17) also conducted an'emp±Tical investigation of one approach-thelStradaptive model, for measuring ability -and concluded that the
'

heAprokise.
Hansen.et al. (1b) strA;cestully implemented two adaptive testing
algorithms, Flexilevet and Hierarchical, in'the Precision Measuring

6U

t

I

j.

.1

Resu s from .his.study are
Equipment Specialist ,course at L6,f
.."'decidedly
encouraging.'
Time
saving
appro
ima ed 20%, and accuitacy of
.-measurement/Vas nearly identical t conventtO al procedures.
:

4

104 study (16), Which surveyed'4CireasuremenflevaltlatiOn.
procedures in the context of the ISD model, developed some information
which '.aid the grOundwvk for our current. interest in the definition
Of-the criterioni'Problem. An in-house follow-on.stpdy (13)
appraised the ATC graduate evaluation system, presented a method1Or
detethmining over- and under-training, and suggested a task cludtering.
approach to linking job performance wIth training objectriyes.
Predeut. Work

Work on adaptive testing has been undertaken pri rily to decrease
requent
In a weli described instructional sequenc
test time.
erequisite
m asurgment yields asgurance'that the student has attained
asic concepts and skills before proceeding to more complex areas in
However, no single model or algorithm for adaptive
the curritulum.
testing has a clear lead at this time, nor are any ready-4or widespread
implementation. More work needs to be done particularly in the
theoretical development of "adaptive criterion referNced performance
test* Consequently, we are participating in an interservice project
which is supporting work in this area by Dr. David Weiss'at the
University of Minnesota. Another basic research contract with the
same general objective, although with a somewhat different approach,
is also being supported.
Development of an Advanced Field*Evaluation System for ATC
represents our,first real attempt to validate the link between training performance and job performance and addresses the criterion
While the primary purpose of the research is to
definition aspect.
provide more useful information about training adequacy, a by-product
of this o study will be a direct check, independent of the occupational
on whether tasks trained are actually performed on the,survey repo
H efully, as well, there will emerge a more sensitive scale oi
j'ob.
measure of job performince. ,Another procedure that we have investigated
for increasing testing efficiency is called symbolic performance testThe underlying concept inhis technique is to capture the
ing.
essential features of a performance test in either a paper-and-pencil
mode or by meaqs of audiovisual ur computer graphic presentatiog.
1

,

.,

UL analog, which correlates
Thus, wt administer a e.ymbull,.
in the process, we
very highly with the actaal-performance test,
avoid consumidg instructof and equipment time for test purpos'es and
can deal with more than one ur two studeuts.at a Lime. We are currently
working on a demonstration of this technique iu an electronics training
course dt Lowry AFB. Prevloud work on symbolic performance testing has
Neverthde.,s, the p"tentj.al increase. in
not been very encouraging.

rnk

testing efficiency mi es
testing worthwhile.-

ontinued exploration of symbolic p erformance
0,

Since the advent of criterion referenced measurement, one of the
major tools used bYthe ATC instructor has been the criterion checklist.
Because accarate measurement requires reliability as a precondition,
we are c rr ntlyinvestigating . tthe reliability of this device in two
o. suggest operational practices which
ATC con4lor We' hope to be a
measurement from use of criterion
Would inc else the reliability
checklists,
.

Future Research

t

Requirements validation, referred to in Table 1, is meant to
encompass research tOt'ensure that training objLtives flow from job
requirements." We would agree that some theory, CoAcepts,.skills; or
abilitie should-be taught, even though these do O('appear to be Sob
requirement per se. The object here would be to discoverbetter ways
of judging which enabling objectives are prerequisites to job performance and which are irrelevant. The student himself may be a fruitful,'
but often overlooked source of idea's, and so we are led full circle
back to student critiques as a method for developing this information.

Returning tothe measurement aspect; we intend to pursue appl cations of latent trait theory to ATC measurdrent problems. Latent
v
trait theory is a relatively new approach t measurement. Popularized
by Lord (1952, 1953a, .1953b), latent trait theory has thePotential to
'help solve many, crilerion-related measurement problems. Hambleton
et'al. D.977),cite the disadvantages of classical measurement
procedures; among these are sample scientific item parameter Sti tes,
and the fact that they have no utility in determining how a given
examinee Will perform on a particular, item or set of items,.. Latent
trait theory permits us to predict item performance by individual'
examinees based upon the underlying trait or characteristic being
rroD of measure-.
It does. not rely on the classical."stanclard
asured.
have equal!
. me t" which assumes that examinees of all ability leve
err rs of:Ileasurement. '.Latept trait Lheory. also allow us to get-away
fro the concept of using only grouNcurrelation coefficients between
pr dictor and criterion test scores fo determine the utility, of a
e suremedt proc dure. The concept of "test information function"
alows us to comp re different instruments or procedures in terms o
the relative amo t of information which they produce about the.p.ndei.

.

0

lying trait.
A relatively.lar& and gtuwing amount. f research has been done
in the use of latent trait parameter esti tes for selection and classifrom the un-going .work by Weiss and his associates at
fication. Asi
the University M Minnesota, practically n research has been done in
an instructional environment. We plan to ook at such applications in

f-/ r--;
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the near future, probably in our'FY79 program
One of our major concerns is the effect of having a multidimensional instructional situation as opposed to a:relatively un
dimensional aptitude measurement problem.
As current latent tra t
models are defined, -a uni-dimensional latent trait is assumed. We
...must either examine the robustdess-of existing models to viilatio of*
this assumption or create new, more complex, modelswhich aan handle
multi - dimensional data.
If one of these alternatives proves fruitful,
many of the scaling, sampling,'and lack of individual'predictive
problems with conventional criterion Oredictions may be ease&
Continued Uork.on adaptive testing is a c ear future direction.
We would pro Pose to implement those models which survive our resent
.studies and meet the tests of practicality, ease. of use, efficiency,
and accuracy.
Still a third aspect to the criterion problem, not considered so.
fart.44 the question'of hdw to set _cutoff scores on. test instruments. ..
.Whae,rahonale should. be used for deciding mastery level? A further
factor is the utility or dost40 testirfg.' Is the information 'gained
from the test worth the, cost of adminiStration?
If cost'Were taken
into account, perhaps we would conclude that the test ought not to be
given at all: A decisirn theory approach (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965)
based, on the notion of utility may be fruitfui,for investigating these
two additional aspects: '..
.

1

.

.

Figure 2 is a graphid repredentationiof the prloblem one faces in
setting cutting scores on a test.
In a roughly.normal disfributioh of
test scores, students tend to fall into three' discernible groups:
masters, non- masters, and a fairly large middle group which has test
scores between Qk and O2.',One would need to collect more information
about this middle, group td render an effective masterly decegion. This
may be uneconomical in certain instances.
If C2 is chosen as the tutting
-Store, the shaded area represents errors of classification 00 the task.
With C2 as the cutting score, falde positives are quite small.and false
negatives 061atively large; the opposite is true if-C1 is chosen'.
A decision-theoretic way of, thinking may be helpful in setting 'the,
cutting score. the importance of the decision being made dictates'
whether C1 or C2 is the most behetiCial place for the cutting score.
If the consequences of task success and failure can be quantified in a.
dollar metric, the costs of additional testing could be combi ed for
various cutting levels, and a more rational decision ould be
de.
These questions remain to be explored in future tse il6
rch.
.

.

(.

.

4

-Fa,

Succdss gettives
6l

Task

False
Posieives
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.

Failure

Unsure

Non
Mastery

MaStery

0

Test

Cutoff scores and decision errors.

Figure 2.
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Conclusio

In summary, it should be emphasiied,that for the training Community
progress on the criterion problem will come when both the measurement
and definition aspects have been addressed.' We have shown to. what extent
our 1rogram has been concerned with these issues. More work needs to be
done on the definition aspect in order to assure ourselves that Sob
releant behaviors arc eing trained in'an effective manner:
.4

/

t

,1

.-. Much of what has been presented in this paper is clearly applied,
even "action- oriented, research. That is, knoWn&techniques aye applied
,
to ,solve operalional problems. We have a strong:Iiias in thisi'Orection
and feel that such is a properbrientation for a military R&D organlz4ion.,
sme emphasis'on theoretic. 1 development' Advances in statis,I1Owever,
tical methodology; and innovation in measurement eechniques will be
We muss continde to supp rt and encourage basic research
m° rota
tools will be available to solve problemg yet unstated.
so thht nee
,

.

.

e

8-year existence..
C1(1
Many of thest dLe not research lesSong but guidelines for translating
We must constantly be alert
our research intojoper4tional.programs.
Alt closer coordination with our,use& not'only to be responsive to
and
real, heels, but also to help with theRrotilem of personnel turnover
.
We hope to lidVC: learned somel,,Lons in

_

.

89' ...

.

4.
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changing perceptions'of needs. ,Jnsoaddition, we.must provide transition
plansto'includd supports and training where needed so that improve,mentsmay'be institutionalized, for instutionalization of our research
must' be the overriding goal of our measureventievaluation program. ,
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OVERVIEW OF.ABVANCED SYSTEMS
CRITERION RESEARCH (MAINTEN

John P.'Foley, Jr.
-Adiianged,Systema'Division
Wright-Patterson-Air Force Base, Ohio

Introduct

4.

TheAdvanced Sysloops Division (AS) of Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory .(AFHRL) has had two. s,pparate and distincteriterion R&D
programsone concerning pilot performance; and the 'other. concerning
maintenance performance. Today I am addressing our maintehance program.'

Maintenance of hardware is curcntly an extremely costly operation'
High maintenance cost is the
for t4e Department of Defense (DoD).
Fo.r some'electronic,
cause of high systems ownership cost.
maintenance specialties, neat-1y 1 yelr of hroacrformal training is
giv'en.first enlistment personhel,,- And maintenance training' generally.
Even with such lengthly training, the efficiency
is long, and costly.
Improved job instruction's
of maintenance ,Fould be greatly improved.
and information, as well as increased useof job (task) oriented
training have great potential for decreasing maintenance training
time' and.improving the job performance of maintenance tasks.
.

But, to maxlmie such potential and t,ensure more efficient
maintenance, the criteria for the selection, training, assignment, and
hould be the demonstratOd ability of
promotion of maintenance me'
To enforce
maintenance persof(nel to perform the tasks of their jobs.
such criteria, the key job tasks Wust be identified and the 'ability to
perform.identified.talles-must bd ascertained. Since'the ability to
"Perforw'mady or most of the identified tasks will.not-be part of the
.

norlaiarepertoire of those, being selected, for jobs, A.DpropV. ate action
must 6g-taken to develop the ability to perform job. tasks. -Of qourse,'
these'actions are "easier said than done.';,
The

1.41 Vt)bleM

If we can produce a wca.allab deV1,e chat tiLLually medbu4cb ,Cites

ability to..perform the desired beh,vicrs under all the desired c4110.tiOns,-1,
we have an.ultimate criterion.measure. But the fact chat we usually
cannot develop such atdevice forces us to settle for a secondary
criterion measure which is, at best, somewhat different. than the;

68
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.

.

.

.

.

-
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As we see it, this aifferencehetween the real world and
the simUlation of the real world,fpr tenting gpurpOses4 ale criterion
ultimate.

yroblem.

,

,

t

A Common example of such a criterion problem presents itself,when
we'attempt to measure an indivi'dual's ability to drive automobiles.
To 'Measure such, ability completely, we would have to devise a test
that would measure his ability to perfdrm 41 driVing tasks of all
automobiles, on all types of roads, in all traffic conditions, under
all types of weather conditions, whether he is being observed'or not
It is opvious that it .would'be virtually impossible to meet'lll'of
these conditions. under praCtical testing conditions.
Wctherefore,
settle for a less rigor
test criterion. We assume th
he can
j.
drive any atitoimobile'adeq atax, if he demonstrates in aperfoimence.-test that h6 can perform most driving tasks'in. one automobile in
,
normal traffic, while being observed.

.

el-la

.

Elit many times," it is inconvenient and considered too costly to
adlinisthr even such a driver performance test, and an attempt is,
.

Made to .develop a paper7and-pencil testhich will determine that an
Individual can drive adequately. But such a test cannot be considered
to be a'valid Substitute unless a high empirical relationship to the
criterion measure can be demonstr:ated. In the Ytactical wor2d , of test
developmfint',.,the driver performance test would be Considerecran
adequate, near ultimate criteriore*test for velidation'of such' a paper-

r

and7pencil.substitute.. Many times such a paper-0-penciltest is
used without being,/validated Against such a neaaGitimace criterion
test:
The use of such an,unvalidated test would ho .41 extremely
dangerous praCticeSince itpip assumed by most users,that it measures
an individual's ability'to chive, when'infact; we:are hOt-pureiwhaC
it is measuring:

A.

**.
-,-,3

'

i

,,

-

,

f

.

'This Criterio&problem has long plagued measurement theorists an4
/
practitiOner§, asoiell as purriculum researchers... The nso.of job
tasks,, and performance examinatloOs"based.on these- tasks'as near
ultimate. criteria for evaluation of,- selection devices; was first :

emphasized as a result of the work of*Army and Navy beantement
psychologists during WOrld 'War II.
In 1946, Jenkins discussed the
problem in 'light or the.pxperiencep of ,Navy psyclologis
n an article'
- in the American Psychologist,;$ntitled "Validity for
-,
.

A*

,

1

Poyc401081gts u general. tended to accept .the tacit assumption
Ohm_ criteria w eLe either ;givers of God 'or just to be found,
about.
novice of'1940, searching through man*
texalook6.and m
jouL.Lidi literatUre, would heve.beenled
to conclude tLa
pedienc, dictated the chOice of:criteria ';"
and that the eon eilleut availability df A criteLibd was,..more
adequa,y
PupwAtaut th.n

r"
J.

.

.4

,

In 1964, the late kaids,Wallace.presented a paper at the anqual onven4kon of Amertcan;PsychologicalUsociation..(APAII, which also appeared
in the. American Psychologist (Wallace, 1965a). IfAndicited.that
of what-Jenkins said in 1946 wasletill true.

-

ih the '181 years whichltre followed, we have become wiser and.
rf we have not
eadder.abut the criterion problem'.
!

occomplished a groat deal, if we tend to use the eXpedirt
Criterion with the comforting thought that some day we:.
will get.dola to constructing better ones, if we concentrate
oh criterLa that.are 6redictable'rather than auropriate,
we do operttewith*varying levels-of guilt feelings. 14
have not done miWabout it, but. we ke6W we should.
,

.

opother Raper in. WhiCh her addressed theas it.applies to electronic'. maintenance..

WarkaceVrege
4riterion problem veratiec

4

All c this is preldOe'to.my.main thesis which is in no sense.
I state it because -.
revolutionary, original.,.,dtcOrltroversial.
is
:that
the
nature of our ,.
IJAwit.is-honored in.the,treach.
X4b iro,ficiency measures determines how we select, 'classify, train,'
iniain, arid assess our human reiolerces. If the.m&isures

*

.

ra

kargely irrelevant tothe jobs wetwant done, we will select
'

.

Y

6

.

wrong men, clasiify theOfincgrrectlY., and tr4ain them .wrong.'
'A.s true because .these profitiency measures ate,.oritiould.
he; the criteria .against whIth we validate-our selection ,,and
.,!classifi'dationprocedures and evaluate our training -content
petvisory techniques. Thui, if.I
and,methodology7lor.our-

tV7'

...

'

'use,a testoadiranCed electronics theory as the proficiency
taeagurel for electioni iymaintenance and as the criterion
Into
agaipat. which tg..evalu to a test for selecting men t%
ihaintvance training, I Will end up choosing a selectio test
'
'" which rejjects men,who are not'well_aboveiverage in both
repiadilig
and arithmetic abiiity. ' In the process, IlMight reject
/
4'
:a greit'many who are outstanding' in their abili..t1 -to get their
I might:AlsO
NTiands on a. piece ofmachindiy and make It mirk.
'acpept.a number who (like myself) are so lacking in the simplest
manipulative abifity that.thei'r hands Could have been cut off
at the wrists at birth withOht serj_ously affecting their outputs.
So, when I decided what prof,icidncY measureilto use, I alio..
training fo$in .
deCided 414 ki.nd of 'n I.was going. to,.
.

ii

.

.

.

o

.

.

''
N..

..

s.l.

,

.

..

,.

the job:

.

'

:

.

'''-'

.

.

....

.

Butiit doebn't,end there: For when I now a., ach the problem.
of how1. . to .train min tiTherform.the tasksAnyOived in the job,
...
I mustmake decisiltabout.what should be taught and what
f
in .teaching- it. The only way 1 have
pthods shOuld'be us
0%,
of reiehing such decisions (e ;cept byAivinatfon'which'fi,
' -. ~admittedly, not a rariPrOCedure)-is to measure ar10compare
..
,

4.

'..V

,

.
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"f

'

'

the performance acnieved.yith, various curricula and
methodologies
rgo , Un 1
a e .'of the electronics
maintenance Course; I
s of reading about
electronics theory-and
pr.
graduates
read' and write 'electroniCs areor4hile t
T equip- .
bent deteriorates in hopeless in
rativ$ Sia (Wallace,
.

.

<,

,
.

1965b, p. 0.2

-

-
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c
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.
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'

'Influenced in part by the' allave stateme t,-We at the Advanced'
,- Systems Division decided to do svmething about the criterion problem
. as it App.1.4ed to maintenance ..
And, allyAugh our work was. at times

.
11

delayed apd sidetracked, 12 years Isar we do have aoie R&D coMpleted
which' we can talk about.
However, the grim and vivid picture thai
Rains Wallace painted in 1965 *.is still .true for most of the operational
,

Air Force.,

'..

',.

N
Our approach . to the criterion problem has been to study and
Analy;e Oath measurement literature and maintenance jobs, and to
develop job task performance tests (JTPT) for key maintenance tasks
which were selected on the basis of these analyses. We slevelcised
these JTPT to be as near to ultimate 013 criteria as possible 7,.n keeping with the 'following suggestion of Frederiksen:
.

.

,

,

.

.

I'

.

vl

The objective, presumably, .is t9 .get as clase as is feasible'
to the ultimate, criterion; but as has just been Seain ; When
one gets too lose tg, the real"lifaik, -situation, control. of 16
the conditions for adequate obserVAtion is lost. 4pbspriation
of real-life behavior is ordinarily not a suitatre.*echnique
for-'measurement
The Ope f measure that, is :.refdloamqnded
. for first consideration in i training evaluation st46, is -11-4
the type which most closely approxtMates the teal-life
:situation, that which, in this chapter,. has been called'
NOcitihg .lifelike ,behavior. If
is not feasible to wa
for'the. behavior to happen in real life, then lifelike
occasions ,can be provided fox,the behavior to occur'in: a
teSe situation. (Fre de rilsen

,

1962

p

334)

.

.

,

4

Admittedly , an' examination- made iipk, of tasks removed: Atom their.
actdal jdb' environment is 'not an ultimate rifiX
cerioalktIF Under
.. ;actual: job situations, the graduat may .have to perform tnese.ltasks
.

;!.

,,,,

.

'

. in crampe
Iowarters; under stress
Ititftili*, noise, heat' or Mad; or
with ante.
004 ,boss interfering
...These conditions o
As are
usually n'; constant 'variables, but change from day -to
a and fro&

:

. hour-to-hop r. ,, The assumption usually, has to' be jmade:-that the individual
,4

can perform' a task ;under. conditions -0 'stresa, provided he can perform
the salve. task well under normal conditions.. A formal perforpance ...".
examination has its own set of streases ,which' May not be ,the; .6004,1ks
Iljob stresses'," but ,their. presence AraY tend to offset the lock of Job
stresses:
Forty job t'a'nk performance. examinations are the Closest
,

.
:

'
C:.

.
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maintenance jobs presently available....

usable-simulation of

ar

;!per.formanCe tests at all.
441111113:
They arefar better than

RevieU Of .PerfOiMance Measurement. (PM) Literature

.

4

In regard td therillteropure reviews and analyses made for PM

(Foley, 1967, 1970.044,,44uable PM efforts have been reported by
the Army, Navy, Andgr Force. illowever, most of these efforts have

_

4

not been systemattc.erfort4.havtitg as their prime objective the
improvement of the star, ,-4-th47aFX of PM, kather, they have been ad.
upppb tsjob oriented training research programs.
hoc PM development
A %table eXception-wasithe walk of the 4Ar Force Petrsonnella md Training
Center "(AFPTRC) Maintenee LabOratory. /Another more recent systematic
Army,effort, accomplished by theHuhan Reiources Research Organization
(HumRRO) *as not covered An these reviews (Vineberg, Taylor, & Caylor,
1970a, 19701"; Vineberg & Taylor, 1972a,, 1972b))., As to civilian R&D,
duringithe .initial PWliterature review (Foley,.,1967), a serious
attempt was bade to identify and include the results of PM R&D from
None was found.
.the civilian vocational education establishment.
.

.

4"

A substantlal outcoffie,of the'review of other PM efforts was a
consolidation dtresearch results concerning the correlations' between
various maintenance tasks and paper-and-pencil theory
results of PM
edge
tests, and school marks. As tp their value for
tests,. job kap
measuring ability,to perform, maintenance tasks, this research evidence
giveS a low ratan to all'of'these paper-and-pencil based measures of
-e been
s." Table 1 shows. correlations that
school and ..job su
totheorytests,
and
to-job
knoi4edge
tests.
obtained by comparing JTPT
Table
1
also:includes
The latter two are paper-an&-Pencil. tests.
..
AS indicated earlier school
correlations of JTPT with schbol marks.
.,
st
he,papet-and-pencil
merits have been heavily weighted with
o
elations
An
examination
of
this:table
indicates
thatthe
scores.
of JTPT score,r!with theory test scores are generally:soAe at lower
than with job knowledge tests.' None of these measures islet ffigientli.
valid for use as substitutes for JTPT '(Foley, 1967, 19744TF .-" ,,
-

.

.

'%'

.

The personnel' system, which includes-formal training; depends
almost exclusively on such,paper-and-pencil tests for, making initial
training, and for the
'selection, for asceita-Ining effettiveneasogf
., .
personnel.
The
effettiveness
of formal
peomotion of Maintenance
maintenance'specialttes
is
measured mainly
training fox the mechanical
,by scores, obtained froth'such,paperand-Tencil jdp.knowledgetests,
,

,

_

,.

).;:,

even-tboUgbthe students ia'these trainiqpprogfamshave received at
least some."hAdS-on
practice oti'many mechanical maintenance tasks.
.
The measures, of effectiyel4ess of forni41.triining-pr44rams-tor the!

.

electronic maintenance specialties include scores efrpm paper-and-en
,-job kaowledge,testS,.ai well as theory tests. 'Studentain these .
elettronic.maintenaace courses receive little if any !'handslon",'
prat.t.ice ialtheir.Maintenance tasks..
..

.

a.

.

...I.

72.

1

Tible 1.

Correlations Between .Job-TaqiiPerfOrmance,Tests.end,Theory
Tests, Job. Knowledge Tests
and School Marks
Theory
Tests

!"../.. Type of Job'Taskli

Researchers

Performance Tests ITPT)

Anderson

Test Equipment. JTPT

School
Marks

Job KnOwl-'
edge Tests

.18-.33

(1962a).

Evans gnd
Smith (1953)

Troubleshooting JTPT

Mackie et al.

Troubleshooting JTPT

.24 & .36

.39

,

1,

Saupe (1955)

Troubleshooting JTPT

Brgwn et al.

Troubleshooting JTPT,'

Williams and
Whitmore
(1959),

.40
.29
.28

b

Troubleshooting JTPT
(Inexperien4d subjects)
(Experienced subfectS)

.23
.15

Adjustmen,t JTPT
( Inexperienced subjects)
(Experienced subjects)

.02
.21

Acquisition Radar JTPT,
(Inexperienced subjects)
(Experienced subjects)
4%

.03
.14

.36
.22

,-.24

.33
.38

Target Tracking Radar JTPT
(IneXperienced subjects)
(Experienced subjects)
t

Migsile Tracking Radar JTPT
(Inexperienced subjects)
(ExkrienCed dubjects)-

.20

.09
.19

frinputer JTPT

.15
.32
tr

(;nexperienced sui)jects)
(Experienced subjects)

Crowdee et al.

.55

.55

Test Equipment,JTPT
Alignment JTPT
Repair,Skills'JTPT

(1959)

.35

.38

4.

(1953)

.12 & .10

i.08'
.06

Total JTPT
(InOkerienced_subjects)
-tExperiend sObjectsY.:

.14

Troubleshooting JTPT

.11

pJ

.20

(41"4.)
.--,-

tk.

73

.24
.14

,

-.32

The sellctron tests for both mechanical and electronic maintenance
specialties have.been standardized against composite Scores from paperand-pencil'tepts. This, means that the people, selected for the
maintenance specialties have been selected not on theitaptitude for
Performing the tasks oftheir maintenance jobs, but'On their aptitude
for making high scores on caper- and - pencil, theory, and.loblcndivledge
.

'

tests.

.

1

Our specialty knowledge test (SKT),and ihepnimotiond'fitness,
examination) (PFE) used for advancement up the maintenance cateeriadeers
also_.. axe paper-and-pencil job knowledge tests. 'At the present7timd, '- '
thrbughou his whole career, a maintenance specialist Is not 41alaulied
to.temonstrate on fgrmal JTPT that he can efficiently and effectively
t
.
_
perform the tasks of his Job.
.

.

.

The 10n-Machite InterfaCe for Maintenance
1

a

manmachine
The maintenance R&D supported" by AS has emiihas#edt
sodiated
PM
for
ail.
personnel
interface. :From this point of
sonnel-to
determine
elm
ability
of
such'
pe
,' with machine systeds must
perform taskS generated,by the, man-machine .interfaae. Although there
may be some 'overlap, molt of the task functions demanded by a machine
sy em of itaopetattrapnnel are different from those task functions
Herein lies moat.ofthe unique;
de nded of its maintenance personnel.
ensuce. ,As a result,
distinguishing chaiacteristics of.PM..for ma
.
tiscusaion
of the .coinplextthis,
secti:onUfMy:paper
will
be
Aevoted
to
.

4

,

-,ityOtf'maintenande task-functiOns.

1-.

','

'

4141.

)

r

A

e

'

Past Ruman.FactOrs'ilThasis
.,
.

z.

-

ut before discussing lip charactetistics of task functions for.
nce, it might be welrto'call-attention to the'fact'that human
tit
hers.e4pablishments have:given 'much more attention to the'opetator
itaiface withmaZhines than..to thdmaintenancePpe448Bnel interface.
'MAWaltions are taken,tO maximize afTective a d of Ttient performance
tomakimize theWork stations are human angi eer
of tie ope'rator's
or'training
facilities
h
operator.
efficiencyand,comfort of th
,large.
amount
Of
supervised
can'reCeive
.areirtovided sothat:opetator
practice in performing typical tasks°of.their job?. Graduatiori-from
training is baked &imarily oniemonstrated:ability to perform job .tasks.
And, periodic checks are made of he:operators ability to4perform the
course, are not all Of the man),
critical tasks of,his job., jhese,
:'efforts' made to' maximize the performance of huten.operatOrs.
.

..

;

Generally, -.the human-factors establishment' has given little
attentlion co the'effAcireness and efficiAncy of the maintenance.alian's

'inteface with- hardware. The maintenancsowOrkof'AS,- including
has emphasi2ed this neglectetiqterfiace,'but typically; this
PM tio
ALPikt of our proaram has received, little mailOgepent..yisibility,or support._
V`,

::

The Structure of the Man - Machine Interface for Maintenance

One of the results'of our R&D for maintenance has beef_ the evolution
and articulation of a structure for handling maintenance functions and At
, their complex relationships in a systematic manner.
This structure
includes (1) standard maintenance functions and action verbs, .(2) a
working deft itipn of a maintenance task, and (3) schemes for handling
the, complexities of maintenance tasks.
Standard Maintenance Functions and 'Action Verbs

4_,.

--

The establishment of standard maintenance functionarand,-.active
verbs has been one'pf the_widq.y accepcitdresnits of the Air.FoiAe.
Stems Commanet-(AFSC) jot performance aidET(JPA) effort entitled'
"Presentation .bf ,Information: ttitMaintenance lid Operation.,",r(KM0).
(Although the PIMO project wdS.managed.by,thetpace and Mibeile
Systems Organization (SAMSO) of AFSC, AS provided active. partcp,_
w
and technical inputs during:the'entire project'from 1966-thrOngh446.:,
ASbas,incorporated the key. findings andmutputs of PIMO in its own4414:effortajp: Early in the .PIMO project,:iC-Was found that many mainte 277nance acOion verbs and fundtions'were used by maintenance people, .sgM,0,
with several different meanings.
Part of this.confusion was eaused*;:r
i.the language used in maintenance technical orders which were igittemby'
different people and produced by many different hardware manufacturers.
As aresult,. maintenance technicians themselves. did not. generallyUse
precise language. A study was made ,to
identify
and define- these aCeipn.
.1
Where two or more verbs were used to indicate.a similar action,.
verbs.
the preferred verb was selected bdied on theAtxpresseeprlprendes.of'S:
r
sample of maintenance men.With a wide range of maintenance` Air folitcs:'SpeCialty Codes (AFSCs).
The use of the prefeved verbs.a.thls.fist.
..44is now a firmrequixement ofAir Eprce technical order specification, :.t
as well as of reeeht,Army and Navy specifications (see
s Joyce,,
J
ChenzOff,':'.

Acj-''.

i:::,;,,

.

.

,

.<

.,...,

Mulligan, & Mallo'ry, 1973, 'pp:.97-.1:42)..

A Working 11afirtiEion of a' Maintenance Task
.

,.
Within this list of action verbs are a number'of'keyactioh verbs
(144;ions). A key action verb, with an appropriate spio41,1:141rchyare
ecomes 0 taskistatement.....4uch?.t4sitia4te*4-je
1.104 as its predicate,
re resents a main'tenanL task'vtich can be demaacied:ty-*.exi4ehg?, .
peration of.s...specific ma hine subsyatei. A
a

.-

.

ound in AFURL=117403-43(I1 (Joyce, et al., 1973, pP,:42..,../0.h.

is

,

/ list includes functions which are found;in both4pechanical ana electronic
jobs.. Some apply to only mechanical joba.and'same.spPiyita.bath:

6

.

Schemes for the Systematic Consideration of Maintenana4:eFunati'ons,andTask's

.

lk
for,theaystematic
'at

.411*

Three'schemes-haliebeen,developdd
consid ation
of 0014tenane fOnCtions and tasks,. and the key.factoiivthat-Affect"them.
.

".

.

41* sif"tWeligictioa.-.

.

.

.

4N

Scfieme One.--A convenient model for categorizing these maintenance..
Al
functions with Telation to the type ofhardwar4 and the level of
The common maintenance functions
maintenance is presented in Figure 1.
already mentioned together with the usage of test equipment and hand
tools,are represented on one axia,of the model. Since mechanical and
electroritt subsystAns usually require a different variety of mainte(In regard to,
-nance actions, they are represented by 'another axis.
44his.axis, mechanical maintenance could be further divided into two
'represedted by'hardware such as jet engines; and
categories, 6
re such as airframes and tank and ship hulls.)
anotherby h:

xis.oLf_fhe model represents the three levels or categories
The t
nel...in the military services. .ftganizational
,f maintenance n.
maintenance is\th first level.. ;;iis usually aimed at checking out a
as quickly
whole machine subsystem and'correltin&
A system'
as possible. Flight line maintenance falls in this categor
If it does not work,-the' line replaceable unit (LRU)
is checked out.
or "black box" causing malfunction is identified and replaced. TIlLs.
.

major coiponentis then taken to the field shop (intermediate maintenance) where 1.14 is again checked out and'the faults, authorized for
correction, are corrected. pe corrective actions, authorized at the
ry,greatly fronisystem to system depending on
intermediate level,
t of each system. On some systems, the maintethe maintenance` con
nance man will troub eshoot the "black box" to the piece part level.
In more modern equipment, he, will identifya replaceable module made up
Some modules arethroign away, dthers sent to the
of many piece parts.
Any
line replaceable unttsmwhich the field shop are
'depot for r
to repair are sent to the depot for ovrhaul.
able, or

.0/
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;Org anizational 'and intermadiate,level iirganizationp are maned
primarily 'benlisted fechnicianb whose average length-of service Is

rather'shorp (slightly more than 4 years in the Air Force)i,DepotAire
manned largely, by civilian person7lel withe'much higher level of
experience and longer retention t#le! Using thA'moddr, it Ras been
possible to.specify.areas of eoncentTation for study.

I
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Since PM requirements for maintenance are so different, for
vari8u4Oblocks .n.dicated in this model, it is *extremely imPortP
PM researchers indicate the precise Ylocks'of-their concentration:
date, AS has concentrated on.the Shaded electronic portions of this
model: (Figure 1). / The resultant model battery of ,48JTPT together with
addition,,A
their simbollic substitutes wilj be described
on
en
ad
hoc
basio(ShriVer
battery of 11. JTPT.Was developed
1975) for Medbanical_taskS ak.,ihe organizational level of maint nen&
Tbe'HumRRO.work,,mentioned'Previously,
(see shaded: portion ofFigure'c12).
(Viheberg ett..al.,1970a; I970b;.Vineber & Taylor 1.912a, 1972b) was
teAtrii
cOncerded.witti mechanical hardware'(4 :ind truck). The

developed concernWthe. maintenance
the.shaded-poirions'of Figure

,4onswhIch arOindicated
e
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Figure 1 - a-iunreional representation of the DOD Maintenance Structure
(Shaded portion indicates 'cope of AFKAL PM development. for electronic
iaintenanc.)-..
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4-Maintenance functions hive:liMited meaning vnleed
-pre ...lied, to ec/fig, hardware.,, A task ideniiiicatiOnMatrix crtm), id at
extremely effective and necessary- device for, interfacing these nainte
riadce functions with the appropriate-hardwate'units-an4 thus,idittifying

SCheme

:
,..

1,.

4

,

'4.

,

'

.

the maintenanceteskaft*-are generatect 4r a specifiC%roachitte,,subsystem..,
'..!'

The TIM, when PFiverly deructured, '`.--fl reflect the}
(dee FigUre,4).
maintenance level dt levels of interest, that is 'Organizational, inter1973,pp. .16737)
mediate,end/or depot.' APHRL;;TR-73-41(I) (Joyce et'al
provides detailed directions for developing allIM.

,..

4

'Scheme Three--A matter of serious concern whendev oping and
structuring.PM for maintenance tasks is the, nterection among the
maintenance tasks for one hardware. A. four-level hieratchyAOS_
,
Figure 5 gives a graphic presentation of
dependencies. can' be stated.
these, dependencies among maintenance activitl.ed foi an elettronic-'
hardware.:

....

.5'

,

.

The chdckout of the AN/APN-147 (DopplertRadar), for example, can
.
But the same checkout activity becomes an,
right.
be a task in its o
element of other majo tasks such as calibrate. The calibration of
kippler radar includes the operation of specific geheral and special
test equipment4% the use of specific hand tools; as well as the checkout activity. 'Troubleshooting of an electronic equipment, such as
AN/APN-147,- requires the use of general and special test equipments;
It may require remove and install activities,.and /or adjust, align, and
'calibrate activities. Efficient troubleshooting ' practice usually
requires the use`of a cognitivestrategyto-adequately track the dependent activities (but the cognitive strategy in itself is not troubleshooting)., Any troubleshooting task should begin and end with an
Because01 thesellvarious and varying dependency
'equipment checkout.
relationshipc.such actit.ities as checkout, remove; install, disassemble,
adjust, align, calibrate, or troubleshoot cannot legititately be
considered as;distrete tasks, even for one electrodic'system.
"

*

,

Another confounding factor is the false correspondendethat the
same Sunctional verbs create when applied to different-electronic hard-.
For example, personnel with the Aviorilc.Inertill and Radar
ware.
NavigdtiOn Systems Specialist, 4FSC 328X3, are maintaining at'least 50
Many vintages of hardware,design are
---.7- major electronic, subsystems.
(both in
,o_represent<edi 'The checkout activity for eaeh is different
The lack of
.contentandzdifficulty) and in some cases, very dif erent
ng
tasks '
correspondence of alignment, calibration, and trou esh90
An
example
of
fromone specific.equipment to another is even greater.
to
another
is
the
wide
the lack of corr" pondence from.one hardware
e content and difficulty of troubleshootin&taskd
difference in
between two doppler raars.` The-ANIAPN-147, which is usediah.he C-130
and C-141, has approximately 14,000 shop replaceable units (SRU) whereat-3
,the inertial doppler navigalph equipm6ht tIDNE) on the C=.5 has only 28:
elite of functions across electronic hardware.
This lack of corresp
.
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Matrix (TIM). Cf1*;

`- (dash) po maintenance task of this, type is performed on this. hardy

item; 0 - task of typecperformed at organizatioilal levelr.I

task,
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performed at intermediate leye404,Dtasks performed at depot level,
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1, he Dependencies among Ma'intenaticce

Functions for an*aectronic' Hardware (Functions .Underlined)
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makes
to .gen ewlize fromesuIts
r
of PM from one electronic
hardware to anothArOne exception isan the area of general test.
;equliment'which'may,he
used in performing maintenance fasks:actosa many
,
hardware subsystems.
:

5

'The examples given are characteristic of many of the electronic
maintenance AFSCs.
Similar. pioblemscomplgxity.of7taintenanc4
F functions and
tasks; are found- in tecianica.I hardware, but to a lesser
.
degree.
.
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4 Development of PM and Symbol/

,

'

4% a

Substitutes, for PM

4'

'

:tarting_in_1969, AS supporteda:modest proirtm to.provide-theAdr'
`Force with the necessary tools for measuring the ability of maintenance
personnel toperformthe key tasks of their jobs..The scope of this
work was limited to the
tinter
oil e16ctronic hardware at the'
.ofgaeizatiOhaI and intermediate levels (see shaded 'portion of Figure-l1R
.

.

,AbLisprogram has two Objeattires:
(1) to develop a model, battery/of'
JTPTitogetper with appropriate scorinvIscheme§lfor the beasurement"of'
,the .task. performance ability of electronic marnfenance'personnel (an ,.
effOrtilts.tO be made-for the development of JTPT,1#11,ch could be easily
adminia red), and (2) using the.JTPT'cif'tbit batteryos criteria, to
.-'develop and try out a seris of paper- and- pencil symbolic substitute.
tests that would hop ully have,highfempitiCal

Criterion Refere ced Job Task FerfOtmanci Tests
.

i

A:MOdel.battery of 48 Triiterion referenced,JTPT and a test
administratoe's handbook weredelieloped,for measuring ability 'to perform.
electronic maintenance tasks. Copies of the actual instructions fb
tests- subjects together with the test adminikrator's handbookare
-;
av4ilable from the Defense Documentation Center (DEC). as AFHRL.-TR-74-57(II).
Part.I1.(Shriver,. Hayes, & Hufhand, 1975).
The -test administrator's
handbook was developed with step-b,r,step detailed instructions 36 that
an individual with 'a Minimum. of eftctronic maintenadet experience can
administer' the' tests.
,

,

.

'

.

,

.:-

11p battery includes separate tea for the folliming classes 'of
job activities:' (1) equipment.cheEkout, (2) alignment/calibration,
(3) removil/replacement,'(4) soldering, (6):use.of general and special
test equipment; .and (6) troubleshooting.
The DOpfher Radar.AN/APN-147
and itaComputer AN/ASN-35 weirselected as a typical'elec ronic Syttem:s
ThiS system was used Is.the,tesi-bed for this'model-battery.
he
'soldering and general test.eqUipMnteJTPT are,applicable"to
electronic
technicians:
The other test of te hatterapply to ee
ant con.cernedwith this specific doppler radar system. ,ei
ail dtleac,ription
of,the development. and tryout of.these'nfT i$"gim.e
-1:
II)
PartI,(Shriver & Foley, 10.4a). .,Each aass of activity for
wasAeveloped Contains
indivikal Mix 'of behavioral, but it
muty4ally exclusive, As indieated,inTiguri5 and TabiTg:1, a four=leVel
,

its

.

6.3,-.%
.

.83-

hierarchy of dependencies exists among them.
After considering product, process, and time as to their appropri-,
ateness for scoring the results for each activity, it was decided that
a teat subject had not reachedcriterion.until he had produced a complete,'
This was a go, no-go criterion.
satisfactory product.

Table 2 summarizes the number of tests, problems, And scorable
products by class developed for the AN/APN-147.and AN/ASN-35: -Then.
simple addition of numbers shown in Table 2 indicates that there-are
48 tests, 81 problems, and 133 scorable products. But these numbers
To say that 'one
tell us nothing in terms of the content of the tests.
test subject accomplished 100 scorable products while another accomplished
.90 tells us nothing al$out the job readiness of these individuals or
that one is better than the Other., The. varieties of scorible products
are so diverse that any combination of them, without regard to what they
ngless. The only meaningful presentation Of 'such;
represent-, is me
idterms of a profile designed to attach veaning to.
information must
. re of such a profile is shown in Figure 6.
such numberi.0;'
Tab

Tests, Problems, and Scorable Products

,
Tests

Code

Class

Problems

-1.
2.

3..

Checkout
Physical Skills Tasks
(soldering)
.Remove and Replace

4.

Test. Equipment

5.
6.

Adjustment
,
Alignment
Troubleshooting

7.,4

Total

7

,/

C

Scorable.
Products
.

CO
PT

2
2

2
5

17

RR

10

10

20

yg! SE

7

67

AD
AL

6

37
6

10
11

2

TS

10
11

10
11

7

48

81,

.

6

133

Profile
/this profile is not presented as the finalsolution to
It
does
conta
n
most
of
problem for JTPT for electronic maintenance.
task
abilities
the important information regarding a test subject's job
as measured by the test battery, indicating the subject's strengthi and
weaknesses.
A

An exam,fiation of the profile (Figure 6)Andicates that most of
the tests in this battery contain only one problem. For eXample, there
eckout tests having one problem each, and there are 11
are two
troub shooting tests having one problem each. There are two soldering
The Voltohmmeter
tes ; one has two problems and theOther hatirhtee.
M) test has 20 problems.
(

7,
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Soldering
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The subject receives no "credit " - for a:probleniunless he.l'obtai

all of the expected products, No attempt: made 'to combine these
scores in terms of meaningless numbers.,
7,
.
.

.

has
previously (Figure
lk
as
implications for the order in which testa are administered, as
for diagnostics. For example, since trouhleshooting:includest)e use
of test equipment and other activities in the hiererChy,logie/would.,
st trainingSituatiOns the admini*ation o the tests
dictate that in
for the sub-act ities would preCede the troubleshoOfigg test: and that
uld not be permitted to take the trinibleshOOting tests
a test subject
Under soMecitcumetances, one
until he had p =§sed these other subtests.
A subject. whO succedsf4lY completes
may wish to re eise the process.
selected. trou ieshooting or alignMenttestscan_be assnMedto.be pro7
ficient in hi- use of test equipment and checkout procedUtea. These
ependencies are displayed on the left4hand side of the prOkile.
Figure 6).

Pehierarchy.of dependencies discus

,

Due to the unavailability of a sufficient number of experienced
test subje ts at the time of the tryout of the JTPT battery, the tryout
The limited tryout did indicate that
was not as extensive as planned.
Their continued
the tests as developed are administratively feasible.
use, no doubt, would result in further modifications 'and improvements.,

Develo m nt of S

bolic Substitutes

Th re is no doubt that a battery of JTPT would require more training
and on the-job time of the test subjects, more equipMent, and specially
traine test administrators. Therefore,,the availability Of empirically
valid symbolic substitute tests would'be highly desirable. Even though
previ,us attempts to develop such tests as the Tab test (Crowder,
Morrison, & Demaree, 1954) had failed, it was o t opinion that much more
work(. could be done to improve symbolic mainten ce.tests as substitutes
for/JTPT. It was hypothesized that higher cor elations possibly could be
obteined by a different approach to the devel ment of.symbolic tests.
A study of the Tab Testa (Crowder et al., 195 , see 'Table 1) indicated
that the JTPT used as the criterion measures contained many distractions
and interruptions to the subject's troubles4oting'strategy (cognitive
such as using test equipmentyto o tain test point information...
Process
In add tion to such interruptions to`the co itive process, the subject
can o ain faulty test poin information b the improper use of hfcs test
ests, all of these potential!
In the symboli substitute Ta
equip nt.
pitfalls of the actual tas were avoided. The subject was-given a
It was hypo /-sized that the injection of
pri ed test point readou
job equivalent pitfalls into symbolic suff titutes possibly would increase
th it empirical validity!
;

.

Based on these hypheses, a bait
der contract with the Matrix Researc

of.symbolic'tests were developed
Company.of galls Church, Virginia.

A companion-sraphic symbolic test was developed for eadh of the job
activities for which a Criterion referenced JTPT had previously been
developed.? Based on two'limited validations, all of the graphic
symbolic tests, with the exception of the symbolic test for soldering;
indicatO sufficient piomise to justify further donsiderption and
refineMent. :Table 3 indicates the c6rrelations obtained fVom these
validations. Due to a shortage of available subjedts, .the number:of
pairs'of subjects was extremely small.. All\of these promising graphic
symbolic tests, therefore, must be given.more extensive validatidhs
using, larger numbers of experienced subjects:
,

'

I

.

,..

..
The validation of any such symbolic test"requiresthe adminititga
tion of a companion JTPT as a validation criterionsa-:result,_A__
Validation is an expensive process in terms Ofequipmeikand'experienced
manpower.
The troubleshooting symbolid.tests require the most extensive
refinement.
Several suggestions are made for improving their empirical
-validity. A. complete description.Of these symbolic test efforts can be
found in A1HRp-TR-74-57(III) (Shriver& Foley, 1974b). An attempt; also,
was.made to devel
video symbolic substitute tests, .. but this effort
produced no. promising results (Shriver & Hufhand, 1974).
.i.

'

,

'.

Even if graphic symkolid substitutes of high empirical validity.
can be produced, the.use of symbolic substitutes will never, inAmy
opinion,, dispense with the'requirement fob' the. liberal administration
of actual JTPT to maintenance personnel. We can never include all
aspects of the actual performance of a task in a paper-and-pencil
symbolic representation ofthat task, but our work indicates' that.*
can come much closer than has been done.in the past.
.

.\

.

The Sampling Problem
Timewise, it would be impossible to afiminister a JTPT to7'a.maintenande man for every possible task that his hardware system. might iroduet
This world of tasks and people must be sampled. The'model battery
described previously proVides a sampling procedure based on major task
functions such as checkout, align, adjust, troubleshoot, etc,_But even
this sampling across possible tasks resulted ift.48 tests and 133 scorable
products (Table 2).
It would be impractical to'give any one test subject
all these 48 tests at any one time.
Systematic sampling schemes must
be developed across tests.

The purpose for which JTPT results are to be used should be consid
ered when developing sampling schemes.
Such purposes could include
ascertaining (1) the job task proficiency of an individual, (2) the
job effectiveness of a training program, and (3) the proficiency'of a
maintenance unit.
Each of these purposes would require a different mix
or mixes of tests and people.. Some suggestions for such samplings can
be found in AFTRL-TR-74-57 (TI) Part I (Shriver & Foley,.1 74a). But. it
should'be remembered that these are suggestions that must
ill be field
tested.

87
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Tn the case of determining unit proficiency, some JTPT can be
adminidtered by on-line observation of tasks which are often repeated
suchas checkout. There will always be a requirement for off -line PM
concerning critical, bit selddierformed tasks. Whether the JTPT is
performed on-line or off-line, the test-administrapr must use the same
objective scoring prodedures, the criteria of success being an
acceptable product.

Consolidated Data Base to Support PM

In keeping with its manmachine interface orientation, AFHRL /AS is
demonstrating the technical feasibility of integrating five human
resources related technologies and. applying them during weapon system.
deVelOPMent. This is being accomplished under Project 19594 "Advanced'
System for the Human Resources Support of.WeapoivSysiem Development."
''

The five technologies.are3
Human Resources in Design Tradeoff4
Maintenance Manpower Modeling
Job' sPerformance Aids

Instructional System*Design
System Ownership Costing

One objective of this program 'is to deterfaine the data input
requirements for and prepare spedifications for a ConsdliNed maintenance
task identification and analysis data base which will, support the
integrated application of these, five technoloigAS ini'weapon system
development program. Wefeel that such a &Onsolidated'dakei base will
contain most, if not'all, of the information whiah,WOuld. be:required to
develop .good JTPT provided the tests are develOpedn.keepinewith the
technology described in this paper. .ICSuCh.adate,;hdeeisdemonsirated
to be technically feasible and if it'lsrouriFely-mea k requirement in
system development contracts, it will- provide considerable
,weap
assi tance in developing maintenance performanCe tedt1 for new weapon
.cyst ms.
.

,

InstitutionalizatiL oft 'Nevi Teanologfeb.
Getting newly developed technologies such astgikinstitutibnaliged
is a perennial problem, especially when a techtiologr-iequires fundamental
changes in long existing programs, procedures, and qttitudes'of entrenched
establishments. AS has been involved in the'implementation4f several well
4'
developed and documented technologies, such. as fob performance aids and
programmed
instrbction
and
instructional system design (ISD) including
it
job (task) oriented training. These.experiences have indicated that
the
integrity
of
a
technology
during
is extremely difficult to maintain
its so called implementation. Operational organizations inva iably
attempt to implement a much "watered down" version of thg/tegihnology
alp consequently obtain much "watered down" results. In some case's,,
.,:----.
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only cosmetic changes to existing programs are reported as implementations.
Currently, it requires many years of persistent effort on the
.part,of the research community tp get a technology properly institutionalized.

A mechanism must be developed for the timely institutionalization
of each new technology which will ensure ifs integrity. A mechanism
for the orderly implementation" ofAechnologies, similar to that used
or new weapohs systems, is recommended.
Such a mechanism must make
fficient and effective use of the "know-how" of the deirelopers tf the
chnology and make them responsible and accountable for its imp emeh-'
t:tion. A new technology should not be turned over to a ustng command'
fl its operation until it is in place"debugged" and operational--just
.as a new weapons system is tot turned over to'an-operatiohtl-tommand
un it it has been "debugged" and prOven to 13y ready foi operational ute.
)

r

Proposed PM. R&D Efforts for Maintenance

Excessive maintenance costs are never going,to be reduced as long
as w don't have JTPT and/or empirically valid symbolic substitutes to
asce tain.how efficiently maintenance men perform the tasks of their
jobs.
In my opinion, the lack of such measures of maintenance
perfd fl-nce is a most serious deficiency in DoD.
As suth,'R&D in this
area should have an extremely high pr;ority.
1

Areas.

or R&D Concentration

F.r a lo 'g -range R&D effort, 'five general areas of concentration
are rec mnie ed: namely, JTPT and matching symbolic substitute tests

for eletrO is piaintenance, JTPT and matchln§ symbfilic drubstitute tSsts
for meoanical/maintenance, and aptitude tests based. on. PM. The.
develO0ent,and field tryout of a JTPT must precede the development of
iy,s,p0hOlija substitute.
The work on JTPT batteriesJot both electronic
aildT.Ulec4nical maintenance should be started as soon-as possible'. The
work oa,ptitude tests should not be started until JTPT batteries and
the sytbolic substitute tests have been completely field tested..: More
information concerning these areas of concentration follows:
1. Refinement of Model JTPT Battery..(Electronic Maintenance)--The
already available model JTPT Battery (Shrivbc-, Hayes, & Hufhand, 1975)
should be given a large scale field trYout.- (Since the AB328X4 Avionics
Inertial an Radar Navigation Systems SPecialibt.CourSe, which'includes,
the N/APN-1 7.and the AN/ASN-35, does not eUPhisize the mastery of job
tasks; the e uipment specific tests of this battery cdnnot be used in .*
the formal cdurse.) One thrust of this effort should be to further..
refine.the battery including its'administtative-procedure
Vsedond
thrust should \be the development 9f sampling strategiegi *iplowpiaid be
appropriate fo\r determining the effectiveness of traihfitg;prograMs:and
both individual and unit proficiency asdiSclissed-Varlie'r under PM
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problems.

man-years
tors from
to select
this work

.

This effort would requitg-aPprOximately 2 .profeasional
plus the use of maintenance specialists as testadministra
the appropriate maintenance specialties. If it is necessary
a.aystem other than the AN/APN-147-AN/AJN35 combination,
would require approximately 4 professiOnaIman-years.

Refinement of Symbolic Substitutes (Electronic Maintenance)--As
2.
Previously indicated, a,number of symbolic substitutes for JTPT were
Table .3 indicated that some of
-developed an given a limited tryout.
.the symbolic tests show promising empirical validityp These promising,
In
symbolic tests must be more thorbilighly refined and validated.
addition, further exploratory deqrlopmeht'is required for,symbolic
substitute. tests-for troubleshooting tasks in keeping'w14recommena-H
This
HRL-TR,74*-57(III) (Shriver & Foley,-1974b)
'flons-made ineffort would require between 30andr4 professional man -years plusthe
:Ilse of maintenance, specialists as test adminiatrators and test subjects
from the appropriate maintenance specialties.
Table 3. Indicates the'Numbers of Pairs Used as Well aa'the X
and the Correlations Obtained During Two Small
Validations of Symbolic Tests
1

N
Pairs

Test Areas

Novice Subjects (Altus)
Checkout
Remove & Replace
Soldering Tests
General Test.Equip.
Special Test Equip
Alignment/Adjus4pent
Troubleshooting

t

14

4.00
2.51

4

0

6

2.67

4

6

.67

19

6.37
1.00

.9.
0

Experienced Subjects (TAC)
Overall Troubleshooting
Chassis (Black box)
Isolation
Stage Isolation
Piece/Part Isolation

.43
0
.67
.33
,

*

..58
-.33a

11

6.53

30
.

,1.00*

.47

.68

.73
.33
.07

.81
.46
.16

.

30.
-.39°
,15

16.33
3.33
.07

,

aThis negative correlation was probabb, due.to a number of
deficiencies such°as (1) deficiencies` in the Fully.Proceduraltied Job
Performance Aids provided the subjects, (2) deficiencies in the
,---setiuencing of the troubleshooting JTPT An relation to the sub-tests
in the,JTPT battery, (3) maintenance difficulties with the AN/APN-147
AN/ASN-35 system, and (4) difficulties with the content, and administra.tion of test equipment pictorials provided in the original troubleihooting syinbolic tests.
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3.
Development Of.Model "JTPT Battery (Mechanical Maintenance)--A
model JTPT battery similar to the model battery for electronic maintenance
described previously should be developed for a typical mechanical subsystem suckles a jet engine.or.tank engine covering both the organizational andinterMediate leveleof Maintenance. This model should be
thoroughly field tested. Sampling strategies as indicated for the
.electronit battery Should also be developed. This effort will require
approximately 4 professional man-years plusthe-use of maintenance men
%,.frOmthe appropriate maintenance specialties as test administrators
and test subjects.
.

Oevelopment of Symbolic Substitutes .(Mechanical_liaintenance)--"
An attempt. should be -made to develop symbolic subdtitute testivWith:high.
empirical validity after the model JTPT battery is available for
mechanical maintenance.', The same contractor should develop these
symbolics.as developed the.JTPT battery. A very rough estimate for
accomplishing this .symbolic effort would be 4 professional man-years./
.

Job Aptitude Test Research Based on Results on. JTPT--R&D plans
should be made to utilize the results of. JTPT and symbolic substitute
tests for standardizing military aptitude Indices obtained frot the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). As a first step,
the'military aptitude scores of all test subjects used for the tryouts
in.lhe proposed JTPT R&D should be recorded.
In addition, such apti-'
tude scores should be obtained during any school or. field administration
of JTPT or symbolic substitutes. When sufficient data are obtained,
the degree of relationship between JTPT results and various aptitude
indices should be obtained. Later, when a sufficient number of JTPT '
are used in the field,"a'formal R&D project should. be initiatedto
modify the ASVA to directly reflect job success.as measured by ,JTPT.
5.

R&D Strategy

/

Probably the most cost- effective approach far PM'forVoth
electronic and mechanical maintenance wotAid be to concentrate on the,
development and refinement of JTPT on use of key test equipments
prior Nto proceeding with the other task functions of the proposed
;model test' batteries.
As. indicated in Figure 5, :the use of general

test equipment is aprerequisite to maintenance task functionach
In additiongeneral".
test equipments usually have wide usage in such task'functionsaCross

.

--as alignment, calibration, and.troubleshooting.

.

.

many, hardware systemsi and there is a substantial amount of data
which indicates that. many maintenance men are Weak in theirtestSo, a general improvement 411 ability to use'teSt
'-equipment ability.
Auipment is an; important and necessary factor for 'the general improvement of severarmaintenance task functions.. I would strongly recommend,
therefore, the early cdhcentration for the proposed model teet.batteries.
in this area. each PM development.for a test equipment should be'.
accompanied by the development of a programmed training package with
.
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sufficient praCtice frames for teaching the mastery of all its
Basic models of such, training packages for 12 general test
functions.
equipments are not available (see Scott & Joyce, 1975a through 19751).
However, more practice fraMes s4puld be included in these programs.
Closing Statement

MaintenanN,,of hardware is currently an extremely costly operation
for the DoD. High maintenance cost is the priniary cause of high
systems ownerahip.cost. For some electronic maintenance specialties,
nearly 1 year of broad formal training is given first'enlistment
personnel. And maintenance training generally is long and costly.
Even with such lengthy training,-the efficiency of maintenance could
be greatly Improved. Improved job instructions and information as
well as increased use of job (task) nriented training have great
potential for decreasing maintenance training time and improving the
job performance of maintenance tasks. But to realize such potential,
the criteria:for the personnel system (selection, training, assignment,
and promotion) for maintenance personnel must be shifted to the
(The current
demonstrated ability to perform the tasks of their-jobs.
criteria emphasize the ability to obtain high scores on paper-and-pencil
theory and job knowledge tests.)
In this paper, I have discussed what I think are the important
aspects of the criterion problem as it applies to the measurement of
ability'to perform maintenance tasks in training and on-the-job.'Our
objective in its solution is to get as close to the reliob as
structured
When "on"line" tasks occur often enough, th
observation may be appropriate. But when such observations are not
appropriate or when tasks occur infrequently, we propose to have the
tasks perfommed .''off-line", in a job-like environment. Our approach to
the development of 'Such measures was started ffith an analysis of the
Based on the
structure maintenance of the man/hardware interface.
results of this analysis, we developed a model test battery, of JTPT
for electronic maintenance. Using this model as the criterion, we
also developed batteries of graphic, and video symbolic substitdte Sexieral of the graphic sympolics have indicated respectable
tests.
empirical validities but require mote refinement and tryout. Our
attempts to develop video symbolics were unsuccessful.
jpossible.

I have recommended a research pr6gram based on what we have already
of
accomplished. This includes the development of a model battery
JTPT together with symbolic substitutes for maintenance tasks generated
by a typical mechanical hardware. I have also discussed briefly, the
perennial problems of getting new technologies such as JTPT implemented.
There is definitely a requirement for a structured mechanism which will
guarantee the orderly institutionalization of such technologies as well
as their integrity during the implementation process.
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FOOTNOTES
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Ektraneous remarks by Dr. Foley

.
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\
.

1.

'
.

2.

-

"..z._

I want to say something-here. I said, "for reducing training. time."
I want to make it clear that I didn't say "reducing training cow,"
because I've been accused of that. Your training costs, when you
get into job-oriented training, go up--or at least stay the same-yourtraining co s per course are probably about the, same. The
only thing is t ey're more costly per week, but by reducing-tiaining-time you do reduce cost as time in the field, for the more'
time you have a, man in the field in his first enlistment, the less
often you have to replace him;
Now, we don't have quite that bad a situation, but we cover. up.
that situation in the field of maintenance by gobbling up a lot
of sgare parts, and that's been costing us all kinds of money..
Anytime we can get our hands on spare parts that have been turned
in, we find that a great many of them are still good b
theyare
destroyed because people are what we call "shot-gunned'rind fund
a faulty part by removing and replacing a large number of good
parts.

ti
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CRITERION PROBLEMS

'Cecil J. Mullins and Forrest R. Ratliff
Personnel Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
-Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

4

,

i'

O

1.when we first began struggling in thisiwonderfully complex arealof.
criterion adhlysis and development, we were almost' overwhelmed by the
assortment of special and seemingly divergent problems associated with
criterion-variables. These were problems that seemed to be unrelated
to predictor research, and even unrelated to each other. °`tor ingiancei
how ultimate should a criterion be? Are we trying to select people,who
will do well to training, or those who Will perform s tisfactorily on
*.
their first.job, or those whb will.get through their irst hitch, or
Previous
work
(Ghiselli
&
Haire,
1960;
Prien,
1966)
shows
.?
those
rather clearly that those subjects who are high on some proximal
standard are not necessarily high on any of the more distal ones.
.

.

Also, what is the best way to collect criterion inforMationi
Ratings are cheap and they have a certain ring of-truth to the rater,
but ma know that ratings rarely work well particularly in the operational situation. Assessment centers and job-sample data are far too
expensive for routine evaluation of subjects, and there are certain
How does one collect performance
conceptual difficulties even with them.
data in one situation in such a way that the scores issuing from the
exercise are comparable with scores on other1people doingkessentially
the same work,but iii a different.conditiop, with.a different supervisor,
and a different social climate ?' How does one even demonstrate that a
particular criterion variable is good or bad? Somehow, it jars to talk
about "validating"'a criterion.
.

All in all the most serious difficulty we had-was the lack-of a
philosophy or orientation. We needed some way of organizing our
approach, some framework which might systematize our thought and,our
We have come to- a way of thinking about the problem which,
effort
at lea 1t for us, has proved somewhat helpful.
.

Let us cbnsider what we mean by the word, "criterion." Of course,
'there is the, purely statistical meaning of the term, which means simply
L,
a target variable which we are trying to reproduce by,appropriate
Statistically, the
mathematical manipulation of other variables.
'criterion could be any variable, and the predictor could be any other
But I am referring to the conceptual meaning of "criterion,"
variable.
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,

ditatt:ctsfr6m.thehwpredictor Let us examine some of the
.1
years about criterion and predictor
11
//Variables.
I'don!t knowif anyone here has ever held these-ideas, but
/ f I do find them rather widespread. We are not talking here about formal
definitions, but only about convenpional wisdom,

Example 1. ,-Predietors are aptitude -type variables and criteria are
Actievement measures revealed by some kind of performance. I grew up
with the idea, and I have since found it to be a fairly common misconception. Actually, praCtically all psychomeeric variables are achievement measutts. We are not by any means the first to notice this
clItorndike,.I9261,:ates; 1974): Tests of, verbal aptitude, for example,
,are usu'ally tests of a subject's current achieved ability.,to perfork
with words: All aptitude measures that I can think of are really tests
of achievement, just like criterion tests. On the'other hand, it is
'generally accepted that the best predictor of future achievement is
past, achievement.
Upbn:examination, then, this distinction between
riterion and predictor disappears.
.

,

.

.

Example".' Predictor variables. usually represent something "basic"-perhaps even genetic--while criterion measures repTesent some sort4of
ultimate achievement dcquired by the subject through training or
experience. This distinction may be partially true) in that deV Opment
of characteristics continues-from birth to death. But we think t is
not.true in the sense in which it is frequently understood. To use
verbal aptitude as an example again, there is no substantial ev dence
for the existence of verbal aptitude:as a basic dimension of h
excep.i that it appeRrmin one particular kind offaZto analysis,
and even then only if the data are colleCted on subjects olde than a
certain age. We think it",..y.kely that there are basiC aptitu
al under layments, probably genetic, but that these are far more simp e and
fundamental then the Thurstonian aptitudes, There are prob..ly some
very raw indi dual, differences present at birth,. similar t. Horn's.
anlage functions (1968) or Cattell's fluid intelligence (19 1).

ability

.

.

To let Horn speak for himself:
.(The Anlage function) represents very elementary
capacities in perception, retention and expresSion,
as these govern intellectual performance. Tor
example, span of apprehension--the number of
distinct elements which a person can maintain/in
immediate awareness--isan elementary capaci y and
yet one wtich determines, in part, the compl xity.
with which One can successfully cope in an
intellectual task.
It would seem that such
capacities are not much affected by learning-anlage:functiouing is closely associated with
neura1=Thysiological structure and process-4but that such functions operate Ito some extent
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v
.

in all intellectual
variance in all abi

rformances and tints prodUce
ty.measurements..

Exactlyirwhat the Onlage.f ctions are, or ever{ how many of them
be determined by research. Whateirer
there are, is still a matter
they may be, they'are seen as mutable individual differences- Probably geneticWhich remain stable and constant throughout the life
oftheindiVidual. ,As we shag see'later, the anlage functions can :1
becomeoverlaid by a considet le depth of learned material,. so that.4,
their 'Observation:as pure che cteristics is very difficult, but the
.

existnOnethelese, in ab9ut

sane e quantities as they 'existed at

birth.

measurable conditOns have oc

It pis only .after certain

.-Ad

cal',
and hay, interacted that. sod* hing as advanced as verbal (or num
or spotpil)aptitude develbp' to ajoiasurable degree.':Thus,-it,
might
situations a test of verbal aptit
entire1y,logical thatin so
lage
be used As a criterion meas e to be, predicted by the more basil
cholOgy
Oevelopments
(say,,perforMance
in
SimilarlY,
late_
functiong.
by a
201) might with.equaliogictconstitute,a criterion to be" predic'
;
verbal aptitudetest,.and some other behavior (say, progress as r;''
*seprCh
In1:0m; 7 '
psychologist) may ,.be predicted by` grades in Psychology 201,
're
is
nothing
ultiMate
about
any
"criterion,"
and
not
h* basic ,4.
then,-t

1"predictor" withthe possible excepti6n of those unknown

About:

ctions we just .mentioned.

eanlage

Exa
measures
froth mor

Usually
gener
principl
single p
perfo
measure

f

.

0

Predictor variables are simple, factorially pure
and criteria are.complex. Since Aevelopment normally. proceeds
simple to more complex, and since criterion measures are
en later than predictor measures, this is probably true in.
le

.

,

.,

q

either. llor example, the last, time I ldoked,thei'
ictor of college performance (acriterion) was 071;
(a predictor). There are other, much purer, p
t they don't ordinarily do.as good a job as th

complexvariAblebf.high school grades.
,

.

chl.
op
*
imore
0

.0
'

.

'Eximple V Predictor data are collected at Ail earlie'
criterion data'.

$

So far as we can ,tell, this is; the onlY

went one can Accurately make about thA distinction between ,Q
and predictors'. An the other distinctions, as_we have seen
disappear entirely upon examination', or exist only partiall"
6

some of, the

It seems to me to lea
SO where does all this lead us?
conclusion that there is no Such thing as a,"criterion" pro
There are. only measure
distinct from "predictor" problems.
problems, equally applicable to all measurement, whether pre.
I criteria. The measuttment problems concern the best ways to

ip

than
state7
ria
the r'

only

current status data, whether we call
at various points of a subject's car

data predictors or criteria,
i(
.

L

.

When we speak of current statu 'ata, we are talking about
achievement or, more precisely,',int
ectuai.develOpment. We believe
that intellectual development pros
s in some exponential manner, so
that learning",is built on learnin
cording to some interaction among
'four general.terMs; previous *ea i g, potential, opportunity, and
energy.
Of course; we don:t yet
w the exact formulation of the
postulated relationship, but we
I that it should be something like
D2 = D1 (1 + 9t, where D2 means development at some later time, D1
means development at some earli r time, and "t". refers to units of
time separating the two develop
tal,ppints.
The term "i".is a
deceptivelymple-looking te
hi h is anything but simple. It
refers to some interaction of o en al (the anlage lunctions), op.portunity (measurable in a very
de de ree by experience and training),
and an energizing function (b t, physical and psychological, including
interest, motivation, andsi
r concepts). This fprmufa produces a
constantly accelerating cure
ike those shown in Figure 1.
Obviously,
this is. not yet a very pracl Ivorking formula- -there are too many
unknowns in the terms--but it does have some use. to us in helping us
order our thinking.
For exam le, this:formula tells us Oat two
people with different pote t al can.arrive at the same state of
deVelopment at the same t e because of differences in opportunity and
energy (lines A and C,.Fi r 1, converge between t5 pnd t6). Our
practical experience tells s that, indeed, this sort of convergence
does occur.
Also, this oii ntation suggests that the best predictor
of some developmental po p (a criterion) is the nearestvpractical
earlier point, measured u,ly. Otherwise, o e,must know much more than
one usually knals'about Opportunity and ener y, since the longer
the time period separating the'two, points, the larger Per becomes in
theequatiqn, and the more important opportunity and energy become.
It has helped us a great/deal- in,thinking about intellectual development, and criteria are,, as-we see them, only points on the curve of
.

.-..,

.

intellectual deitelopment.

.

.

We have said thete'is no specific criterion problem--only
measurement problems,' -Heaven knows these problems are severe enough:
As we look at them; they fall into several dimensions. Keep in mind
that all 'subject as,08ment, whether taken earlier as predictor information or later as criterion data, can be collected in thepeme ways
and areaffActed by the same difficulties. There are no,jpecial
e
difficultie unique to either predictors or criteria.
Kind of
the most

r

Measurement data can be collected in many ways.
rtant Arar are:

Some of

1.
Ratings.
We can ask the subject or someone else to give us:an
opinion.' On the,relatively loi4 level of measuring aptitudes, we have
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been able a long time back to move from opinions-to te;tedlpef-formarice.
One reason for our success in that area has undoubtedly been our
ability to validate and refine aptitude test ideas against various
But we have not been so successful in this respect in, our
criteria.
Possibly one reason for
development of criterion measurement ideas.
our lack of success here has beep ihatswe have not seen criteria for

shat theyare--coidts along a development continuum followed by other
points against which it should be possible to validate them. ,When wblook,at criteria in this way, it seems to me that we don't haye to
settle'for'the desperate position of Nagel.(1953), Brogden and Taylor
(1950),,and others that criterion, measures by their nature are always,
judgmental (i.e., not Subject to Tierification).
lie can validate
critel.a against later criteria and proceed with eirierion development'
in much the same way We have don with-predictors. When westutve brought
the state-of-the-art a little, higher, we can perhaps dispense with.
1.
ratings as criterion data, just.as we have done:on the ptedictor side. .
We shall see later that there is a they, probably more important,
reason that we use ratings so often as
iteria. At any rate, ratings
are now used much More often to collec criterion data than to collect
predictor data. There are a few thin s to rEcomnend ratingsThey are
nditions, they can e made to
quick and cheap and, under the right
yield useful information about the rat e, On the negative ide, some
problems Inherent in the nature of rating.,data loom very la ge.
4'
There appear to be individual differences (as one sh ld suspect)
in the ability of peuple to assess other pectple accurate
We are
doing work on this phenomenon, which Mr. Weeks will tell you about
Furthermore, even good raters ate often put in a situation
later.
which militates against the collection of good information. If the
ratee is to have access to the rating and*if the rating is to influence
the ratee's career in any way, it is not likely that a supervisor will
produce ratings of his peuple which can be considered a good assessment
The supervisor is placed in a position which requires him to
tool.
As a supervisor, he is responperform two mutually incompatible acts.
sible directly or indirectly for the morale and energy of his work
unit, which calls for support by him of his people; but he is also
required to render au objective and accurate appraisal which is likely
It is a rare superto damage some or all of these same subordinates.
As a result, all the operational rating systems
vd,sor who can do troth.
that I am aware of suffer Olt, usual inflation of means and compression
L do nut believe there is any way that a useful criterion
of variance.
supeisor ratings
can be collected inthe mill_taLy en virOnment T rom supervisor
collected operatlon4lly in the usual way, so we have to look for
We are dui y work which we think will alleviate this pAoblem
innovation.
somewhat, and I shall reprt 111,re fully un this effort later.
their usual formal,
:3pLitpl,;
2.
tub -sampje leLao
I say this despite
ale prohibitively expensi._ ter eperatlo4a1 uL,e.
the comments of several dst-re -bservers (e.g., °Lis, 1953) who have

4be

pointed out, in effect,eflat:since good criterion information is
absolutely basic to all,perSoilihel actions, we should consider any
expense connected with'itstollection a very good investment. .We
believe that a certain amount of actual job simulation, or assessment
center type evaluation, must be available for research purposes, but it
is probably impractical to.consider this kind of criterion for anything
other than experimentation or in the evaluation,of less expensive 'methods.
We are embarking mean effortrio capture as much. of the
essence of a Job as; possible on motion picture film, which can then be
used as a test stiiulus for collecting riterion informatiou In-large
grOups, thereby reducing its cost app e iably.
At
3. -There are, of course; other ways ta,coilect criterion'infoimation (e.g., papers-and-pencil tests), all of which pose problems which
Some of the work we are doingcis
eventually we shall have to address.
on paper-and-pencil criterion tests, the items of which are selectedAo"
haximize diffetences between subjects at different career levels. 441k.
regardless of how the data are collected, there are'ocher dimensions'
of problems which must be'Considered also, so we must move on.
Use of Data..

Criterion data can be collectedEor many purposes--to promote, to
serve as a target variable for predictor tests, to indicate need for
training, to be used in reassignment of duties, and many more. When we
consider a particular sat of criterion,data, we should clarify as early
as. possible what use is to be made of it, since the use may'affect
decisions as,to how, when, and from whom the data should be collected.
Most of our particular effort in AFHRL is directed toward development
of some reasonable target against which we may validate our predictor
tests.
Historically, we have used technical School grades for this
purpose, but the Air Force is rapidly moving to self-paced training,
which poses very serious and rather obvious difficulties for psychologists who are charged with the development of selection-procedures.
Anyone concerned with the development' of criterion instruments must be
concerned with problems in the use dimension. We have all, seen
criterion ratings collected which were a hodge-podge of attempts to
evaluate a person's current status, his future potential, and his past
performance all rolled, up willy-nilly into one exercise.
The use should be clarified and stipulated as early and is
For example,
thoroughly as possible, anJ decisions taken at that point.
a criterion may be needed as a basis for rewarding past behavior. In
l y should be limited to past
that case, criterion information obv
On the other
154.11 1. at inappropriate.
behavior--ratings of potential are some
hand, management may want to know whiCh of several candidates is most
likely to perform well In some new job which has opened up. In that
case, ratings of potential would be preferred (incidentally, notice that
ratings of potential are not really criteria; in the traditional sensethey are predictors of future performance, even though ratings are used

1U4

to collect the ififoimation)
Or perhaps the reason for to114tion sif
the dat. may be to decide wirther or not to train particulai employees.'
If so., perhaps a comparison(not a conglomeration) of current accomplish-,
went and potential would be 4n order. The point is that a whole
constellation of. problems revolves around the uses to be made-of 2
criterion infortation, and that a great deal of thought should be" given
to. the projecteVuse of the information and the time line of intellectual
development befbre the.first step is taken to collect the data.

Level of complexity.
A

Still another dimension of measurement problems is created by the
fact that intellectual development proceeds from more simple to more
complex.
1.
The economics of rating attrattiveneas.
It takes longer and
longer to observe all the necessary performance elements the further one
moves along the continuum of intellectual development, since learning
builds upoA learning and current' status consequently becomes more and
more complex. This is perhaps the primary reason why ratings have been
used and will continue for a long time to be used so prominently in the
collection of criterion information.

If one iS measuring complex behavior with tests, he must be prepared
to require his subjects for longer and longer test sessions.
One can
measure physical strength, reaction-. time, visual acuity, and other
simple characteristics in only 2 or 3 minutes each.- It takes abut
a half-hour to get a reasonable'measure of verbal ability.
uld
probably take at least 2 or 3 days_oftesting to get an adequate samPAe
of behavior which would indicate a subject's proficiency in, say,:,,
aircraft engine repair.
Indeed, we have seen reports describing some
proficiency tests that require up to 11.44ays to administer (McKnight &Butler, 1964).
One assumes that a rater has already observed the complex behavior,
of interest for se eral days, and, given the proper conditions, he can
report it with some bjectivity. There is great appeal in'an assessment
metric which can be
llected with no co t of subject time and very
little of supervisor time.
We have not et been willing.to pay the
price of obtaining more objective and mor, accurate test data, sb we
sacrifice the greater objectivity of tests for the great convenience of
ratings.
Furthermore, ratings can be collected on any level of complexity
desired, and I suspect that is why rating data collected in one situation
frequently predict rating data collected in another situation,, despite
our certain knowledge that most sets of ratings contain many flagrant
errors.
The very fact that ratings can be made of very complex\
behaviors, compared with tests, means that we can reduce the distance
between D1 and. D2 in our formula and thus reduce the very important
effects of potential and energy not well measurable at the present time.
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.We do not-contend that this is as it should be, but it appears that this
is the way it is and will continue to be; so we believe a strong,attack
on rating. problems is of prime importance. Some of the rating problems
that come immediately'to mind are:
How important are the old reliable problems, such as halo,
leniency, and' the like?
.
a.

,

What kinds of factors or.characteristics make the best
b.
rating medium? In what formats should they be cast?
Just-as there are apparently individual differences in
rater accuracy, are there also reliable individual differences among
ratees which affect the accuracy of ratings made on them?
c.

Assuming that we can measure individual rater accuracy,
d.
what can be done in a situation using rated criterion data to improve
the psychometric qualities of ratings dollected from a' mixture of both
accurate and inaccurate raters?
We are convinced that if one intends todo research aimed
at a better Understanding of criterion variables, he must be prepared
to do some social and organizational research as an integral part of
Such a simple problem as a slippage in the worker-supervisor
his effort.
interface can cause very .ux.1.211s problems in performance evaluation.
If the supervisor seei7F&e±bEres primarily A, B, and C, and the worker
primarily D, E, and F, the worker can be busy as an ant doing
sees tt
the wrong things.
e.

We are studying all these rating problems.,
making a'little progress.

and we appear to be

14

As one attempts to measure more and more.coniplex
Relevance.
Several investibehaviors, relevance becomes more and more important.
gators (Brogden & Taylor, 1950; Nagle, 1953) have pointed out the
i necessity of attempting to include all important elements of the
criterion in the predictor set and to exclude from the predictor set all
elements not present in the criterion. That,.of course, involves a,much
more vigorous analysis of criterion variables than we are used to. But
I am sure you are all familiar with relevancy problems, and they don't2.

need'to be restated here.
\

We see this act. of Lublemb as Involving decisions about where and
how ceMpletely to sample' behavior
behavior along the line of development. For

instance, it is likely t at one who performs well on a test of mechanical
`aptitude will do well as an automobile mechanic if other conditions lead
him to attempt the skill. A good automobile mechanic is likely to
If we want to find
become a good Carburetor apecialist, and so on.
his
someone who will become a good carburetor specialist, do we measure
mechanical aptitudewhich we can do quickly and easily--but which, by

1U6
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its nature, is too simplefActorially ta.capture much of the variance
are interested in? Or do we measure his general automotive "repair
knowledge which is closer in time and in complexity to carburetor
specializing but whith is far more difficult to measure?

w
L

Questions of this sort have no easy answers.
Trade -offs and
compromise must -be the order of the day.until some breakthriiiigh,enables
us to measure complex behaviors much, more satisfactorily than we do
now.or until' we learn how to use measures of simple behaviox in a
/
better, more comprehensive system.
One of the pitfalls we mallet be aware of is the seduction of a
criterion just because it is there. Indeed, if the criterion metric is
already there, just waiting for us to come use it, we should consider
it immediately suspect.
It is undoubtedly relevant for someone's
purpose (or one assUmslt wouldn't be collected), but it may have
little or no relevance for whatever measurement concept the investigator
has in mind.
-,

To sum bp, then, we believe that the litt
rmula, D2 = D1
(1 + i)t, and the line of intellectual development
ed by the
formula, has led us in somfoldirections which we feel to be profnisifig:

a, Because of the current difficulty of measuring complex.
behavior, we believe'ratings will be relied.upbn for a long while to
come.
Because this appears true, we intend to concentrate a large
pcirtion of our resources on studying rating variance and trying to
understand and correct for rating inaccuracies'.
b.
14 would certainly-help a great deal if we could plug in
some solid values. for the potential, the opportunity, and the energy
\which make up the term "i" in the equation, so that prediction of some
Point on the develoOident line could be made with a more complete set of
the simpler, more basic predictors.
Some crude measures of all of
these terms are already avaikable, but a great deal. of research needs
doing, orientpd.arond this point of-view, lo attempt to produce a
more usable system.
3.
A great_ deal of Lebearch needs doing on ways to measure
complex behavior in an acceptable framework of subject time and overall
expense.
Some of our most strongly held psychometric ideas may haVe to
be re-examined, pdrtiLnlarly in our attempts to measure complex
behavior.
For instance, one caupot demand high internal consistency of
Ale items if he is attempti46 to construct a test which is deliberately
complex.
Indeed, it may well be that some techniques should be applied
to item selection which simultaneously minimize; internal consistency
and maximizes, validity, such as the Horst Fan Technique orsomething

similar-

,

Probably the fazmula is an oversimplification, but, whatever else
the formula may 'have done or not done /tee are certain of one value it
has had for us. Though it may be illusoryit has at least contributed
a little to our peace of mind as we grope our way through this maze of
very complex problems.
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FOOTNOTE

Extraneous remarks by Dr. Mullins
1.

Tobegin with, the paper that I'm going to give this morning is a
puiely speculative paper. This particular one simply describes our
philosophy and ways that we have dtveloped of looking at the
criterion problem.. There is nothing empirical in it;.it?s, as I
say, just pure speculatioh. However, it does lead us to a point7of
view which has helped us quite a bit, and we hope it'will help you.
.
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Performance ratings.have'been in the past and probably will edn,,
tipue to be in the future, the most common meansof,Measuring
perforhince: .The reasons for this are that theym4an be quickly
obtalted and are relatively inexpensive as compared.. to, other techniques
of measurement: -Despite the fiequency of their occurrence; there are;
many drawbacksto using performance ratings. Their typical low
.

2.pliabilitY and vOiditiaretgenerally recognized. Indeed, the
measurement problems aaEciated with ratings are so difficult-that

e%some researchers have suggested that they not be used at. all (Ronan &
'`"Schwartz, 1971):
u

/

problem with ratings lies yin the fact that they:aotually
represent second-hand accounts of _performance. With paperand-.9041-'
deVices, the Subject recOrda4iisperformance on a piece of paper, a,
,vehible which is not subject teChange, distortions, riisunderstandingd,
poo;'memory, or gastrointestinal ailments. Sueh is not the case.with
The subject's performance is recorded in a particular situa',ratings.
tion, through a perceptual filter, on the memory of the rater and then,
""
on some later date, is transferred to paper.
.

....

.

.

.

Apart from the difficulties.aspociated,with the performance
evaluation proCess itself, rating research is often conflicting and ;
Evidently the reason for this lies inthejactthat there
repetitions.
is:no generally accepted theoretiCal framework which serves a@ a guide
Aevoted to the
to research. The majority of rating literature is
development
of aw.objeative,
development of rating scales. Although
error -free rating scalesishighly desirable, *Stings are influenced' by
.many variables,- all of whiCh deserve concerted .lesearch-atiencion,

,i

l4
ithe,rating pare

gm, as'we perceive it?, consisis'of at least five
At the top of the list ip-the rater.',We know,
basic dimensions: 11
fox' example, that his social adjustment, intelligence, Similarity with
the ritee,.and position relative to thdirafee will have substantial.
There.are probably many
influence. op ratings (Bruner & Tagiuri,.1954).
other'rater characteristics associated with rater.accuracy; as wells.
The second dimension.is theperson rated. People differ in terms'
(2)
(1937),
of the degreavto Which they can ffe.accurately evaluated. 'Allport
.

..

,

.:

+

o,

has Indicated that some per ons are mare easily evaluated becaudia they
have more- open" personalit s. Others, because they are more "enigmatic,"
ar less easily evaluated.
'e
3)' To these dimensions can be added thes
traits or,tasks to be rated. The value of judgments will var.
ps#ding aft:Whether.Or.nOt
thetraits employed have observable behavi rat
rdanifestations (Allport, 1937). ,Also, it has been found that the
accuracy af ratings will decrease.as the complexity of the task'rated
increases'(llarris, 1966).
(4)
The social environment in Which the
ratings are collected will also have an effect. lipnis (1960) indicates,
that leniency iir ratings is more likely in a social, environment described.
Ai supPOrtive than one described as stressful.
oy Finally, the
physical environment Will influence ratings.
Persona who are less
observable due to arrangements ofthe work space will be more difficult
to rate than those who performn a situation that is more conducive
4
to observatiori.
1

._

.

.

'

The last and perAaps toot important,conside atioa, although not
strictly a rating diMension, isthe purpose for \I
w Ch.ratings are
collecied. The valise of ratings will differ depending on whether they
are.Collecied for research purposes or for management decisions such
as promotions and salary increases. The inflation of means, and
compression of variance typical'Of,ratings collected for management
,:'
decisions frequently elininate,them as useful criteria for purposes of
,

test validation.

.
.

.*.7.'.

,
,

.

i
Obviotisly, the variables
within each of these dimensions are
re quite
complex.
Considerations as to the manner in which interactions among
these variables influence ratings boggle the minds
Our first. research
0ffort.focuses on one of these dimensions, the rater. Specifically, it
:will.7be mpre,concerned with the overall accuracy Of judgmentsof
'behayior rather than'with'separate factors associated with rater
inaccuracy such as central tendency, leniency, and'halo.
The goal of
our research is.to'maximize the
ality,of Wing:data tided :for valida..tioa Studies. If it were pose
T-to i4ntify the iore accurate raters
and use Only their judgments, 111 would be in a considerably better
position'to'determine the validity of our selection and classification
instruments.
.,

4

Scientific' interest in the. accurate rater or the good judge of
.personality occurred frequently in the 1930's and 1940's but eventually
gave Way to the investigation of rating errors.
In an excellent review
of the:literature devoted to'the ability to judge personality, Taft
indicates that the ability to judge is related toantelligence;
self-insight, emotional adjustment; and social skill.
He further Points
out that accurate judgments axe based on passesaingapprOpriate judgmental norms, judging ability, and most importantly motivation.
(1955)

Recentlyrdon/(1970, 1972) performed some very interesting research
into 9de nature of rating accuracy. He suggests that rater inaccuracy
is due to two typespf errors, either ,"falsely accusing the ratee'of
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ncorrectly which WaS in reality-done correctly "" or
doing somethin
ee credit for something that was actually done incorrectly."
"giving the
.He'provides evidence indicating a'greater occurrence of the last type
of error; that,O.s, "giving the ratee credit for incorrect behavior,"
and Corlpludes that the accuracy of. ratings depends on whether or not
the behavior observed is correct or incorrect,
.

lih!

The underlying assumptions for research into rating accuracy. are
that persons differ with respect to their ability to accurately assess
'performance and that there-is consistency in their characteristic
Indirect research evidence is available*to support.
ratinif responses.
these assumptions& Wiley (1959) and Wiley, Harber, and Giorgia (1959)
reported,otudies 'based on rater's estimations, of the qualifIcationt
They 'concluded that rater differences do
necessary 4Vi-Anarious jobs.
exist in; a consistent enough fadhion to justify their measurement

A final rather critical assumption, which
that rdter accuracy'is a'generalized,ability. That is, we are assuming
that the-accuraty of ratings will be'maintained across traits or tasks
and ratees. Mullins and Force (1962) have, gathered evidence which
Using a sample of ime*periencedt.raters, they_
supports this assumption.
found that ty capacity to evaluate verbal abilityc was directly 'related'
However, the statistical
to the abiltty to evaluate carefulness.
evidence obtained in support of this relationship was rather weak.
opposition to the assumption that rater accuracy is,a generalized
ability, AllpAt.(1937). has indidatedAhat "the ability to judge,is
neither eritirely specific nor entirely general, but that it is probably
More of an error to assume that.it is entirely specific:" Ta 'ft (1955)
agrees and'goes further to indicate that the validity of the.assuiptioh
that rating accuracy is generalizable is dependent on a set of factors
which,include the subject rated, the traits employed, and the reliabiliSince differences of'Opinion do exist
rty of,the Criterion of accuracy.
justifiable
assumption, it is prudent
as to whether of not this is a
to reserve judgment until further clarifying research his-been.accomplished.
Obviously, the Major problem with research into, the nature-0
That is,
rating accuracy is the establishmen,t of a suitable criterion.
a more ultimate measure of the trrkt_judged must be obtained aild'eMp1oyed
as a yardstick to determine the accuracy of the,judgments made-by
In some research, pooled itudgments of the rated trait
various raters.
have served as the basis for determining accuracy (Adams, 1927;
Ferguson 1949; Greene; 1948;'Wiley & Jenkins, 1964). However, as Taft
(1955) has pointed out, with this technique there is the ponsibility
that we ate actually measuring the extent to which raters conform tothe group consensus or display the samehbiased as the criterion judges
Other studies employed- more
rather than measuring rater accuracy.
objective criteria to evaluate accuracy. Vernon (1933) used a combinetion of independent ratings and test measures of the rated trait.'
Norman (1953) and Gordon (1970, 1972) measured Accuracy in terms.of th&
..

agreement between ratings and behavioral records. To circumvent the
difficulties associated with uaing pooled judgments, as a' criterion of
accuracy, tie intend to use paper-and-pencil test as g standard.
Our efforts will begin with a replication and extension of
research performed by Mullins and Force (1962). En this Study, differences between estimated and actual scores on a vocabulary test, served
as the criterion of rater accuracy. -That is, subjects estimated their
peers' scoreson a vocabulary test after being informed of the average
and range of scores for the grod4).
FOr each rater, the differences
between their estimates add the actual scores were averaged across,
ratees and served as the basis for classifying the rater as either
;accurate or inaccurate.
It was hypothesized that iA raters were
-correctly identified, the correlations between raft* of a behavioral
trait (carefulness) and test measures of the trait would be greater for
the accurate than for the inaccurate raters. The results of the data
analysis supported this hypothesis.

'

In the extension of this study, we will Manipulate the criteria
used for identifying accurate raters.
Differences between estimated,.
and actual scores on aosg of verbal ability and
a est of a less
observable phenomenon, %athematics ability (and a
tion of the
two)iwill -be investigated as a basis of determil44.gter accuracy..
In addition, we will confirm our tentative identification of raters as
either accurate or inaccurate on the basis of mul4iple traits.,. Not
only will-ratings and test-measures-of carefulness be compared as
before, but also we will compare ratings and test measures of
decisiveness,.a trait less subject to obServation-than carefulness.The last phase of the extension to the Mullins and Force study
will involve an attempt to predict rater accuracy. Using averaged
differences between estimated and actual scores on tests of verbal
and quantitative ability as the'criterion, we will determine the
predictive efficiency of a set of variables hypothepized to be related
to rater accuracy. The predictors will include Measures of self
confidence, gregariousness, surgency,-and compulsivity.
The potential payoff for, this type of research is great. Further
down the road, we plan studies to determine if rater accuracy can,be
increased'by training. In addition,we plan to investigate the
possibility of statistically, manipulating ratings in order to increase
their accuracy. Obviously, we have just opened the lid on this type of
research, and a.lot of hard thinking must be accomplished to work out
the details and overcome the obstacles.' Nevertheless, we have confidence
in this approach:and feel that,it will. make a significant contribution,
to the state -of- the -art.
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CONTENTANALYSIS OF RATING CRITERIA

A

Eric D. Curton, Forrest R. Ratliff., pnd Cecil J. Mullins
-Personnel Research Division
Air Force Human Resources. Laboratory
.9%
'Brooks Air Force. Base, Texas

Introduction
1

,
research concerning the content of
For Dilly year, much of
evalnation'instruments has focused on the relative merit of behaviorallybased and trait-oriented rating scales forthe evaluation of job performance.' One impetus for this research was the introduction by Smith
and Kendall (1963) of a technique for the development of.behayiorally
Basically, the procedure entailed having people
s.
arichored.
familiar
th, particular job situation develop broad characteristics
or factors wh ch cover all aspects of the job. Behavioral examples
are then-developed to exeelplify high and low performance points for
each characteristic as well as moderate performance points within the
two extredes. These)behavior91 examples are then written as expecta-_,
tions of specific behaviors and re-evaluated by independent judges.
Only behavioral examples which.aie reliably judged as representing a
ce on the sade charabteristic are
.partioular,level of.perfo
tionjorm.
included in.theifinal eve
.

,

.

Since itsAtroduction, the Smith and Kendall technique hie been
appliedlanALemaluated in a number of settings 'both inthe ,tield and the
laboratory. Its popularity is probably a result of,the'generally
accepted"viewOint that it is psychometrically better to evaluate
. job performance using factoks that are based on speCific behaviorl
rather than. factors based on personality traits.
2

The primary problem faced by someone'irying to develop relevant
performance factors for use An a large, complex organization istthe:
time and expense involved in using something like the. Smith and Kendall
technique for th wide range of jobs encountered. The-basicqUestion
that needs to b answered is whether.Abjective, job specific, factors
are psychometric 11 'superior td more. subjective personal-trait factors.
Ifthe job-specific factors prove
ob performance.
in, the evaluation o
the
practical significan e of the
to be statistically s perior, then
difference must be great enough to, justify the oost\roived'in developing the more objective factorsf
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Relevant ,Research

In a review of the literatute on the content of evaluatioh instruients, Kavanagh (1971) stated that the tend in this area of research,
fhas been toward the use of objective and measurable traits as opposed
to personality traits in performance evaluation. .He goes on to say
that despite the fact that the objective traits were gaining in
popularity, the empirical evidence in support(of objective traits was
not strong enough to warrant their use in exclusion of persOnality
traits. Kavanaghlurtherlstated that the idea of. aft
timate criterion
of job performance is a behavioral construct.and, th refore, construct
.validation should be the method by which immediate
asures of
perforffiance are evaluated in terms of their relevance to the ultimate
criterion, He then categorized the relevant literature according pt.'
the method of validation used in each study And reviewed them by
category..

One grOup of studies used inter-rater or re- rating reliability as
In general, the more objective traits :proved
to be rated somewhat morereliably,-'Sut the results were certainly not
unequivocal, and many subjective personality traits also shOwed a high
degree of reliability. Cavanagh points out that validity by consensual.
agreement is really a fOrm of convergent validity and, according to
Campbell (1960), bothconvergentland discriminant validity are needed.
for establishing construct validity.

.oneethod of validation.

Another group of studies reviewed by Kavanagh used validation
againAt another criterion to determine the relevance of rating scale
Content. Kavanagh says that this approa4is valid as long as the
criterion used for validatioR is closer to the Ultimate criterion than'
the ratings themselves. 'The problems that this decision is usually
judgmental rather than empirical.
(This touches upon the probldm
mentioned in the paper by Dr. Mullins and Lt Col Ratliff with respect
:to differentiating between predictor and criterion and the,fact,that
what we really4have is a measurement problem.) In the group oestudies
reviewed, the more objective traits-generally showed a somewhat higher
Salidation against another criterion, but again the results were
inconclusive.
Some studies showed personal traits to be better than
the, more'objective factors, and personal traits accounted fOr atleast
some of the variance in most of the studies.

-16

(
The third group of studies reviewed by Kavanagh used validation by
the multitrait-multimethod matrix introduced by Campbell and Fiske,
(1959).
The use of this Scheme allows one to obtain measures of both
convergent and discriminant. validity so that overall construct validity
of rating scales can be better inferred.
The results of the studies
'
reviewed again proved to be equivocal with both objective and personal
.traits being psychometrically superior in differeht situations.
'
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In conductiig his article, Kavanagh points out that. based upon the
current litetapve, no absolute decision can be. reached with respesc to
the.superiort% of one type of rating factor over the other in all
Kavanagh recognizes the basic problem of the relative:
situations.
efficiency of .objective traits versus the amount of time spent in their
,development when he says, "objective job-oriented traits seem at ptesent
to have a'slightedge, but the problem of sitUationalspecificify and
additional time question the practical usefulness of this puriSt
approach" (p. 663).
r

Since'the'Kevanag( atticle, very feWetudies hilliithedodone which
specifically compare behaviorally-based and personality-ozientecltating
Campbell, Munnette, Arvery, and Hellervik 4l973) evaluated
facto ,
based factors which were developed for departmentatore
behavio
managers using a modified form of the Smith-Kendall' teOnique.' They
-found that when the factor scales were anchoted with behaviotal1
expectations, the ratings showed less halo, leniericy,,andmethod
variance than when only broad definition's of the factors were used.
While.persoAality trait factors per.se were not used in this studX,
it does shbw the decrease in"the efficiency of behaviorally -b ed,'
scales when they are not anchored with behavioral expectatioqa tateMent6.. The authors also mention that "thd managers who develaped,tfiese
scales inve ed a tremendous amount ofA..effort in the prbcess" (p. 22,Y.,
.

.

,

- ,

.

.'

',

the two major studies which'specicIlly compared'
Neither.
sbehavioral) -based and personality-oiiented factors found reason to
overwhelnii :ly support either type of rating scale. Burnaska and....
ree rating scale formats using analysis of
flollmann ( 974) coMpa
They
c. II 6 ared Smith-Kendall t e behaviorally
hniques.
variahae t
but without the
scales
wit the same dimensio
:
an
anchored"sc
ad
done.
just
as
Campbell
et
al.
(1973)
behavioral anch
Additionally, Burnaska and Hol mann compared both of those formats with
ned factOrs and no behavioral anchors.
.scales made.froM a priori.dete
.

...,,

Unlike Campbell et al. (1973), Burnaska. and. Hollmann found that
behavioral anphoting did not enhance thelpSychometric.properties of
the systematically.developed scales. Whillothey did find that the
ro
,Smith-Kendall scales we somewhat less susceptible td leniency
that
theY,donCiudeeF
and allowed greater-diferentiation between ratees,
forMat"
(p.
311).
"there is no evidence.for the superiority of one
They based this conclusion on the fact that. all three fotmats contained
composite halo and leniency error leading to small interratee discrimiThis fact led Burnaska and Hollman to.questiOn the ability
nation.
of even systeMatically developed scales to diminish raters'; tendency to
rate according to an overall motivational component similar to Spearman's
"g" factor:7

Borman and Dunnette (1975) studied essentially the same variables'
4 that Burnaska and Hollmann had studied. The behavioral scaleOwere
developed to evaluate the performance of4aval officets, and'the a priori

0

trait - oriented factors were those already in use on the Naval Officer
Fitness Report.
They found that the *haviorally-based factors with
anchored. stales were psychometrically superior to the other two rating
formats on Measures of leniency, differentiation among ratees, halO,
and interraier agreement. Howeyer, the magnitude of the differences
was small, only sometimes reaching statistical significance.
The

authors state that probablycless than 5% of the variance in the
dependent variables can be accounted for by differences'in the rating
formats. Noting the amount,of time and effort required in developing
behaviorally -based facitars, the authors question the usefulness of the
Smith-Kendall procedure if the scales are, only going to be used for
performance ratings. They conclude that "at,present little empirical
evidence exists supporting the incremental validity of performance
raeings made using behavioral scales" (p. 565).

J'
1

The consensus of fie- literature to date is about the same as it
was at the time of the'KavanagA (127.1) rdview.
Behaviorally-oriented,,
job specific rating factors are generally shown to be somewhat'
psychometrically superior .eo the more,subjective persondlity trait
.factors.
However, even when t1 sytematica4y developed scales ats
shown to, ,be more efficient, the differences between ratinf formats
are usually small. A realquestion.still exists as to whether the
superiority of the job specific factors, although statistically)
'significant, is of enough practical significance to warrantthe time
and effort involved in their development.
Current Research
4

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory has recently ,begun a series
of studies at the Air Traintng Command Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Academy.
The purpose ortheee studies will be to analyzd-the content
issue'in an Air Force environment. Of particular importance gill be,
determining the operational impact of various psychometric differences,
in sets of rating factors. Hopefully, methodolOgies developed and
analyzed in this particular setting can later be uSed to develop.

,,eyeriteriOn insewments,,for dOwide..range of Ajr Force j00,49.

.The-NCO Academy' at Lackland AFB provides in=residence professional
military education for Air Force NCOs in the grAaes of E6 and E7. The
NCO Academy classes last for about 6 weeks.
Typically, there are 135
,Students per class,'andthey are divided into 9 seminars with 15'
students in each seminar.

The'general strategy of the studies will be to'have-the students at
the NCO Academy render ratings on the other students, in their seminar
Means, standard deviations, pooled variance, and Other traditional
group.
analyses will indicate the degree to which the rating factors are subject
to rater errors such as leniency, and halo. Also, the instructors will
be asked to rate the students so that the convergent and discriminant
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validity-of the factors can be determine*by use\of the multitrait-'

multiratermatrix.r'

.

In addition to the traditional analyses done 'to determine the
psychOmetric properties of the factors, pfofilei3 will be' Nade;up on each'
These'
person based,upon. his or her average rating on each factor.
profiles will be returned to,the students, and 'they will beasked to
They
;identify the people intheiripeminar groups from their profiles.
will also be asked to rank order the profiles according to how well
theylthink a person with a particular profile will perform at the NCO
Academy. Analysis of these data will show the number of;times each
person correctly identifies a classmite from his profile of scores.
Also, correlations will be generated to show the degree of association
between the rank ordering of the profiles and the actual rank'ordering
of students at the end of the class. These additional analyses will
yield some' measurement of the p'ractical significance of differences
in psychometric properties of rating factors.

Thus far, two studies have been complete0 at the NCO Academy. The
first was a pilot study'to determine and correct metpodological problems
The most significant result from 'the first
that would be encountered.
study was'Oie identification of a set of 10 rating qctors which. the
:students agreed upon as being appropriate for evaluAting their performance at.the academy.
The second study has recently been completedl and the data are'
Table 1 shows the results of some preliminary__
currently being analyzed.
analyses that were compiled from the data. While these results are in
rough form and need to be analyzed'much more thoroughly, they do give
an example of the type of information that might". be gained with our
experimental design.
In this particuAar, study, three sets of 10 rating factora are:being.
TWO sets of factors come from a survey which vas senttO*Air
compared.
NCOs were asked' what,.
Force NCOs in the grades of E7,' E8,
UsecCto:evalUate.them.ok4theiejObe
-.The
factors they 'thought should be.
'
respondents
tfip` i0 factOrkand the bottom 10 .factor's choien by SUrviY
t4Zrd
set
make up two of the sets of factors used in this study., ,The
of factors is made up bf those factors chosen by theostudentaat the
Each
academy as being. appropriate for evaluating their performance.
seminar
-grOups
at
set of 10 'rating factors was' assigned to 3 of the 9
containing
those
10
The students then used a rating form
the academy.
They
rated_
factors to rate the other members of their seminar group.
'each student with .each factor using a 5-point scale labeled "Far Below
Zverage,"'"Below Average," "AVerage," "Above Average,': and "Well Above
4,
Average."

.,

Using mean ratings across all factors as a measure-,' leniency error,
Table 1 shows that ratings using the student generated factors were
less Susceptithe to leniency error than either of the survey generated
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factors. Qf the survey generated,factors,:the bottom 10 factors were.
superior to
10 factors.
This same relationship Appears when
'considering the standard deviations of the factor scores., which is an

the top

indication of the de ree to which the ratings differentiate among
ratees. These are the types of analyses appearing In the literature
"today, and sometimes d ferences as small as those shown-, in Table 1are used to support
e superiority,of one type of rating iactor over,
another.
'

,Table 1.

Comparison of Three Sets of.Rating Factors
,'

Student
Generated

Survey
Top Ten

.56

3.74.

.\

Means
Standard Deyiations

Hiiii

.

-

.

Correlations

.42

Survey
Bottom Ten

..

lan

.

.3.03

.46..

.33-

3.42

2.17

2.68

.43

.42

.39

The next step in this study was to develop a profile on each person
based upon his or her, mean ratings on all factors. These profiles were
then returned to the students, and each studentwas asked to identify
the other. atudent&inthe seminar group from their profile scores.
In
Table 1, "hits" are used to designate the mean number.of times people
were correctly identified using each of the three sets of factors. It
Can be seen' that studentausingthe.student generated factors averaged
identifying 3.42 out of 15 seminar members correctly while those using
the survey bottom 10 faCtors'identified 2.68, and those using the
survey top 10 'factors identified only 2.17 correctly. This analysis
gives an indication that the relationships shown with the mean and
standarddevlation scores have an influence on how well people can be.
separated and identified in an operational sense.
.

'

o

.

ie differenOation amOng:ratees wete th ;goal Ok,'Ihe rating instrli
ment,'then
appears that the Student generated factors are superior
to the survey bottom 10.LactOrs which are in turn superior to the
survey top 10 factors.
It also appears that the measurement of means
andbor standard deviations of the factor scores,would give a reliable
indication of the relative superiority of the sets of factors without.
going through the identification step.

it

'

Howe4er; simple identification and differentiation is rarely the
gOal of a rating instrument. . Instead, it is usually used to'judge how
well a person performs his job.
If a.rating instrumentAid give an
accurate assessment of how well a job was performed, then differentia, tion among'rateedivould certainly be'achieved, assuming the ratees,'
performed tfheAob at different leAls of ability.
Hbwever,, even.
though differentiation among ratees should result frpm using a valid)

9

.

J

rating. instrument,

the faCt thap differentiation'accurs is n'o't 1v
sufficient. evidence for the instrument tplbe'considered valid for
evaluating job performance. 'Iligood eXample.is. shown in the present" -.,
studyNk_

il,

.,

.

.'

.

t

.

The students were asked to
rank orcler.the profiles according to
,
rson with a particular profile woulcperform
,ho well they felt a
Table l'shows the average correlations
.
.While at the. NCO Acad:
othe prolpes and the Actual iaAk ordering:
Y of
'between the rank orde ng
of the.stUdepts at the end of the class based upoitheir finakgrades,.
It carebe seen that the differences betOeencorrelations are insignifili,
cant and that onesetof ffWiors seems to ge just ,,about as good as
1
me.__
-another for actually predicting the perforMance of a ratee. .Therefor, ,
while One setof 4Lctors is psychometrically superior to.another set;
-when judged against the criterion of-actual job performance,- thesuperiority of any one set of factors disappears. This seems to point
out the importance of these additional analyses,intrylng to deterMine
the relative effectiveness-of a set of Ifictors.in an operational
While one factor oroneset of factors may be psychometrically :
setting.
superi r to another, the practical significanceof the differences should
be investigated before ari operational decision is made.
.

A

.

.
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THE NORMATIVE USE OF IPSATIVE RATINGS
y

CeCi1 J. Mullins" and Joseph L. Weeks
.

Personnel Researa Division

Air Force Human Resotirces Laboratory

Brooks Air Force Base,Texas

Whenever ratings are collected from ppervisorS'in'an operational
Setting, particularly if'the ratee must bema,de aware of,the rating
410.en-t-0 him; two undesirableconsequendes usually ocCur,. The ratings
become "inflated" (that is, the nean approaches the upper range limit),
and the variance becomes compressed (that is, everybodTgets,essenthe Same score).?)The major reason these two effects oCcuris'
that the Supervisor is required,to perfofm mutuallYincompatible
acts,7he must support. his people and he must ctiticalty.evaluate is
people! It i9 Vety,ditficult to do both, SO the reaction of most
supervisorti, at least in,large organizations,, is to try'to see that
his people get a better than average chance at promotion. As a
consequence, ratings creep up and accuracy falls off.
The effeCts just mentioned occur when operational ratings are
collected normatively. Normative 'scores are those which produce.no:ma, so",thatcomparisons
be madeaCross indiViduals in'a groups
A ratee's score maybe expressed as a percentile, showing his iitanding.
in rep.ation to other members"of the group
anotherkind,,of dat4,which can be collected in a manner
that autgamdtically miniOies'the.inklation:of Mectosand" the variance
cOmpreasion customarily founcUwhen.hotmatiVedata are used for
Oparational-ratings. Rating data,can be 'collected in a manner (called`
"ipsative" ratings) such that characteristics within an individual are
rated-ielative only to other charaCteiistissNof the same individual.
This method produces a profile of the characteristich, showing Mich
-of the ratee's traits are his stronger ones and which are his weaker
ones.
Nothing can be inferred about the strength of any of the ratee's
characteristics, as compared with the'strength of some other)raiee on
that characteristic. If a list of characteristics is rankad fok a"
Particular ratee from strongest to weakatt, there is absolutely no
problei with mean inflation and variance compression because the mean
and the variance are fixed mechanically by the ranking process..
.

Howevet, ipsative r n ings'(relative rankings of characteristics
within the indi'victual ratee) are useless for operational evaluative
purposes unless they can be treated in someway so that the'information,

%

For example,
on each ratee Can be compared with that for other'ratees.
creativity
is
Jpe's
strongest
it does-little good to know that, say,
sticand Mary's weakest characteristic,if we are trying to
charict
with Joe. It. is entirely possible that Joe is generally
compare_
If ry Mary
so generally-expert that Mary's creativity,
.80 inept

although'its- her weakesecharacteristic, may still.be strotiger than
Joe's creativity sough it is his strongest characterlstic.
,

We can see trays to convert ipsative rating data so that

p

comparisons can bemade across,individuals. One of these'maxs/is by
computing an index of :worker -job matai. -It'is obtained simply enough
by correlating the:ranking of characteristics descfibing the individual
with a similar ralid.ng of/fhe.samt ahartteristics as they are
requir4by the job, as Shclt,in Figure 1. The ranking of job
formed by:someone. other than the one Ap.
characteristics should bed
ranks these characteristicsin,the worker. The correlation coeffrcient
may be used in,raw or converted form as ah index of worker -job match
It seems likely that if two workers are of the same level of general
competence averaged acrap.Aegaate app cable skills and traits, the
closely resembles g-the
.one wose pattern of chafacteristicS
pattern required by the job will.' the l. .who performs better. The
th whatever othei variables,
worker-job matairindex7can be included
composites.
for
criteria
are available as candidates
.Rankings

Job X
Carefulness
Responsiveness
Initiative
Creativity
Tolerance nf stress
Cooperation
Adaptability
Writing ability
Speaking abi ity
y
Reasoning ab

3

1
2

4

3

4
5

5
ki

2

9

6'
7

7

8
9

10

4

8

10

6.

Rho =, .172

The computation of a worker-job match

Figure 1.

index.

The worker-iob match index yieldd information which.should prove
7.;aN. However, another treatment is passible, and we plan to
A workerpattern of characteristics could correlate
investigate if.
perfectly with the pattern required by a job, but he could be so
generally weak that he performs poorly; or he may posseds such ailaround competence that he does well despite a poor job -match index.
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All the job-match index reveals is the congruence of patterns of
characteristics between the worker and the .1job.
It provides no information at all on the relative strengths of two workers on any ofthe
characteristics.
This. is not a serious problem if the worker-job match
index can be incilped Is just onet component in a composite criterion
alonag with at le
t one pertinent 'normative variable.
The normative
varAble will establish a level of general competence, and the worRerjob match index will be weighted to the extent that pattern congruity
is important. But there are'some situations in which tests are
disliked as a means of worker appraisal.
In these situations, if only
one test can be administered or if a score from a previously administered test can be obtained from the files or,if any kind of reasonable
normative variable is available on a large number of workers; then a
situation can be set up so that' an anchoring system can be employed.
The anchoring variable is common to the workers being evaluated and is
ranked along, with the otheY characteristics.
The other ranked,
characteristics
11 fall above or below the anchor variable according
to how they are
nked for a partieular worker. Standard scores
(percentiles, z-s ores, or something similar) can then beAssigned to
each of the ranked characteristics so, that comparisons can be made
across individuals on each of the characteristics.
.

....

The conversion to standard scores required for this approach was
mentioned glibly in the previous paragraph, as if the,problems
surrounding this important-step were all solved.
They have not been.
We beliel.T we dan produce a crude system of conversion now, but it will
need much sharpening.
The production of standard scores such as these
involves some knowledge abOut'intra-individual variability across
characteristics. We know that there is a fairly strong tendency for
positively regarded chatacteristics, both intellectual and non-intellectual, to be intercorrelated, (Horn,:1968).
To the extent that
these characteristics are correlated, to that ,extent the intra-individual
variability will be reduced, and the more accurtely standard scores,
can be assigned to the ipsatively ranked-characteristics.
Our first
cut will be a very primitive conversion system baspd on distributions
of intra-individual variability obtained on:other groups and other
characteristics (see Figure 2). The standard scores issuing from this
conversion system certainly will not,be exact, but they should be
accurate enough to yield evaluations which, because of their relative
immunity to deliberate biasing by the supervisor,'should-prove more useful
than the system ordinarily-used.
These standard scores will then be in a normative form, and they
become possible candidates, appropriately weighted, to form a composite
The weights would be obtained by using the variables
criterion score.
as predictors of some more ultimate criterion, or-of some criterion
which may be obtained experimentally but not operationally. It should'.
be, obvious that the anchiG variable system is not substantially different from a system using the.worker-job aetch index in conjunction with
at least one normative score ok an appropriate variable.
We plan to
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compare, both these systems.

Characteristic
.

Pete's
Ranking

Percentile

-

Carefulness
Responsiveness
Initiative
Creativity
Tolerance of stress
Cooperation
Adapta ility
Reasonin abilit
Writing = bility
Speaking ability

85.5[75 +

1
2

7/10 x 15)]

Range (f om studying other
character tics; other
population ) = 15 -percentile
points

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
.10

/.

75

(measured ancho

72

[75

variable)

(2/10 x 15

Boning ability test score = 75th percd4tile.
Figure 2. 'Calculation of normative values for ipsativexankings,
using an anchor variable.
Perhaps you will remember from the line of intellectual development we discussed yesterday that it is our conviction that there is no
single. criterion, immutable and all-encompassing. There are innumerable
points of intellectual development from birth to death, each a little
It is conceivable that each of
more complex than the previous one.
these points may be eventually measurable, but each.is so complex that
unlikely, that any point ever will be'completely measured for any
it
practical purpose other than research. A criterion is-a measure, taken
at a desired point along the development line, of that'portiOn of
intellectual development whiCh seems to the investigator to represent
those functions with which he is most. directly concerned. That point
may serve both'as a criterion'for predictors consisting of earlier
points and as a predictor for criteria taken at'later points. With
this orientation, it is quite reasonable'to "validate" criterion
Measures against other criterion measures.
Because of the nature of this system, many studies will have to be
done before we can say with any confidence that the system is worth the
others, will have to be
effort. The following questions, and many
answered:

Is the proposed system abetter way of collecting evaluation
1.
information than the simplet one of collecting normative rating data?
It appears that it should be better, but one cannot know for sure until
the System has been subjected to empirical scrutiny.
The efficiency of any evaluative scheme depends in large part
system.' What is the
on the particular variableb selected to enter the
2.

/
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best way te,selectithe variables needed? 'Captain.Ourton addressed
this probleMin his presentation.
3.
What weights should the various components of the system
take? For example, is the worker job match'index the most impdrtant
consideration, or the least, important, or somewheie in"between?
,0

/le

These short statements of research questions
lly involve very
long and very difficult research work.. We don't
ow how }good the
sfstem will prove to be, but we believe that'it should at least be
'better than the system of collecting rating data which is currently
used so widely.
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SYNTHETIC CRITERIA
1

Cecil J. Mullins, Forrest R. Ratliff, and Jamed A. Earles
Personnel Research Dividion
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

.

Now and then a predictor battery is required in a situation where
This kind of situation can arise when a new
no criterion exists.
specialty is born and there are no subjects currently performing in the
specialty; or when the specialty is so thinly manned or unusual that
requisite numbers of performers for validation studies simply dollot
gement needs a predictor battery substantially
exist; or when
be' produced by tfikvaassioal validation technique.
sooner than one c
Seven years ago, CCAFHRL developed two methods for -furnishing a using
using
agendy with a predictor battery immediately upon 'request, if the
about a halfof
subject
matter
experts
for
agency could provide a team
daelif effort (Mullins & Usdin, 1970). As part of the research work
nbablected with this effort, a comparison was made between the battery
these
furnished in the classical way and the batteries furnished with
that
there
was
no
practical
two, synthetic metheds, and it appeared
difference among the batteries in their efficieicy in predicting an
R-technique
empirical criterion. The two techniques are called the
th.Eit
synthetic
the M-technique, and both are based on the assumption
similar
enough
to
the
criterion vectors can be devised which are
for
weights
protqced
for
the
pred
empirical criterion vector so that
ly the
situation
will
be
essenti
variables in the synthetic criterion
empiricil situation.
same as predictor weights generated-4.n the classical
he utility
The focus of our previous research was almost entirely on
synthetically,
but
we
believe
now that a
of predictor weights produced
validity
coefficient
can
also
be produced
good estimate of the empirical
important
few
other
Both synthetic techniques make a
synthetically.
ft.
assumptions:
It is assumed that decisions have already been made, or can be
battery.
made, about which predictor variables will etter,the predictor
the
available
off
the
shelf,
or
that
This means that the variables are
reliabilipreliminary, work on the variables "(concerning item analyses,
The predictors are ready to
ties, etc.) has already been accomplished.
the separate
go--all that'remains is the problem of relative weights for
1.

predictor. variables:

that the requesting agency can furnish at least
It is assum
-the
three subject matter specialists who are thoroughly conversant, with
demands of the job to be performed, and that the producing agency can
2.
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furnish at least tth ee test specialists who thoroughly, understand the

predic
battery
.tedxs the
in.;
or or
who
can be made to understand them
'by a brief statietii al description of their characteristiCs.

No

.

3.. If one is dal.ng research on the techniques, it is assumed that
some empirical cri erion will be available so that the weighted composite scores generat d synthetically can be compared for efficiency with
4,the weighted comp site store produced empirically.
If one is not doing
research, but Si ly producing a battery for a using agency, this.
assumption is mot absolutely necessary, but empirical demonstration of
the degree of e iciency.of the synthetic composites is still desirable
--if a criterion cn be"obtained.
In the latter case,.obviously, the
s9nthetically produced prediction composited can beConsideredas a
stop-gap measure' until empirical weighting becomes a possibility.
i

\

.

R-Techniques

The R-technique requires that the subject matter specialists and/or
the test expertd (the judges) rate 100 subjects on how well the judges
believe, from Studying the subjects' scores on the predictor variables,
the subjects will perform on the job of interest.'' The 100 subjects
need not be real people--they can be made up4opIf they are real people,
they should be selected from available subjects in such a way thitt
considerable/spread is introduced into the profiles which are studied by
the judges./ When the 100 subjects have been rated, the ratings are Used
as a criterion against which al'l the predictors for these 100 subjects
are correlated. ,The multiple correlation, of course, produces'a set oi
weights for-the predictor variables which are then used to calculate-a
predictor composite for each of the subjects one'is Milefty..interested
in.

M-Technique
'The M- technique is also a way d& arriving at relative wei,ghts for
the various predictors, so that a prediction composite can be calculateA
foi the subjects of interest.
The judges also provide the information
for this technique,' bUt he information is of ratherla different kind.
Instead of estimates of 'likely performance of a sample of dummy subjects,
the M-technique produces -'estimat'es of relative importance of variables
comprising the predictor set. The predictor variables are factor
analyzed, the resultant factors are explained to the judges, and.the
judges are told to dist fbute 100 points among the factors accgrding t.
how important the judge believe the factory are in producing good job
performance.

If a real criterion were available, it could be introduced into
the factor analysis and its currelatidns with any predictor Lould be
reproducible by multiplyingthe criterion's, actor loadings by the
corresponding factor loadings of the predictor and then summing these
products across all factors.
In this way, a validity vector can be
.40

produced from a table of factor loadings.
situation where no criterion exists,

But our problem involvesa

,

'Since no criterion exists, and consequently no criterion factor
'loadings exist,-the square roots of the'distributions of 100 points
among the factors by the judges must substitute for the loadingg4 Then,
by the arithmetiC described above, an eStimatedvalAdity vector "ia
produced and, from this, weights for the various predictors are obtained.
The details of 'both techniques for producing weights are contained in
the Mullins and Usdin report.

In the previous work done on these techniques, a criterion of
technical school grades was available for 1,000 subjects from,each of
four sehools, one in each of the Air Force's four aptitude areas
electronic). An empirical
(mechanical, administrative, general,
composite was computed in the usual way. Each of the four samples was
One df these subsamples
randomly split into two 500-man subsampl s.
was used to generate weights, and the other was'Used to cross-validate.
The cross- validated R was used as a reference 'oint, and, within each
ction composites
of the four cross-validation subsamples, other p
were computed for each subject, generated by the synthetic approaches.
In most instances, the syntlietically. generated.cornsites produced
validities which, for practical purposes, were not different fr ©m those
In only One school was the preproduced in the usual empirical Flay.
diction of the empirical criterion significantly worse using the
synthetically generated composites, and that difference was barely
significant at the .01 level.,

-

a

At the present time, two further investigations of these techniques ,
One oa these investigations is analogous-to the previous
are under way.
study in that technical grades are once again the criterion of the
The other on -going investigation expands the
prediction battery.
application of the td:chniques to the predidtion of ratings of on-the-job
performanQe.
If the replication work ctirrently.underway'produces results as
encouraging as the previous study, this approach to validation of our
Air Force predictor tests will form At least an interim position while
the 'search for a satisfactory criterion continues.
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WHAT IS THE VALUE OF APTITUDE TESTS?

4

.

Raymond E. Christal
Occupation and Manpower Research Division
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas

Introduction

The title of my paper is "What is the Value of Aptitude Tests ?"
No one could feel comfortable dealing with such a broad and controversial topic--especiallyjn front of a group of professionals in the
testing business--but I feel the topic needs to be discussed and
41,

debated.

Recehtly; some individuals have gone so far as to suggest that
testing He done away Sth altogether. Good heavens! Haven't we demonstrated for decades the value of tests in personnel selection and
'classification? Of course we must deal with reasonable questions
concerning the fairness and job relevance of tests, but surely all
military managers should see that tests are Indispensable.
Evidently, we have done an inadequate job in merchandising our
product.
For this reason, I would like to look at the manner in which
we have attempted to see the value of tests and see if there are holes
in our case'.
Then; I will venture to make a few suggestions for reorientation of our sales pitch sand research strategies.
Present Defense

As I review the situation, I find that we have defended the value
of attitude tests on three grounds:
(1) their ability to predict
performance onhe job; (2) their ability to predict attrition.in
training; and,(3) their ability to predict course grades.
I would
like to.consider these one at a time.
Prediction of Job Performance
First, let's consider job performance.
Now let's be honest aboilt
We really don't have overpowering evidence that our tests predict
job performance, and informed'manikers and operators know.that we don't.
Many of these individuals are of the opinion that the key to productivity is not individual differences in aptitude, but good management.
it.

-
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Experiende teachei them that nearly all personnel they -deal with -on a
day -by -day basis couldget the job done if they simply applied themThe individual differences they observe are mostly msitivational,
:selvesr
or else are not job related.

Of course, these managersare right. What they fail to understand
is that this lack of variance: is, to a large extent, the product of
testing and training. If managers in,an electronics maintenance.
occupation were to receive a randaMsample of untrained personnel out
gethe general population and attempt to generate the required skills
on the job, I can assure you that they would quickly become acutely
aware of individual differences in aptitude. Howeyer,.this would not
be an efficient way to run a military service. We use tests to select
and classify. indivicivals into.occupations such that each person has thp
capacity to acquire the necessary skills for acceptable job performance.
The training program4iin turn, is geared to provide each trainee with
these required skillb: If the process is efficient, then.thereis no
reason why tests should predict performance variance on the job, and
we should neither make apologies nor hangOur.heads in shame when Such
is found to be the, case.
a

Prediction of Attrition
The second way we have defended our testS'is by showing how well
In the Air.Force, a washout in
they predict attrition in training.
pilot training costs the. service thousands of dollars, and the claim is
de that millions of dollars of additional costs are avoided each. year
'shy using tests to screen ou; aRplicants likely to fail'in training. On
It can be hown
sts.
the surface, this Sounds like a strong case for
'gh
aptitude
s res
that within any training class, individuals with
is
I
.104:scores.
wash out at a much lower rate than individuals,.wi
sy
to
Upwe!er,
it
isnot
also true that washouts are. very expensive.
washout
rates.
demonstrate that our aptitude tests save money by reducing
Let me show you some data extracted froM the Army Air Forces
Aviation Psychology Research Report NO 2 (DuBois, 1947):
Table 1. Attrition Rates and Aptitude pipiit for Every
Third Pilot Training Class (44C thru 45G)*

Class

44C
44F
441
45A
45D
45G

, N
12,232
9,371
t 6,466

6,525
1,384
664

Percent
Eliminees

Aptitude
Cutoff
3
3
4
4
4
6

.

15.5
12.0
19.6
'.21.0

21.5
27:4

*.Extracted from Report No. 2, "The Classification Program," Army Air
Forces Aviation Psychology Program Research Reports, 1947.

Table 1 reflects pass/fail data for every third class from 44C through
45G.
In classes 44C and 44F, the cutting score on'the aptitude'sdore for
entry was Stani
3, and the average attrition-rate was 13.9%. In
classes 441, 45 , and 45D, the cutoff was raised to Stanine 4. However,
instead.of going down, the.aitritinn rate increased to 20:4 %. Finally,
in class 45G, the cutting point was raided to Stanine 6, yet the attrition
rate went ,up again--clear up to 27.4%. In view of these data, one
might conclude that attrition in pilot training would be minimized if
those cases having ,the least aptitude were entered into training.

attrition

.

Of course,'this is n9t true, ,The,fact is that
rates, were
controlled by administratiye actiond,,fand mere,not dependent on the
quality of the input. The number of pilot graduates was detexmined in
large part bST the number of cockpits to be filled. The data shown in,
Table 1 reflect actions taken toward4he end of the war as the number
of trained pilots became abundant and aircraft produCtion was reduced.
We have good'reason for belieliing that the'qua1ity of graduates from
these classes varied, but we cannot demonstrat( that the use of tests
saved money by reducing attrition rates.
We would have even.a more difficult time demonstrating the Influence
of tests pn.attrition rates in enlisted courses. The number of graduates
from such courses is ordinarily programmed months in advance to meet
operational reauire entg, and fluctuations in input talent produce only
minor fluctu
attrition rates.
During periods of low
ir
input, it is not uncommon to increase wash-backs and remedial training
to maintain production standards.

Pass/failIs a very slippery criterion, and attrition rates seem
,
to be arbitrarily establidhed. This phenomenon is not restricted to
the military. ,For example, there are wide variations in the input
talent to colleges and universities, where attrition grates for the
same courses are essentially equivalent., A washout from MIT or Cal Tech
cQuld be an h6ndr graduate from certain other colleges and univecsities.
IWe seem to be living in a relative world without absolute standards.
This is one of the problems we face in demonstrating the value of tests.
.

,

In 1957, Dr. Krumboltz and I published a study (Krueoltz & Christal,
r957) in which we demonstrated that the probability of a'student comipllting pilot training is a'function of the aptitude levels (7)-?he other
thee students with whom he is grouped under the same instruct r. Ar
student With a Sthnine 5 wak.Lless likely to graduate if he were grouped
with hree students. at the Stanine 9 level than if he were grouped with
three tudents at the Stanini65 level.
0

.

.

Io. 1959, an investigator in Australia reported a strange and
related finding (Want, 1959). Iii that country,'Air Force and Navy
pilots were being trained together under the'same instructors: The Air
..Force raised/their entrance requirements,' and the result was that the

I

attrition iate.for Navy trainees nearly doubled. Jhile ,the level of
talent of Navy trainees remained constanC1/4these-individuals began looking bad,in comparison with'their Air Force counterparts.
These studies demonstrate that aptitude eats do-measure differ Howeverwe
ences in abilities which are, recognized by ins.ructors.
will not be able to defend our tests on the basis of their role in
reducing attrition rates until absolute standards for successful course
completion are implemented and adhered to.
Prediction.Of,Course Grades
A third way weehave attempted,to show the value of tests is in
The statement
-terms of their ability to predict final course grades.
that,aptitude tests predict course grades is irrefutable. Literally
To
"hundreds of 'studies have consistently demonstrated this to be so.
r prove that we'haven't lost our grip in this respect, I've brought 'along
results from ne of the largest- Air Forte validation studies ever
conducted., wh ch I will display to you.
.
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We began'with a 380,000-I-case population graduating from Air Force
From this
populdiion, we randomly selected 1,00Q cases-from each course';. when
available, or a total sample when data were available from fewer than
1,000 cases. This yielded a total validation sample of slightly more
than 100,000 cases, representing graduates from 134 different courses.

entry-leVglurses between January 19691 and April 104.

fAQE/ASVAB/AFQT for Course Grades*
for AFSs with AQE/ASVAB Cutoff at 80th Centile-

Table 2. '.Validities-(R)
,1

.626
.543
.507
.485
).483
.483
:472
--.,471

.471

'.471
.463
.457
.456
.444
.439
.438
.437
.435
.431
.429
.427

.422
.422
.421
.414
.409
.407
.406
.396
.395
.394
.387
.386
.383
.382
.379
.374
.366
.348
.324
.285
.164

549

393

679:
749
168
426
1000

1000
249
1000
1000
509
1000
1000
624
1000
1000

, 1000
1000
608
///

1

I

,1

dp I.

1')

1000
1000
1000
1090

,

)

,

1000
988

1000
.'

r

152
503
217
1000
1000
1000
'753
637

1000
209
716

1000
283
1000

a

The validity coefficidnts I will-show are uncorrected multiple
correlation coefficients for,A weighted composite of the four AQE
composites and AFQT against final course grades, The values inf Table 2
show the validities computed in 42 courses fat-which the cutting score
on AQE was at the 80th centile. These coefficients may look,a little
aow, but remember that they are uncorrected and have-been computed in a
\sample which hascbeen subjected to severe, restriction in range on the
--bredictors. .Since_the bivariate normality assumptions could not be
mkt, no corrections for restrictionkwere made. HdWever, it is estimated
that in an unrestrictedpopulaiOn, many of these validities would be
found to be' in the .60s, .70s, and .80s.
The median correlation
obtained in the cmpputing sdmple was .42. The lowest reported validity
is foi a LifiguistiC/Interrogator course for which the Air Force has
special,' additional screening procedures.

Table 3. Validities (R) of AQE/ASVAB/AFQT for Cou'se Grades
for AFSs With AQE/ASVAB Cutoff of 60th or 70th Centile
I

I

R

.

:647

78
139
658
163
4434
100Q

431
.t24
.619
.586
.551
.535
.531
.529
.527
.527
.518
.51a
.517
.502
.498
.492
.491
.484
.474
:458

,.440

N

R
.439
',.439
.435
.422
.415

605

7405

1000

.392
.389
86

33
,

,

.381
.370

65
.

.327
.305
.305
.232
.176
.173
.158

,

.

'.348

892
612 J
1000

1000
291
1000

3

1 6
1 9
412
_,
1000 Nht
4
999
1000
425
114
1000
1000
1000 '.
1000 Comp Operator

.3

1000
1000
1000

539

210
1000
1000
697

../,410

-

606
908

.

N

'228 Comp Programer
202 Small Arms
1000.AC&W Operator
loqp Radio Operator

.

/

Median R - .440

Total-N = 28,707

*For cases graduaLive, beiweeci Jai 196yAnd Apr 1974.
Table 4,repor,ta uncuLrec Led validities for 36 courses having entrylevel requiiements aL the 60th ol 70th centilg. on AQE. Again; these
coefficients are attenuated,by severe restrictiois in range, although

'41k
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1

-L

r-J.,

as

some of. the uncorrected Rs are higher than .50.

I might point out that five of the lowest six coefficients in this
itable are associatedwith courses training students in operator-iype'
Two are for radio and morse system operators, for which a special
jobs.
code test is available to enhance prediction.of student success. The
other three are for computer operators, aircraft control and,warning
operators, and small arms specialists. In each instance, certain
.perceptual-psychomotor skills. are reciaired which are not measured byi
...
the AqE or AFQT.

The median uncorrected validity of the tests for.ehese 42 schools
was .44 which, again, is a gross underestimate of values which would
have beerobtained in an unrestricted sample.

Validities (R) oh AQUASVAB/AFgrfor Course Grades*).
for AFSs with AQE/ASVAB Cutoff of 40th or 50th Centile

Table 4'.

R
.678
.672

.668
.657
.652
.634
.628
.625
.592
.591
.588
.584
.581
tir .574

.572
v.570

.568
.566
.565

R

N

807
636
105
100
140
980
1000
649
1000
1009
53
886
1000
1000
1000
715
1000
1000
575

.

.557
.556
.552
.550
.549
.544
.542
.536
.535
.432
.531
.528
.527
.521
.498
.493

.532

'1000

'

437
1Z7v

641
1000
1000
666
240
1009
1000

,

598
346

1000
208
563
1000

490
.4$9
.489

.488
.482
.479
.465
.465
.44P
.432
.432
.422
.412
.404
.392
.378
.375
.371
z .369
.351
.263 ).
.221

.

4

751

1000

Median R = .5S2

1000
628
.1000

850
1000
1000
305
814
1000
"1000
890
1000
609
1000
1000

191
372

1000
1000'

Total-Nit 42,973

,*For cases graduating between Jan 1969 andapr-1974.
Table 4 reports validities tur grades. in 56 courses for which AU.
entrance requtrements are at the 40th or 50th centile levels. These
coeffidients are trigher because they are less subject to restriction in

I

o
loo

Omm

range.

The median valudais .)3.
However, these.coefficiens,atft
considerably below what would be obtained in'an unrestricted ,ample.
Not 'only haVe the lower 40 to 50 percent of thq,steadardiia9pn4opular
tion been denied entry into the -course, but thelaumber'of .cases in the
;

upgtr levels of the aptittida'distributioais seVerdlOimited.due to
-siphoning off by more deminding Otirses.
4,;

Once again, by the data I have presegted, we can demonstrate that,
aptitude scores predict,course grades.
I'm .not sure, however, that.' this
fact impresses the.aVerage military manager. After all,one cannot'
..
translate course grade points into dollars and cents or manpoWer bodies.;
nor have we been able-to demonstrate convincingly that graduates with
high couisegrades actually perform better on the job than graduates
with low course. grddes, even though theY'in fact may do so.

Amery of, Current Status
..So here we'stand.
Although we feel that aptitude tests predict jobperformance, S.Te have very little data to support this contention. We
'would, like to,c,laim that the use of tests reduces attrition in training,'
but the evidence suggests that attrition rates are-primarily.efunqion
of administrative actions., not level of input talent.- We can show that
test score's predict course grades, but this doesn't seem to impress,the
average military manager. Where Ao we go from hire ?.

Suggested Criteria for Test Evaluate

-.1a4a,

It would be my recy endation that, in the future, we focus our
attention on five types of criteria for test evaluation-as follows:
1.

.2:
3.
,4.

5.

Speed of-4111 acquisition
Speed of skill decay
Speed of skill reacquisition
Speed'ofreaponse
AcCuracy of response

Skills Maintenance

ejformance

Speed-and accuracy ofresponse may be important in some occupations
invoiying,a demand for perceptual-psychomotOr or clerical skills.
.However, due to time limitations, .I have elected to address only the
first thtee criteria,- which relate to the speed of skill acquisition,
decay, and reacquisition. In all three instances,ethe,Sasic,variable
against which tests are to be evaluated is TIME.
Time is'an excellent
criterion.
It has a zero point; it caa be measured in equal intervals;
'it is easily understood by militawmanagers; it cln be-eapily
converted into dollars and cents or manpower spaces; and it is the
_single most expensive Item ill the military budget.

The military sarvl,ed Sped litelany billions of dollars each
year supporting the development and maintenance of skills.

t ot

The mor

Y

.

:,

obvibUs!eivenditdftware associated with foimal residence and on-the-job
training courses, but this is just the to0.of the ibebeng. For exampi,
the'Air Force spends hundreds ,of millions of dollars each year just to
Even more costly is the time
maintain pilot and navigator skills.
sindividuals in all sepOces spend in learning to perform tiew tas s as
they encountered a a.day-by-day'and,assignment-,by-assignme
To 'the extent that aptitude scoreSipredlct the time required
basis.
for indi duals to acquire and M4intaifi skills, they can. be used
I will address
and optimally ;distribute 'talent to jobs.
reduce
ring
my
remaining
time.,
e
this;iseuc.
.

,

Skills Acquisition
There is nothing unique or. new about the concept of aptitude scares
For example, in 1963, John B. Carroll
predicting learning rate.
recommended that aptitude be defined as learning rete:(Carroll, 1963).
The first Aptelligencetest developed by Alfred Bineti backvin 1904,
was designed to measure differences, in the level of skills acquiredby
individuals during a Ccinstot time interval (chronological age). These
scores were later normediand converted into a score-"mental age. ". A
rio of the mentai'age to chronOlogical age was computed aid Came to
be called the Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Regardless of the pkobiems
associated'with the deveiOpment and utilizatioi.Of IQ scores, they have,
been, used for years-as rough indicators of indiyldual learning Ate's.
I.

(

In the academic world, many testa are,.Called learning.abilities
measures, and\bave been used for decades by teachers to place pupils
into homogeneous groups so as to pinimize variance in learning rates
within groups. Tests have been shown to be valid predicfors.4 school
grades, .both in the academic wqrld,.of the civiliansector and
military serviced, and-r.school grades can bii.APed- as the amount of

content mastered by .studente.When.learniniiie.A held _constant.
Aptitude tests also predict proficiency test scores in the seTvic06,
individwhich are iough,messures of the amount of, content mastered'
In'Project
UTILITY
(Vinebeeg
&
Taylak,
uals'at various careen points:
Resources:"
1972), which was contivoskNfor the U.S. Army by the Human
liesearch.Organization in t eiate 1960's, AfOrfkores were shown to be
acquiFition in several occupational areas.
related to the rate of skiime, an increasing proportion of men at
HowevFx;414ith-the passage
he upper ranges of performance distribuall le'Vels of AfQT appea
esg
low-le4el occupations aptitude scores
tions indicating that'f
predict:ehe rate ofskills acqutiition, but4ot,ultimate level of
performance. 'Pilot ftaining.programs are generalky locked-step. For
'ads reason;fT have been 'unable to .locate data demonstrating that
:aptitude scores predict speed of skill acquilition: However,'pilot
aptitude tests dO predict withih-claSs elimination for flying deficiency,
andlndilviduals in the flying- research area assure me that slowness:in
aCquiriAg:ikills.is tbel:rimiry cause for such elimination. This
observatit needs to be confirmed bycarefully controlled research.

OP

While the evidence that aptitude scores predict. learning time is
sd
ntial, most of it is indirect. .Outside of a feW.!laboratory.._
experAlliants dealing with paired associates learning, I have been able
",to locate few studies directly addressilig the subject, and these hatie

involved amall'N's and pfoduced mixed results.' InOne' study conducted'
by a graduate' student at the University of Pittsburgh (Wang, 1968)
and At another stuir conductedby the Human Resources Research'
Organization Negri' r; Behringe
& Pattie, 1973), substantial relation-',
ships were foundeitUeen gene
and' specialized aptitude tests and
Yearning ,times; howeVer, thereaPpeared.to be complex interactions
among learninkrates,'types of Materials to be learned, training
- modalities,
Various aptitudqscores. If such.findings are generally
____pontitmed-, th
proper. seleCtion-and clasgification of persOnnel-mgy7be
.,:rnoire coMplic
d t an it appears on 'the. surface. However,.:in one
unpublighed se'
onducted by the Navy,*no such interdctions were
found, and standareNavy aptitude, tests were demoristrated to. have
'substantial validity for predicting training times (seeTable 5).
This study involved wo tracts in a Navy aviation familiarization
course, one whlth_was made up solely of-reading modules, and the second
'which included seven slide /tape modules.
Interestingly; the higber
`validities were obtained for the slide/tape group. Notice that the
equations predicting time criteria'far the two treatments were highly
homogeneous.

4
.

,

I'

.

.4.1
.
.

.

I was also able to obtain data for a 200-case sample.ofAli Force..
personnel who recently completed an' individualized instruction course
(Inventory Management) gt,LoWry Air Force Base.
Twocriteria,were avail'able, one of which was a summation of time to complete the!cdtxse
blocks, and the =other of,which7was a summation of course. block scoreihu
(gr;gdes),
The reailltgpf. th
analysis 'are presented in Table 6.
.1.
.The km,ltiple validit yrOf
ASVAB composites and AFQT.r the training
:t
criterion was only .3t -which w
was significant, bUt lower than
hoped for.
However, the mu]ttiple validity of three ASVAB composites
for the sum of block test grades was .59, which is higher than'was
obtained for final school grades whenthe course was taught-n a:
lot ed-step fashion. `Even though.this course is now .taught in an
And vidualized instruction mode, there appears to'be more prediopable
ante in the'amount o content mastered than in the time for course
'ontiletion. This tindink is explaiped, in,part, by the\fact.that
latpdento in peqpurse took module. and block test wherrXhey felt they
were ready fox examination. Upon first testing, some .students ba4err
17.
,

,..

*Information
this table was provided by Dr._Kirk A. Johnson, Navy,'
Personnel. Researchtand Development Center, Memphis Branch Officei
\
MijlingtOn, Tennes'see.
Multiple:Bus and cross-application R's were conn
puted by the author using the correlation matrices provided by
Dr. Johnson.
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Table 5. Validitfes%of Aptidude'Scores for.Time (Hrs)
Criteria in Navy Aviation FaMiliarization Course

.Group #1 - 7 Slide/Tape+ 9 Readin&Modules (N = 109)

jAptitude Test

AH

Validi;ty.

-.58
-.47
-.34
-.67

GCT
Arithm'atic'

Clerical
Multiile R

.

Group #2 - 16 Readhg Modules (N m 113)'
4

e

/
'Aptitude
Tt

I-

-.45
-.43
-.26

OCT
Arithmetic
Clerical
Multiple R

Atiltiple/R's and Crosd-Application R's

Cross-Application
Sample R

Development
.Sample R

'

AL, .67
53

111111W

.

.

,

Validities ofASVAB/AFQT Scores for Time add Grade
Criteria in- the Air Force Inventory Management Course,

4 Fable 6.

.

,

(N = .200)

..4111%

Developmen iample R's
Predictors

Criterion

Multiple R

-I%
-

.

Time

General AI_,

AFQT

General Al, Electronic Al,
Mechanical Al'
.

Grade

.39

lectrpnic Al,

.-.

I

\

.59

.

.

8

../

7

Cross-Application R's

Source. of Pre-

dictive Weights

Application,
Criterion

R.

_....t.,..,.

Mite Criterion Predictors

Grade

.37

Grade Criterion, Predictors

Time

.55 -

4,
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4

reached a 70% passing stan4rd,,while others routinely scored 100% on
many tests. These latter students had reached the 70% standard at much
earlier (but unknowni points'in time, -8114 there was no pimple way to
compute a time-to-standard foi each case.
In this sample, the correla7
tion between the time and grade criteria was -.40, indicating that
students completing the. course\in the shortest time tended to be those
who mastered the greatest amount of content.
There is nor-t-djne'to discuss problems associated with .generating
a pure time-to-standard criterion in the operational setting, but'I
would like to recognize'that such problems do exist. It is unlikely,
that' individualized instruction courses presently train all students'
AN) exactly the-- -same- standard (although some meet-A-90=-Erstandara),

:-

even though finishing times may
ry.
U it this probleMis resolved,
it will be difficult to establish th
xact relationship betWeeri
aptitude scores. and learning.rat
n such courses.. Ultimate solUt4ons
.may include better records and controls, continuous testing, statis..,
tidal -corrections, and controlled,experiments. One must. Admit that,
the problems to be overcome are challenging.
17

It should b& observed from Table 6 thap the equations predicting
the grade and time criteria are homogeneous.
This provides additional _
evidence that, since tests nor4ially have high validity IcrrOurtie grades,
they should also be found to be highly related to learninttime criteria.
idportant, however, that direct relationships be estakished.. The.
author would appreciate receivin copies .of anystudied bearing on the
question.
.

Prediction of Decay_Rates
4

A second stream of research which needs_to4e initiated concerns
the ability of aptitude tests to predict decay rates foi skills and
knowledges. There has been a great deal of research leading to the
development of generalized curves of retention, but surprisingly little
research has been accomplished relating to individual, differences in
retention.. Underwood published one summary paper (Underwood, 1954)
in which he concludes that, when associative strength is held constant,
there are no differenced in forgetting rates as a function of aptitude
during the first 24 hours. However, this study dealt with laboratory
associative learning experiments and short decay periods. The military
services' should be able to provide more definitive answers concerning
individual differences in forgetting rate as a-function of:aptitude;
9

One vt revealing study was reported

the Naval PersOnnel'and

Training Res arch Laboratory in 1970 (Johns°
1970) which provided
data relating to the skill'decay question. The'study w4s based on
material being taught in the first phase of the. avionics fundamentals
A course. Proficiency was measured by means o
e cilterion-referencediests.that had been used to validate the progr mmed instructional
.
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material used in this phase.
an i
96 d

Measures were obtained on a pre-test,on,

diate post-test; and. at. intervals of 1 del)), 7 days, 24edays,-and
S following the original learning.. It was found that In spite of

a fa Iy high level of mastery on the immediate post-tests and%
considerable amount qf review,: much of the'material learning during
the first "phase of the course was forgotten by'the end of the course'.
The differences between individual students *ere large on'the pre-test,
were quite smallon 40e immediate post-test, and increased gradually.
over the remaining poit-tests until, by the end of the course, they
were alimost as large as they were on'the pre!-tes(.
.

.

.

Although this study was 1:1.6-d on only a fairly small N, it did
provide .a set ofrelatively unique data. "The experiient-b6gan with1.41
students. 'Seven were dropped for administrative reasons;- 8 failed.

because of slow progress; 21 washed back because of Vow progiess; and"'
17 were moved ahead because of fast progress.. Thus,' only 85,cases were
left in the final samp],e, and these caseswere'fairly homogeneous in
terms of learning rate. In spite of this homogenization,procesS,Aata
in the study can be re-analyz d to reflect. differential: decay rates as
a function of aptitude.. ,As c n be seen in Table 7, aptitude scores
st score variance, with original,Pool
account for .24% of the final
test score held constant (par a multiple R2). vAlthoughone might
not. held constant,Iromipa practical
Argilethat ssociitive strength
standpoin .1t can be stated thatoin ividualm showed differenbfal,decay
rates in riterion referenced test,. scores as.:a function Of:their, apti
tude levels.
Table 7. 'Retention of ElectOnics FundaMentals

.

as a Functibn of; Aptitude

A

Validities for. Final
PoseLTest

Predictoks

Rz.

.

Immediate iost-Test
Aptitude Tests.Alone
Immediate Post-Test Plus Aptitude
Unique Contribution of Aptitude'Tests
Aptitude Testswwith Immediate. Post-Test
Scores HeldConstant (Partial'R2 and R)
",

.'.185

430

12
,382
.197

.559
.618
.444

.242

.492

.

vi.

'

.

t

Predicting Time for .Reacquisition4 Skills

-

The third aree'which needs o be_ addressed. concerns the time
ills and knowledges wAichha7e
required for reacquisition of.
nction
of disuse. One would hypothesize
degallerated.over time as a
dict
the
speed of skills acquisition, t y,
that if aptitude scor
should also predict the speedof skills reacquisitiorq but, to my

4

ti

knoWledge, this haS not beep firmly establishediin the military setlIng.
I conducted one analysis in the early 1950's which I now wish I,had
documented, since it bears on'the question. A number/of World War II
pilots were recalfed 'during the Korean conflict. and aht
flight 46
instructors' school. At the school, they were givgp training to
re-establishheir flying skills. I managed to locate the original
World War II pilot aptitude scores for a sample of these individuals
and found, to my-amazethent, that they were still predictive of fl in
proficiency grades for students in this course--in Spite of the Pastiveof time and'in spite of the original screening, .treining, and differential
experiences these individUals had-during and subsequent to World War Ii..,
The question concerning the relationship between aptitude and the
time regitired for skills maintenance is extremely important. 'For
example,'consider the pilot area alone,ewhere he Air Force spends'
hundreds of millions 'of dollars peF annum xi terms of fuel, aircraft,
and maintenance costs in order'to maintain flying,profidiency. In.the
foreseeable future, multi-milli 13 of dollars will be spent for .
sophisticated simulators in hope sof/saving fuel and airsraft associat
with thiV expensive but netessa
program. Yet,,we know very little
about the rates of skill decay and regeneration, and practically noth g
concerning individual differences -in such rates.
Are individuals who
quickly. attain 6ilot skills also those who slowly lose such skills and
quickly re in them after decay?. If so, proper Selection of individuals
into the pilot training program.pay be mold important than generally
rebognized.
Because of the -large numbers involved, the potential
savings might be even larger:on the enlisted side, although they may be
more difficult to document.
.

Summary

-realizethat I. have wandered -far and wide in this rather loosely
organize 4/ paper, but I will try to summarize briefly: I have suggested

that we ihould begin moving away from job performanCf4R4P/fail
criteria, and school grade criteria foriapti-tiide.teSt4PO*411494011.,
Certain types of perceptual7psychomotor tests and i4ti*.ok.tlericaL
speed and accuracy\may predict performance 4n operator.ane'clerical
type jobs; however, we shokd not expeCt tests to have predictive
'efficiency for performance in jobs where performance is.primarily a
function of the extent to which fully,' developed skills are applied.
Test scored do predict the relative probability of failure within
training groups, but they do not determine failure rates for. groups'as
a whole, Peas/fail rates are determined by administrative actin s,
ratherthen.quality .of. input. Test scores prediciaining gra0s,-,
)5ut'likade points Cannot be-easily translated into 11Ais and manpOtteF..

I-haye suggeste

at we should demonstra
the valueOf tests in
to predict.personnel t e requirements for,:skills
acquisitioh and maintenante.

'terms pftheif abilit

.
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Finally, I have enumerated some of ihe research findings trItate
which bear upon critical isstiese and have suggested researcli
Atwhicirshould be undertaken.
-

)

a
.

.

,
.

,

I am personally clavinced that aptitude .tests are indispensable in
the military setting and-that they must continue to be.utilized in. site
of problems which m4 exist with respect to test'gairness. ,. I have'faithwhich may .:.&:,
to eliminate Dr reduee,
that 'ways will
MA tile, I feel that we have an obligation to danen- 10
exist. Ak the
strate the value of tests in terms of their ability to' help us operate our

test biases

ml itary*stablishment in a cost-effecOme manner.
,

St
--/

-

What is.the value of'aptitude tests? I cannot give.a precise answer
to this quegtiun; but, they are of considerably more value than poet
military managers have been led'to believe.

.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
do'

0.

Editor's note: The panel of invited. %experts were asked to oomMent on
the's0e-cific.papers, presented here under "CoOsultant Comments," and to
proVide closing summaries, included under "Summary Statements."
Additionally,.siAce these comments were off-hand and verbal, each
'consultantwas later invited .to piepare and submit a momp*formal paper
Fiving.hid\impressions of the. symposium. Those papers rece4iEd in
section,.
response'to Phis invitation are published together in the'.j
entitled "Impressions."

'
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CONSULTANT COMMENTS

Dr.

R. Campbell: I was interested in the discussion of the combined
ipsative and normative approach to rating and I was curious as
to the projected purpote.

Dr. Mullins: Well, die primary purpose is to reduce the inflation of
means and to increase the.variAnce. You have-to get it. WhetherC
this.variance is meaningful variance we won't knowuntil We try.
1-v

Di..BrOkaw:-

The prottlem is that we're trying to aftermine whether the
?selection and classification variables we've been using are
'appropriate for that task.

Di. R. Campbell:-, Okay, You can see other uses for such a measure,'but
if tit's restricted to that I guess it helpsoFlarify;it,for me.
But I think the work of Mike Beer at Corninieqlaas was interesting
in this regard.' Are you familiaiNAth what he's done?'
Dr. Mullins:

No.

Dr. R. Campbell:

It's not published yet.

r.

Dr. Mullins:

Maybe that's why f'm not familiar with it.

R. Campbell: He's spoken about it someplace where I)happened to be
and it will be published soon (Personnel.rhychology). He started
Out with an ipsative approach and his puriOseTWas multikaceted,
it...was not only focused on validation--I'm not even sure he had'
that in and--but ran into the same problem. He needed an anchor
because management rejected the ipsative approach.
It didn't, tell
them enough for administrative matters. His.anchor turned out to
be an overall rating of performance. The w4016 anchoring issue
raises real questions about the 'utility of the ipsative " approach
and whether or.not it's really going 0 yield anything. r find
the most attractive aspect of.the ipsative approach to be for'
feedback to individuals on a diagnostic basis about their
performance. Beyond that; I have difficulty seeing how_it will be
very helpful, particularly when you seem to be moving in the
direction of g, away fromta number of dimensions.
'

0

bUd Sellman: I have jtist' a, straightforwaid des ,ptive question on the
work on job performance
number. of people who halre,talked"obbut do
ng, that aort 'of thing..
measurement via simulation as a real ,t
-I was wondering ff you could; from the various branches, give ilioae
estimate of how many lives that's really 'touched, that is' how may
people to whom it has been applied, ana'just how widespread is it.

1C
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Col Ratliff:
Pc-

, tee,

Mr..CAMm has gone.

t

.4.

.

/

A

I could give you some fourth-hand information from.a,paper
1:41eat&at AERA in April on that, and they.were talkingabout how
theribplemented it. If I can remember right,;I think .they had a ,
Sample of 150 in each of two divisions 'over in Germany, and it was
on an experimental basis but ftom what I heard.in New York that was ..
they'd sent'
the extent of it at that point -.the tryout over there.
over
to
Germany.to
do
it. 'I
a rather large number of researcher
don't know:how vide ittS-gone beyond tkat, but. I'know they are going
.
to l&low it dp quite a bit.

Dr. Mucklet:.
,
,e

.

.

.

Is there anybody in the Navy who his to go,thrOugh siOUMaj. Sellman:
lation training?
.

.

A:

Where simulation is used as a Ineasure-of .performance, I'm sure
50,000 people-a-year in the Navy sre subjected to this.

Q:

How many different jobs does that encompass?

A:

50,000.

Q:' Isthat done during training, post-training, or both?
A:

Post-training use of simulation and associated job performance
If you ask
measurement within the Navy is increasing constantly.
me how well we're doing it, I would prefer not to answer that.

Both.

.

40,

a

If yqudon't mind, I'd dike to stick a summary comment in
Dr. Muckl r:
I've been somewhat bothered
at t s point And come back later.
frequent reference to the expense and .the impracticality of
by t
work samples, simulations, and the like. I would like to point out
to somebody inothe Air Force (and I have a feeling that the people
I would like to point this out to are not here), that the price of
One B-1 bomber would be more than adequate to do an enormousamount
I
of work on the development of practical, useful work sampled.
would also like to point out, and this time, I think, to the people`
that are here, that there has been one area of confusion in the
discussions here. That is that there has been almost intermingled
discussion of performance measurement as research criteria and'perIf you!re concerned
nce measurement for operational purposes.
fo
about a criterion measure, you're concerned bout research work's
en desirable to use
and I do not believe that it is necessary o
operational measures 'of performance as re arch criteria. The
practicality of the work sample approach to performance measurement
N.--cuAlit not get confused between the practicality of its,use as a
research tool and the practicality of its widespread use throughodt
the serV:i901;sn operational tool. -I was kind of startled-TI'm
goi g ,to:eveA quote the sentence in Mr. Foley's paper when he made
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the statement--''At the present-time throughont his
';career, .a
maintenance specialist is'not required to demonstrate* formal
job task peiformanoe testa that he 'can perform efficiently and
effectively the taske of;hia job.P I think tails is shameful,
becaus'm reading more into it than was actually said and I think
I'm justified in doing it if the Air Force is anything like any-other organization I've ever worked in.
And,if there are no formal
job performance tests that an individual ever has to demonstrate
profiFiency on tfiroughout'his entire career, there probably is no
syatematic means of evaluating that performance_either._ We_live
in a Society that worships hardware, that puts all of its faith in,
hardware, and that pays very little,Attention to the coat of the'
human organismthat*built the hardware,.maintains the hardware,
11*
and operates the hardware. Aftd until we get the notion that it is
not practical to build aWthat hardware without giving some
attention to the people that use it and do something with it, we,
reallyarenvt going%to be talking about anything very practical.
End of sermon.
_

'Dr. Brokaw:

He's not here to defend himself, so I can.pick on Ray
Christal'a little bit. If I can read my -notes I can`pick'on him.
He identifies speed as the all purpose criterion and level as the
all purpose'predictor. Now .that suggests-that a lot of people are
wasting a lot of effort in .a lot:lad places.
I would like some
individual and consensus responselikto.this concept. .Do you think
thai'this'conld be 'an' artifact b
use he worked on groups which
are already separated in terms of classifiCation?' He looked at
mechanical people in the context of other putanical people, he
looked at electronics people in the context
other electronics
people.
He has not yet looked at these people in,competitionwith
each other
Did I put everybody to .sleep?

Dr. Hutchinson:

I'd be glad to respond but no t to'that question.

(

Dr. `411.on:

It seems to me that--this is going to be on the tape so
4 Ray can hear it, isn't it? Okay Ray, here we go. It seems to me
,...;.that what he'S dOne--What you have done., Ray--is to move baCk.to
.

sr

7:0,-t- World.War I when'we got all those, beautiful charts that were.repro-,
'duced in every elementary psychology textbook for a period. of a
generation or more showing the mean and standard deviation of
AGCT scores for various occupational groups. I've always found
tAat diagram to be one of the more interesting and useless diagrams
elementary psychology textbooks.
Students spend_a great deal
of time pouring oVei it trying to"decide which occupation has the
intellectual prestige to:10hich they aspire, but I have never found
=

any practical usefulness for it in a nonmilitary.setting. :If you
gojis far as Ray went and` identify the crucial problem for military
.1, Se

being as placement.., or classification problem rather than a

..zw,MPM1.011 problem, I think that ther,oversimplicity of this model
4

7
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becomes so obvious that it no,Zonger has any-4tterest.. Wittryon,

.

were here) ,Boy.
1-

would add a biief comment to that. I think, Bob was
bell:
ng appropriatepthingErabOut, the aptitude distributions for
different:octupatiOnt'. However, I think that,is ti.separate issue.

Irom whether. thetime it takes to reach an acceptable level of .,
,job proficiency is a useful triterion for selectioU and
cation-rese4rch.
.

,

r.-Guipw--I'm only talking about. the general level as the' generalized
predictor.

./777
Dr. HelMick: I would like to use this opportunity to raise a. gen(ral
,question and apply it to this particular situation. .It.seems.to me,J.
that one of the thingt that I saw getting lost. inkhe discustion
over the 2 days wasIthe.distinction that Dr.'. Muckier tried tomake
between measurement and criterion and the.concept.of-the judgment=al
aspect.that goes into what I would- agree is the re4, rrue.aSpect
nation;
It seemed' to me that the tpeeddet:
of theeriteriori.
as I uncierstood it to be described, was essentitaly-an her
measurement and really' had'nothing to do with the definition of
the criterion. And I think, it's a quite appropriate way under
certain circumstances to measure the criterion. :It'may"very wen
'in manyCaset be a better. may. Where you have mastery criteria,
speed may very well be the only alternative. But that doesn't
answer the basic question of speed'to do what. 'Haw did.you de4de
to measure the'speed to acquire. this particular kindof performance?
'It seems to me that'a great deal of the'discuseiOU thia.moining'
as well as yesterday was"cOncerned-with'meaturOent prObleis.
I'M.,certainly not averse tcithat: ,Measurement prohlems are-very
(A
real:-.But I think sometimes we stay in odr difficulties because
while we, do refine the measurements, we still may ndt be:meaturing what we would like to if,we stoppedto think about.it.'
p . McCormickc Perhaps in defense Of Ray. hristal in his absence here,
wOuld_like to say that I believe that hit; position regardiDg°
"level" requirements for jobs *es have a fair amoUrit.of Varldity
In other words, I thidk there is. some tendency for people
to it.
tp gravitate into'the kinds of jobs, which are commensurate with
their own levels of ability. Those persons who have thae'which
itrakes to Orform a particular job may,y611 perforM at a different level on some test or other measurement instrument' than
persons on other jobs. I think in;,soMe of our research'we.have
some evidence to support this. The assumption that people
generally gravitate into jobs that are commensurate. with their.
own .levels of. abilities is not.a completely valid 16ne, but atthe,
f,

samerime I think that there jib.enough,suhstance-:to this notion'
to support Ray's point that "level" of 'performance uu various
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kinds of tests may be a reasonable,cri rken\for the selection or
placement of people on the jobs in lues ion, With respect to the
Imatter o "time-to-learn various jobs
4
at he discussed, I- think .
basically the notion of time does make, a ertain amount orsense,
although it.does not,0Opletely avoid the usiness of making -some
kind of detergination about the level of 43r iciency.
In other'
words,.to determine"th.at---the time, requiied o achieye acertsin.
,level of proficiency one still hits to make a determination as to
the'level of proficiency that you are talking about, so you do
not completely avoid the business of evaluation, rating, or
performance appriiii1. or what not by the use Of
In
'connection with this matter of time, ,StanleY.Li pert (whom knoll,
of yOu people may know) recently turned out :a vthorough
'analysis of learning curves.in-whiCh he hasfund :Ome generalizable.
'curves in'which.he has incorporated proviSion
AtureMent
the .level at'which a person begins learning 47hatever
to be
learned. On the basis of hiscevidence,-I think that iftisie
usecrls a criterion, there should be some pro-Vdon for incorporating
a illeasUret_at the initiation,"of the performancelevell'at whiCh
u
persorirbegins the training in qUestion.'
,

17t

r

WI

d

Dr. J. Campbell: I don't, know if I gen add anYthing,tolhat!s be
said,
but i
eems quite'reasonable to expect that as the Milita
service
Ve toward more self paced training, some good. criterion

measures to considemwould'be the'ime to training completion and
the time to reach lob proficiency.
Another,usef41 criterion mig*r,
be the amount of decay'in job skills after'a certain amountof time
However, none of these gets one:out of the bind of having, to measure.
performance itself.
Without measures of job,performince, and a good
definition of what constitutes an adequate performance level it
would not be possible to determine ihetime it_takes an individualto reach "adeqUate'perfbrmance." .11ns:thejdevelopment of a
priterionbased on. ime will be mbkrerhot less, complicated the:a 4;
the usual/kind of performance assessment. 'fiewever, I'm sure this_
is not news te- Dr. Christal and that he,well realizes the diffi -\
culties tnvolved.
think his argument is that, in spite of the
difficuIeied, time is a very valuable criterion for military ') 'organizations.'. I also .think he 16 right. .However, perhaps with out
e'
to, hrather
quickly.siid over-the'problensthat*ill
be involved, in rating the time.demandsfor-verious' job tasks. It
'Won't be easy,andl*t adds another rating task to whatever is
already required bf whateverNsample of. raters is evailable-

" a

.

On the question of howito classify Or:plade indiViduals in differ.ent Air Force jobs, I don.1t think I was able to fully. understand
what was/Said Sndthus should not comment on'it. Neerthalas
,thinks das of us inferred that he 4es advocating, a return't
Piatement aria differential score levels on bne dimensio* of
'overall ability. However, I don't think he 'would take,such an
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extreme position.
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irectly./

lie 'didn't hear
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.Another'aspect of the.gendal proble that seems missing from the
;discussion so far iethat. somejOb thsks'are more 7critical" than
others, and predicting the tiara'' to learn 'the critichl-tasks'would
be more important than predicting tha time to learn.the less
critical tasks. Another feature of the criticalness of tasks,
which was recognized in a stu4y of Wavy enlisted Personnel: by
A Glickman and Valiance; is thartheri are often a finite'rkuMber
of identifiable !eye that people fail at a job. That is., it is
often'possible to describe, in concrete beha Oral' terms,' the
e objective-is
moot important mistakes that peopiA make. If
to select people who will minimize such Mistakes then perhaps the
most appropriate criterion is not the 'time it takes t6 ,perform'
the taikle4dequately but the absolute level of proficiency. with
which an individual can learn to perform the task given a
reasonable amount of time.
..

Dr. Brokaw: We've had a lot of discussions of ratings.'. We've talked
about ipsative ratings, we've talked about normative ratings, and . ''
We've talkea about doing away with ratings in favorof performance"
back to loOk at them.
tasks, and yet we seem almost. always to co
us whether we shoUld.
.to
t)
like for you gentlemen.
gentlemento
I w
again.
eeinto
be:appropriate
way with ad hoc ratings as the
mer
go our merry
tRdeyelOp:some
or should' we spehd some time on attempting
specialized rating kind of processes. whereby we either train raters;
,, to levels of proficiency, or we identify raters who have sucCeas
in the skill of rating objectively, of,;what should we do about'
Iv
this rating problem. Should we assume that all the problems are.
answered, or should we\pursue our research in that domain?
.

mI

`

I can give you a brief answer to that as I think
ratings will be'with us throughout my lifetimie; however, 1was
.encouraged. by the emphasis on proficiency:measurementjas
distinghished from performande measurement) and I applaud that
If you've got proficiency measures for 50,000 jobs, I
work.
think that's marvelous. ,We substitute them'for proficiency
ratings whenever possible in my organization. The fact is though,
we'will need ratings for ocher purposes. Now I certainly hope
we would not use ad hoc ratings. Somebody here said we shouldn't
use them, I tankimaybe several people.did. I'm not very.bigoon
Frankly, it's' an unfruitful
"rater accuracy".as the way to go.
I prefer improving rating conditions, and the training of
way.
raters, particularly if we're' using these ratings in research
Ifhink much can' be dOne to make the ratings bitter.
situations.

Dr. R. 'Campbell:

t

4,.

I think that from' all Of that
I would certainly agree.
Dr. Helmick:
I was encouraged by-.J41e attention that's being given to improving
ratingi, although 'I do not disagree that any time we can find a
4

letter measurement than a rating we ought to use it. I guess the
only specific point I would raise in Connection with the report on
some of.tha work being done would, be the emphasis, as I understood,
it, on trying to validate ratings against paper7and-pencil
tests.
Coming from one of the largest suppliers of paper-andLvencil testd
in thevoiid I certainly have no objections to them, but I(have
the feeling that modify lft the rating procedure to produce results
more like the pap4i-end -pencil tests would not necessarily be thr
advancement in approaching the truth. The kinds of things tilit
can, be effectively measured by paper - and - pencil tests may beess
us
1 than those for which ratings may be the only means avail-

\

ib

.

.

Dr. McCormick:

,

I think there are two kinds of. circumstances under which
tatings,will continue to be used.
Inthe firet4slace, there are
certain kincld.of,job activities which by their nature I believe
cah'best be evaluated on thesbasis gf subjective judgments of
other people.: As an"example,dn the'Case of behaviors of interpersonal nature, human judgments'ahb.
uch ACtiliiies might be
better than any other kind of meaelti
In the second place
.ratings will, of Bourse, have to continue to be used"in the case
-4 of things that theoretically at least can be me4sured.object vel4
Mit- that: m.e.have'ut
t enough to figure out how to
measure.Eow, as r$
what we call Irepd:n -;"
prefer
_

really

,

to Fhink 044,64
required. to make.

onaselabler7rAt rs"

z

Of _conventional rating
rater
is askeeto make aksolu -jgdgmen s as contrasted with the making
of relative judgments, when xe
about what l sometimes call
personnel.comparison,systems
ike ranA4orders forced distribution,
paired comparisCin, etc.).
I am'in accord with.Ray in his talk
aliout the use of relative ratings.
I think thetnotion of ipsatiVe
ratings also fills into this ballpark too. I think that the use
of relative ratings can get around some of the problems-of
inflation and bunching up.
However-, there are other kinds of
"rating procedures" that do not require the making*of judgments
or evaluatiotis,bur- rather that require desCriptions of behavior.
I am thinkinOkte of various types of scales and checklists such
as behaviorpleacpectation scales, the forced choice checklist,
etc, where the "rater" is ask d more to describe someone's
behavior, rater than to judge or evaluate. I woul heartily
endorse any 4T forts to make co
risons of the effe tive ess of
these different kinds of human responses, both in
rms
'their 47--.psychometric properties and also in terms of their pr.cti al
utility in connection with the whole matter of criterion 4 elop,

meht.

Dr. J. Camkell:

In general, i guess'one could say that any research
on ratings ip valuable.
However, there are certain kindi of
researc4 ithaf make me mote nervous than others.
It seems to me
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that research effOrts devoted to discerningthevAdue of different
.scoring piocedures, diffefient,formats, diffirent,transformations,
The historical record
etc., is not really the Airellion to take.
These
kinds
of
variable:it
don't
seem to make very
,here is c ar.
ofratings.
predictability
much dif sFehte inNt&,reliability an `
makes
the
most
differIf yoUm t to choose the.one thing
ence, I' ink It is the motivatignal.,contingenCies under which
the rater' perates. Also, I don't think the suggestion to.be
Al
People Caters)
-4More'descriptive than eValuatiVe'will help much.
are
being
made
and they
know the 'purpose for Which the tatings
/know the_ regards and punishments that:arecontingent.on their
These motivational concerns are a significant
behavior AS. raters.
*.
influence on how they use the rating instrument. If we don't
the
major
dearwith_these concerns then we ddn't deal with one of
problems involved in the evaluation of one person by another. In; .
my opinion, eisecond major. determinant of reliability and aCcuracy,
inratings ig'howwell the raters understand the contentof the

A

.

.

llir

,

.

..,

.

behavior to be rated.
.

)

Beck -a decade or so. ago when Smith and
.

Keall stimulated our interest in the method of Behavior
Expectation Scaling, people showed an. interest in this technique
for one bf two mOor reasons. Some saw it as a way for -sampling.
g:
--,...and desdribingjbb behavior's ik a more complets.andmeaningful
Way than has ever been done befare: For others it was a new way
of dealing with the traditional problems of unreliability,. halo,
error, lehiengy; etc. I think research on the BES method got on
the wrong track early by emphasizing the latter and not the former
People should 'worry more abouethe "goodness" of th
objective.
description.of jdb behaviors to be rated.ind.not so muc
In sum, I want toi,assert that two ma or-areas
fluencing
of needed research are the motivational considerations
ngs)
and rater behaviorlOor.reeearch as well' as operational ra
ways-,in which domains pf critical job laehaTs'can be Better And
4
o,.
more usefully described far the raters.

-1.

halo or lertlency..
,

.

-

.

.

Could the memberegbf,the pan 1 Commentftotypes of rater
x. training programs they might have encountered liks witkthe police
department? Do you ever come across programs whefe,they literally
train you or sometioW try to get the rater to make more accurate,
`,i,,,
valid, reliable, or useful ratings-; more meaningful ratings?
Dr.-Brokaw,:

.

Dr. Guion: I.t.t. Me stick that into the more geueral comment 'that I wane
I as going to let Mac speak for'me on the rating issue
to make.
started to confuse the Operption4-ratings with the
until Jo
And the thing that Ithink has to be recognized
researchirhpatings.
is /that even Aen,you take the,
""`-rLith regard to the researqf ratin
punishments and. the rewards out o the thing and you tell the

oing is making4t possible for
ratera that what they're really dr
them to get better. people in the future or something ofthis sort ik
and that nobody's -going to 'get hurt-Or heli;id by their ratings in /

t;
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this particular set of ratings, thelaitill can't do it.' And this
is true when we've given video tapes and training programs to
'them in a wide variety of different kinds of efforts. We have
J
'used films,of actual poliae,calls,,for example, and gone through
a great deal ,of intensive effort to get people to observe,
describe, evaluate,, agree, on themeanings of anchor ,zerms,.thissorr ofthing; we still end up with many raters giving us terriply
unreliable ratings even in that wholly laboratory situatioheyhete
there isn'teven the reward system of the research-ratings.
.
I think that one of the things you have to recognize in responding,
tO the'questkon that w4s iriginallY raised, is not merely that
ratings will always, be with us, but that they are ubiquitous. I
think that we would do'better if we stopped using the term '!rating"
and uStWthe more'general term instead, of judgment. We would
recogniZe then-that all the rating systems that we use as criterion
measures, whether they are ratings per se.or ratings of.'product or ,
process in a,york sample, or the evaludtions that
made when
someone is given a trill period of performance on.A.job, Such as
a probationary peric0, whatever the Qontext in which the criterion
measure exists, the rating is simply A tool fof obtaIrling judgments.
The paper by Uhlaher, Drucker, and)ramm has one interesting statement in it that, would be inferestingto'queaiidn them about to see
° if they reallyeil it Auite as,it sounds. It offers the hypothesis
that ra ings are more 14ely to be'"acguspfe" in those situations
where s me kind Ofnter,-personal actiVityis involved. That's an
interest g hypothesis.
If.this is true, then we should be using
not only the whole process of judgmeht and perception research in
our -rese rch on ratings, butwe should be specializing' perhaps on
social judgment theory with all of the lens model implications,
policy capturing implications, that this sort of thing has.
I guess the answer that I will have to give to your question, Lee,
is that on theway down here I was reading these papers in the
same itare4in which I had the first draft of two theses, one of
..whieh I've already told you
out; it was the pr4d tion of rating
accuracy study that I menti ed. The other one was an.interview
study where we tried to de rmine the effect of non-herbal cues
, on interviewers' judgments hich was a rather devastating kind of
nonAilding-when we got all through with it. This,ccoupled with
the fact that I happen to be at a university that has been
specializing in the, person of-One of its faculty members in social
judgment theory for the last (how many years, Jack, '8? 10? some-'
thing.like,that!), I. have made a vovi to have a mid-career change
and devott',most'of. my attention over,thenext fpw years to the whole
process of judgment in the evaluation of anything; performance,
product, 'consequences of behavioe, whatever yoU like--because'1
'think that most of our criterion measures' ultimately involvethe,
41.
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Certainly they-inVolve the process of
process of judgment.
was urg d upon us
judgment if. we make the distinct:IC:41,-th
,t1g-alueljudgthent
yesterday between a measuring, nste'iMeasure.:. How
ato .a -crite
that turns the Measuring,ihstruMea
Iciga in
nts are arriVed'at, the loOltiplicity of
*-thege jud
those judgMents, all4rthese are-of crucial iMP6rtancaarriving
if we're gOitigto evaluate criterion measures. , And I don't think
ihit we can simply walk aw4ykiam ratings even as we. walk tOwaxd;. -

vo

thing.
job samples,simulationWand that kind;of
_

this notion is not original with me, I thiqk
ature
that says objective measures are really
there is a lair%
res,
at
least
one step removed. Behind every
subjective me
judgment
somewhere,
and
sure
one
can
turn
up
personal
objective
all the problems inherent in making such judgements come home to
That is why we all should be very concerned with problems
rest.
of perception. Person perception research in social psycholOgy,
for example, has 'malt up a huge literature on alipt of trivial
things but also a lot of things which are very re evant'for this
To mention just one, there is a large literatuie
situation.
concerned with the influence of stereotypes on judgments. - I can
recall a study in the organizational literature by Wayne Kirschner
-A which-discovereckfairly clearly, I think, that if you took two
kinds of supervisors; those who were judged to be good supervisors
and those who are judged to be bad supervisors, they had a very
414
.different stereotype of what a good- employee was. As a result,
one might expect them to rate different people highly or the same
pig
people differently. The person-perception literature is a
integrated
investigator
of
problems
area and-to be a well
personal judgment (e.g., performance ratings), you must jump into
it at some time or other.
Dr: J. Campbell:

Altho

.

'

a

Dr. Brokae:

Does anyone in the audience have a question?

I'd like a quick summary of what the
Sgt. Winn: IW-e-gOet a question.
supervisors
thought was a good employee.
two different kinds'of
Well, a "quick" summary is that for the good superDr. J. Campbell:
.-visors, their stereotype said that a good employee was a little
mavericky, a hard,, driver, a bit of a non-comformist, etc.; whereas
the poor supervisoeis stereotype said that a good employee was
I'm overstating the case
docile, fon't make too many waves, etc.
a'bit,cbut the descriptions were of thae'nature.
Dr. duion: Apur studies are of trained versus untrained leaders, but I
)

think din nst of them the training hal to do with familiarizing
people with what is halo, whit is leniency, and where ate elk these
I have a
so called psychometrieerrors. And it's very short.'
paper here by one of Bowling Green's ex-students which compared

1 t; ()
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-trainkd versus untrained r ers, wher
try were raining, andthis
sort of thing. .But
thin tt e traivf
that's really crucial id'
training in what are you goi gt.o.obse e, what-are you going to
'Cali/fligh, what are you goi
to cal
ow, etc:1 and it's taking a
long time. I mean. we reall
riiin them

Md

Sellman: In Flying Training, we have kind of a Uniqurproblem and
°.that is to obsefVe.10 minutes of behavior costs tient-al...thousands
of dollars if- you fly an airplane, so you want to make sure
Aatever.rater you have is the best possible rater, eV IVOte-ten-dto be very good raters to,start'with. They really know:
at they're
doing. But it's just a very drffJcult
situation, and this is in a
research area mostly. I'm not sure, exactly what happens out:inmean just out there doing it
'

di. Brokaw:

There -,.was a question Bob raised a while ago of how to get

two people to agreethat they've seena specific
'no small problem.

/

or

It's

Capt Cuitonf I just wanted to askDr. Campbell from-AT&T if he would
comment on the types of instruments they use to valleate their
assessment centers and'prOmotions that result from the assessment
centers; what typei of criterion do you use in that situation?

..

Dr. R. Campbell: We have used several different types.
One is advance-'''
ment in the organization. The assessment centers are designed
usually to show potential for advancement or potential for certain
lines of work, and the criterion we have used most frequently is'ih
actual advancement in cases where theassessmenr center data was
not fed back to the organization. So that's the most common one.
Another is to set Up speclal judgment situations where - -I can think
of a sales example,where we were trying to validate an.assessment
program for salesmen-where thereis a prescribed procedure for
opening a sale, how, you close a sale, hoW you do usage prospecting--'getting informatio/1 and so on, and there is a trained set of raters
who
lly go around the country doing evaluationsof people ho
i
that case we used44.4 research judgmental procedure. Another
.approach that's Lien used With some success, at least in terms of
'showing validity, is instead of usAng.the ratings that are in the
files, administrative ratings, we have trained interviewers, go Out
and talk to the supervisors who report on the behavior of the
incumbent; and .then the interviewer makes the judgment about where._
someboctr falls on a certain dimension. Those are the main -three-we've used salary progression but we avoid using ratings that are
"available."
°

.

Col Ratliff: Dr. Campbell, In your aaoesament center where you use
different people as pact .ff your assessment proces^s, do you think
that participating in the assessment process makes a difference on
their later ability Co asess people?

1
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ieve so but I have no evidence tO46ubstantiate
assessment center, we do not rely on:
In start
that.
We do provide'training,0explain the
rs.
ood-ra
sselection of
dimensions to be observed; and train them in observation and
judgment. l!Orhaps the best training that they get in the whole,
thing is that they participate as a team of raters.ift which they
haVe constant feedback on the judgments and observations that
re making. The ittem when they get back to the field is
., ;.rained judges, I believe they certainly,,,,
they may be bette
are, now the rating conditions are different. Now they don't haie
the full observation, they're ntep rating people on standard-tasks,
so whether or not theirjudgmen s are in.fact.better aftet they get
in the field I really can't say . lthough we think they're better
trained raters.

Dr. R. Campbell:' I b

.4
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'You mean they're more conceited ab ut their judgthents
yhen they get back.

Col Ratliff.:

,

It's one thing to be trained in What kind of
No.
behavior you should be observing, what it applies to, and what the
anchors are, but you've got,to somehow set up the rating condit4
'
so that you see the behaviors when you get out there. And you
that
you
don't have that same control on the everyday field study
have in an assessment center where everybody has gone throth the
How much that impacts the "validity" of the judgments
same tasks.
not sure.
that they're making. in the field

Dr..11,.. Campbell:

Maj Waters: I'd.like to just soft of comment. One of our divisions
th..Ws hot represented here, our Flying Training Divis on is'doing
flying
t
'a concerted effort in the performance evaluation area
ce
. game; and they're specifically looking at hutomated.pe fo
pretty
measurement in the aircraft and pilot tasks. Since Jack w
much involved in that I, just thought ofit when Dr'CampbellI think there is one case where
mentioned subjective measures.
there probably isn't any subjectivity in the measurement 'procedure,,
but there may be questions about validity of t.. data that you're
ng you want/to
Jack, I don't know if there's any
'collecting.
say about that,'but
.

11

.

Capt Thorpe: I kind of disagree. The reason for that is.that we develop
a lot of interaction between the computer and flying in the simulator and you can get a guy in there and the students can thriigh
around and you can, collect 35 parameters 20 times a setohd aad come
If!you're skillful you can reduce that to
out with reams of data.
even one number like 25% of the time he did well or.something, but'
d out how all these measures
then when.you go to the back room t
were devised, there's our pilot bac there, with one of our skilled
programmers, and he's figuring out what measures to measure. And I.
It's his judgment of what
think it's pretty much the same judgment.

A

I.

he thinks are the things that should bowtesured, so maybe we
measure them more reliably or more ac
ately or in a time' domain
that's much'..more specifiable.
We measure perturbations tha
normally we might not be able to write down fast enough as hey
happen, but what it all boils. down to is there's a great a
of
subjectiveness in objectivity.
Dr. &lion: Last night in the bar we were having an intellectua
discussion with Jack and he was describing what seemed to me to be
the ideal measure for the evaluation of trainee pilots. This was
brought about because of. a,tesc that I cold him about<that was
used by the City of Honolulu t4 eyaluate candidates for fire,truck
dri4ersi.Which'involved a fellow named
rtin Luke 'riding with the
candidate Up Tantalus Road. If any of oOlave
ever been near
1
Honolulu and know what Tantalus Road is, just visualia taking
that road. with a full length fire trudk. 'The score, Martin would
say, was the number of drinks he had to have before he could write
up a repokt after he got back,down.to the. valley:, Jack's story'wai
that the real score would be Measured.by the pressure of the check $
1.'ipilot's hands on the arms of his seat.. Now all-ef that., of ,course,
'
is barroom nonSense,.ancklike a//lot of other barroom nonsense there's.
., a great deal of wisdomlith it. thViougly,' the bar-seeking check
rider with the-fixe,truck'or the arM gripping dheck pilot is making
-a subjective judgment about the quality orthe performance of the
person being scored with either of these, The question now tieconies ,
: one of how you -record that subjective jddgment and I submit that
a 5 -point `rating scale is not going to be .ash seliable and valid,a.,
recording of the, subjective judgment as some) kind of a dynamometer
on the arm of that chair. And of tourge what you'd!have to'do
,J
is develop some sort of a personal equation; a kind of a ch
et.
'factor, for different observers so'that you could makea, rection
for the timid versus the foolhardy check pilots.
BUe;the p int is
that even' though it, is still a subjective evaluatiomyou' e "getting
here, your' method of recording that evaluation doeanot
ways
have to bea,rating scale.' And I think we ought, to lives
ate'
some other approaches to. recording Subjectivity 'I don't
a any
g000kreason why 'rou can't do a little gelling with these guys
at
d6 the check riding and get some GSR data if nothing else and
e
it as a criterion measure. And I am being only maybe-10% facet us.
.!
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Col Ratliff: f. might point out that theRussians have a little test
called the "Falling Down Test" that they use in their pilot
selection program-with which they instrument the indiv ual's
blood pressure and pulse and things like that and all he has tq
do is stand up straight hand fall forward op t
floor. And :the °
intensley of his physiological reaction diking thav,petiod as
recorded and held against him,'I. presume.
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Dr. Guion: I',c1 like to say first of all that this has been a terve us
vacation 'I've been here now nearly two days and the Federal,
Courts have.not really intruded tfieiseIves into.the'discUssioh at
And.I do not redalla 2-day perlod,.oaher tha&When
any.point:
ve been free of concernfor the effects
I waS[onvacation, when
I
m not entirely sure that you.should
of.cphrts in the lastyeare
have given.me thiat va tion, b cause I think that some of the
And even if
'may b ome yodr.concernsl
concerns'fOrthe cOur
they don't, one of the effects Of the court involvement's that
we've had over the last fe* years has b /en a re= thinking, a'very
needed re-thinking, of gleewhole.concept of employee selections
validatiqp procedures, etc: And 'I think that you could'do, well
to raise he same.kind,of question with all of .the things you're
doing, namely; how would rdefend this if it were challenged in
,

court.

.

I raise this queStion particularly with regard to this material
that has been given the unfortunate name by you people of
synthetic criteria. This is one step worse, I think, from wp.,
semantic point of view, th an synthetic validity, of which I HAVe
been guilty. Obviously, we ate not synthesizing either validity
rn
You already spoke this morning
of the semantic
or criteria.
surdity of the ,phrase, but it means something. more than that.
..."'\
It means,that when we are not thinking about the Courts, but are
thinking only. of otir professional colleagues, we try to. put
everything that we do into a framework of validity whether it
fits there or not.

,'?

'.

`
t

\
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*
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if, you look at the APA AERA NCME'standards,:yoU'll find that
validity comes under three guises:' criterion-,related validity,
construct valid4y, and content, validity, which in a paper a
couple of months ado I said doesn't exist. I think it's down to
Criterion related.validity is a pretty straightforward kind
two..
hing,except-that it's not really cadclipedwith thervalidity
of thing,
of a t0t, it's concerned with the validitl, of a hypothesis, the
r
.h °thesis that some measure can be predicted by some other
acted
over
tie
or
in
a
purely
, either actually pn
meas
statistical sense in a concu ent kind of 'study, Construct
and very few of the things that
idi.Ey is )a very complex id
been thrown about in cour discussions of late under the
ha
hea ing of construct validity have any resemblance to the kind of
Cronbach and Meehl notionof/construct Validity that started the
notion several years ago. The point of all this is that in a
Supreme Coprt otpcisioa there was a term used called - "job relatedbut, I likt"a6 think
ness." Idon't know who,developed the term,
And
of it as a legal 'term rather than as a psychometrie term.
No

V
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when we're thinking in terms ofcourt involvement we lave to iden,
tify arguments for'convincilg d, court' thAt a method ofselecting.
people,'whether It's a test or anything else, is related to
A3erformance on the job.
I would like to urge.that all the pork now being done under.,the.
heading of.synihetic criteria be done simply under the heading:of
a systematic methiod for'gathering judgments (see, I'm on that same.
kick even though it started out like I was talking about something
else) a. systematic attempt for obtaining jtidgments aboutojob
relatedness.
1.4

Now if we're, going to talk abolt predictive validity, .think I'd
like to point out that the proper aim of personnel research.,
whether it's selection or training or whatever,.is to predict and
influence future behavior or the consequences of .future behavior.
The purpose of personnel research is not to eValuate instruments.
We can haVe a lot of fun designing, studies to, evaluate tests or

training methods or something of thiSsort--but personnel:reseal,
even if dt"s SpRnsore& by OSR, is primarily concerned with making
more proficient persorinel. This is its fundamental purpose and we
can't loseisight of it:
Now, in that Ardor paper (and I'm using this statement, incidentally,

as an ilrvstrdtion--no:Ola criticism--because I have no intention
to critics e the inten
the paper, only the language), there's a
'statement that grades are used as criteria'for cognitive predictdrs.
I think that statement illustrates the backward way that we.often
think about personnel research. We have4n our hands now a cognitive predictor; therefore let us look for eades as a good criterion,
.

that we might be able .t.0 predict with this cognitive'predictor.
That is not our business.s Our business is to say (a) we want to,
predict performancein training, or (b) we want ,to be able to
predict prOficiency on a'job.or (c) we want to predict how fast
people will reachlsome stated level of proficienby, or whatever,
and then figure out what the best way is to predict that particular
criterion. OooPs, Isripped.
That .was the eCond stage. The
sestage is how to measure it.
See, I'm disagreeifg, Dr. Muckler,
or
r sequence, I thick the. value judgments should precede the
akIrement-, not follow it as a transform. I'm,trying here to make
a defensive comment about the ,quotation that was attribUted to me
yesterdayjabout "a eIliterion is simply something that we-pice
because I!m trying'tqr give. the indicAtion that the .something to
predict must be identified before wegieveloip a measure for it. I'm

also being alittle bit defensive about thet comment made by
Dr: Mullins thatitlfomehow jars to talk about the validity of
criterionmeasure.
In the first place, I don't think that's really
co4isteni with thc. rent of the paper, because if a criterion
really isn't ditfeivne fromfthe predictor ,except in the

j'
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point-of-time scalelthen all of the validation that you would
do with'the.predictor appliesto the criterion measure too. I am
criterion
snot the least bit. jarred by4concern for the validityof
measure. I get jarred when there isn't any Such concern.
I guess the only other thing I want to say in the summary here is to
reinforce the ,Navy's views, or at least Dr. Muckler's views, whichever they are,,on simple versus multiple criteria. I think, and
I wish that Mr. Carom were still here, .I think it was rather-shocking to find that. these. skill qualifications tests come up with a'
_Single score. These are complex areas of performance. There is
no good reason 'to suspect that any one test is going to be
predictive of*A.1 areas of performance in a skill qualification
criterion,, or that a.'llob must necessarily always be done in
And I think that, we
firecisdly the same sequence or, same manner.
need to move awaTfrom World War I and the implications of the
straightforward time.:-versus-level kind-of-table into a recognition
that those interactions that scared Ray so much :yesterday are
quite possible, and.even if they don't serve as interactions, they
I think-thatme
may very well serve. as additional main effects.
have to pay a great deal more attention to the coloplexities'of
performAnce than can be carried out with some ktind of,a single
number that is supposed to somehowrrepresent a baupensatory
summary of all of the components that go into thap number..
.

r
r

.

Dr. R. Campbell: One has to be courageous' to hold-a 2-day meeting
Most of the
on job' performance evaluation. and criterion problems.
papers stuck somehow to the rubric4 although we did seem to cover
an awful ldt,of ground that wasn't fOcUsed on those two subjects.
-

There was some confusion 4n the papers, I felt, over the term
For
"job.performance," and I think that needs claWication.
behavior
and
output-my money, job Performance refers to on-line
actually doing On the,job add piaducingt. And
what tile' person
\N.
I'd 1/A1 to keep tbaftworetty clean; thae's what I mean by job
mr.
performance.

1

.

ner of th*ngs and is not,Sd specifically .
criterion can mean 11
4.,
here was much discussion of purpOSe, and
my.
defined in my taxot
that.
we
keep purpose.in Mind in 'selecting
how important( it i
nt
toecho
that
statement and emphasize that we
I
a criterion.
ese
multiple
pufPosea
in mind whe we're selecting
ought to keep
criteria and.when we're evaluating what we're do g.
11:m

.

T

.

.

.'

explicit about' he'distinctionbetween
It is essential Chat we
we've
pio,ficiency and performant., Most of the pr diCtors th
the last
been talking about, mast of the seleCtion instruments,
1:,

A

A

2 days deal Iiith proficiency, ,which hopefullywill be -related to a
Of course it's no" hard
Person's butput and behavior on the job.

r
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at.all to conceive of highly'prof ient people being not very
good job performers. I think we k nd of buried that,along the way.
If you bring me intoe special setting where I have to be able to
perform some maintenance function,tit 'may be that I can perform that.
maintenance function better. than most everybody else you can bring
in, but you, put me out on a job* and I don't do very wall.
Okay,
it's theold saw, it's what a person can do versus.what they
.

t

.

*actually do on ae'job.-7tif there's a disparity. between the
two, *at a person cap do.
'd what they actually, do on the job;
I donet.tie all that to motivation. We ought to look at management
practices; which someone.a0und here did mention.. There was Some
agonizing that you haven't increased. your validity coefficients in L.-the last 10 years.
I don't consider that an indictment., Maybe it's
a function of what you're trying to predict. 'Perhaps you're somewhere near the maximum level of prediction just looking-at'aeleotion
Struments.
And perhag's tHg foaus.must be,broadened beyond
A
4.
seleettiOn.s
.

.

.
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Another-purpose for validation or for 'critepion selection running'`
through the papers was the' acceptability,
the critariOd% which
translated to the ability to sell our work. Acceptability is
importpt in selectiOn Of a oriterion and we muitconsider the
user; However, I just raise a oaution that we don't let the selling
deterMioe the research and that we lose our way in the process.
And there are other purposes. What I'm trying to say is'that while
we recognize the importance of purpose, I'm not surd we aikays
explicitly deal with purpose Land let' it gnide what we're doing.

5

There were, kin- me, some other futzy.definitional issues, but
they've already been discussed.-..I come down strongly on the side
of "the criterion problem is'not just a measurement problem." It
certainly involves values :and judgment, and I just wants second
that.
I also liked the comment'we heard that'we get overly upset
taiii complicated problems, cind we ought to recognize that we're
dealing with a very' complicated area\;
_4401
,

- -0
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\
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'There W as A-statement at-the outset about whether there

solution, and4 can confidently say "No," bekantiar
anybody's loping to get'one very. soon.
There'is'no i

.

a glorious
'

it

i'

,solution.
I think,yon!work, work veryhard,:aedevisiikthe-best,
criterion fea ible iii ,a gfyen situation.
An example of this would
bs,.Christl's..switchimg td a time clgterion. There:±s.no. One

solution.to c iteriqn problems. You react to the, realities amil.
complexities-of thesftuation. I cant to cite several things r

-

s.

particularly liked in the paper's. One was the discussion` o+ leveli'_
of criteria from individual, levels up ;through ,I)tA4141,:
liked the emphasis on measures of profielencY atiol,'4t,
Net1 don't
know these systems very well, I fully Supploiethe inte
4kthem,7.the real trainingothe symbolic perfdrmance testing,' and the skill

vet- I
I
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qualification testing.
should be very useful.

These kinds of proficiency Measures
'

r

The major omission I noticed in the progra14.410the failure' to
deal with job performance - -the outputs andiA04Viorlof the Person
I know'.
That is, aside fiom'ratingsofherfor*nce
it's'a.vdi'y'eXpensive
probleM
thiknp a very diffidult problem,
,7 sometimes to 'tit to fix, but, again, if we're looking for criteria,
particularly faEreseArch purposes, I was hopeful that I would'have
heard more in the wayof conceptuilizing hoW one might get perAnd I'm
formance measures And the methodology' that might be used.
I
wish
I
had
heard
not so pessimistic as .toay it cannot be, done.

an the job.

'

more about (that..

ri;t

Dr. Helmick: Well, I certainly won't be sufficiently pfesumptive to gi
I'll
an.indieation I' going to summarize everything that happened.
saY that I thidrIrve:agreed with the sumMaries:to date, and I'm
sire I'll agree with those to,,come. .I have down here a note froi
this morning's presentation by Col Ratliff that certainly ties in',
with what Bob Guion said, and I marked it important,' underlined,
"improved way of making judgients." I think that really gets to
the heart of much of what we need to be dealIng,with.
.
.-

I don'know that I awdisagreeing realbflwith Dr- Campbell on
,making the sponsor or the glient happy.. Itls pretty .clear that
one can overstress that. t think On the other hand from my own'
experienip in applied.work and from earlier militafy experience,
it can certainly amount to an awful lot of wheerspinhing
don't have some agreement or some understanding as to what it is
that's going to be acceptable and usable. In an entirely different
context I recently,p±cked up a phrase, "Oh, yes, there's a -need
but there's not a want." And, until that want is recognized,
perhaps created, the need..may.be irreleVant.
I do want tA. congratulate the group f#, first of all, recog nizing
the proble0. I think nobody expected that we would have all-the
answers at the fud.of 2 deys, but 2 think it has been, to me at
feast, a very useful discussion and it's very gratifying to me to'
'see the apprOach and the attack that's being taken. There are two
A," °
for three-'things that I think need to be given some attention.

'number.oWyou, I suspect, heard HaroldGuiliksen's invited address
that
The approSch_he was describing
at thel-last APA meeting.
time is really one of reversing the predictor-criterion priority
between
And recognizing that sometimes when ydU get low relationships
examine,slhe
predictors and criteria the answer May very well be to
criterion because yuu fLequently knpw much more about the titzlirt..
you. is
you have a much better understanding of what it really
The classit example of course is the one
do for the Criterion.
that he'used:

-the early Naliy experience in Which much to.;some of

,

ai

;the psychologists' surprise when they began.ta.varidate the-Navy
clasdificatioh,test againfit'performance.in training, the discovery
a
that for a Naval Machinist Mate, the highest validity was
verbal test and one of the lowest was mechanical aptitude, and yet'l
the task-was very clearly primarily that of a mechanic.
WADI, the
simple solution, of course, would have been to accept the criterion
and to utilize the obtained validities as a method Of'selecting
people. .who would do well in the couNe. But fortunately somebody
said this really doesn't make too tuch'sense, let's'look at the
,,criterion, which was course grades; And\the grades'were on a
iwritten,examination-based entirely on lectuies and textbook
material. And th,4 individua3.s,in the'course sal they ne/er had
thetr hands on adythlnig th4 resembl..edLa piece qf armapent.; SP
thifi analysis led,to developing what was called the Breech Black
Assembly Test which involved actual disassembly'and reassembly-of
amock-up of a part of a naval gun. And lo and -behold when that'
was used as'a criterion for succeAs'in the course, theomechanical
test had a fair amount of validity and the verbal aptitude test
,dropped considerably. I thinhe principle which it illustrates
is that.you can'sometimes get a great deal of infottmation aboyt the
'criterion, or you, can at least raise very meaningful:questions
°about the criterion; by looking at .the relationship that known
,
eredictors have with it.

.#!..

.

A somewhat related topic is that af theseffeet of the criterion on
the training. Again, this is not reallAillimed at solving the
criterion problem, but in dealing with thetocriterion'Problem I
think.one,has to recipgnize that the criteriotimaY become a prim#ty
deterMiner .of ttainIng, or at leabt efjeafning-from,the.standpoint
of the-student, The naval example I just gave may.ile a case in
In our own area the example we always come back to is that
of essay ttsting versus objective testing tor writing (composition).
I' think both the COlege Board and-ETS, at'least the vast majority
of the staff, would takea'very strong position_that from a
measurement standpoint with.a.given period of, time and a given,
cost, there is,no reason tb use. anything otheriltban objective
On the
measureg of writing for measurement of wtitinvability.
Other"hand;.it is pretty clear, that as isig as filik objective test,
the marking of blanks-6n the answer sheet is tff-Vonlx thing_ that
seems to be beiw4evauated, it's pretty hard for" teachers.to.
,,spend.the time in gradingtand collecting' essays, and Ws-pretty
* *hard to convince students that they' should! do anything other than
So frRM
learn some or the techniqueS of taking,Objective tests.
time to time the College -Board has beenPconVived that, not for
measurement Leasuus- but for educational purposes, the criterion
has to take the form of actually getting students to do sot
In some of my overseas experiences in.ldiOng-at the,
situations iu other couutries, it's very Blea that the oriterionoole
the *ualexaminaLioil, su detetmiuea. the curriculum that in many,7
.

.

tions

,-

.

&seatile purposes of edupation. ate rather completely subverted.
thatin.dealtpg.wibh' the criterion, its effect
So all I'm sayin3
oh the whole learning and- training process.needs to be kept in mind.

Or

pne last point has probably been implied4n,all that Has been saich)
,I dank there's so n- endency.to ignore ;basic considerltions'of
terion if it seems to be objectivei if it
- reliabilit y. of the
,

seems tkbe quantified, if It seems to be spepificand this is
not necessarily enough. And here I go back'to Myl4Orld War II
bombardleiAssearch experience where in'all of.the thtfee.flying
trining categories', bombardier, pilot, and navigator, the

criterion that seemed to be the best andthe most objective one,
numbeis that almoetillopped out at you,.wea
where. yo'u can real y.
'the 'average etro.f7,of the students 'on .bomb' drdps in 'training missions.
And it.watic real Wa.,Tat et horrifying discovery when, people came_
ouldn't predict the average error oh up with thevfa&tliAt-.
*
rror on the even MissiOni; The
error
the odd mission
zero fob' as objective, as quantified.a
wa* edssegt
Criterion as one could' nd. We managed to do,a slight follow -up

reliability

.

on' this. . What statied.ptit'to be Svery closely contfblled

4,

,

-

experimental class' was "; fortuititpiy, disrupted by' the Japanese
dutrender. We got enough evidence; how4ver, to .indicate that,: in
'44

terms .of very carefully Measure&bc6b"dtopping peirformancethe

apt important link in the whnleAhainwaethe bombardierTil'
rpliane, the.auto pilot, the degree of turbulence that day, the
piibt flying the plane, )he bombsight; gil RfAeSe thing's,

ording to an analysis.of_variance, contributedmOr to the

So we'need:totae a-hard.
'aVerage,ertor thaildid the-bombardier.
loolcat
criter,a
even
t
ough
they.
seem
to
have chef highest possible
,
-fape validity-and lot e lulled- into any dense'of false confidence.,
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anything in'the Apers 0eAkave heard here

-day's could be viewed as aquan'Om step', n:
of crite:rion.developmen, but, I thinkt'ihere are some over-'
.cones .hat do warrant -sow' recognition and that offer at leals;,.
place, I believe
"Mbde4tLencouragement.forthefuture, In
seriousness of concern about-this'prAlemin Ohe Viilitarir
J sens
filerviCes-that hopefully.will provide the momSplum for cbncentrated
attention on this problem which'is clearly-a critical onecin
connection Fith'RersOh net research. In fhe.seconplace,:t'believe'
'-there are a few bitS of:wheat mixed in with th chaff that blekt
criteria or.' ...
take roots'and develdp intb*some new it,
5
apprilaches'to di1,5111In developmeni.-.:

her
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the' ultimate criterion
we intend to- seek thd Holy Grail
should
not,bypass
the 'operational
we
certainly13f Jolt performanse,'
referred
to by
need f&r Criteria1.30achieViethent In training As
.-MeYer'in hiscdiscutsgOn Of instructionaldevelopment systems And
'AS-distusSed by DdLeo in the ,paper by himselsfand Waters% I was

,..quire'impressed by Fred Muckler's paper in whickhe referred to
the may facets of criteri/a fromAtoZ,, or maybe from AAA to Z Z.
I suspect that he-pug.
ve.iain awake many nightS to organize.wh
1 believe to be a ve
cant discussion of'this problem,.
'in'particular irCcryggeri4i
a number.
!;.
s and lasues
..
which have otherwise been-1.
tr
furtiy ly.in the-hackgroun4.
I
think especially his listing
ht cri, x4a of criteria is one
that might"weil be posted on tpe wall* Niedearch officescin much
."

the same manner that many homesAllied.t.. ha*g1 .framed :mottos'=
..e

walls,such as "God Bless Our Home."

.

N;

In, winding up there are -.lust a 'Duple of poitEs I might add.
the first place, I would like' te.,,suggest some attention.to the
notion-bf quality control. This is not a new notion, although it
him not been mentioned in the confab here., I.think that- qua lity
Control ads applied to human performance evaluation is something
that his sOillesort of relevance to.the problems with which We
deal.
And the techniques and apRroaches of the industrial
qngineers in connection with quality control pf physical' prodUcts"
Rild processes is one that I think can' well be applied to the
perfOrmance of people on their jobs.
4t

And next I' will reflect an admitted bias in suggesting that r
believe the military,services'should pursue the notion of$hat I
prefer to cal,f job component-validity, previously called synthetic
validity or generalized validity.
This would require t
development, for a,good sized.sampleaigllobs., Of informsbion'a6o0t the
relationship; between job components on the one hand and the,human
characteristics of those performing the jobs 021416 other hand..
quch an analysis might. offer the possibility,Ak,aPplying ,the
relatiohships so teased
to. other jobs, thefireby'aVoidglig t
necessity of developing criteria .for each and'eue0,job 4
.

cation."

.

,

.

.

,..

..1,Is.:closing, I would like"xo say that Iam really impress4kby the.
..1

,

-'

..

Z.

4.

,

sense'of commitment, of the individuals wfio.have-presented7papers,
awathis'seminar in tetms d&their interest in"the critexIon.
problem. ate. also some of the notions that'have been bandied about.'
I would beaurprised.ii,:as a -wkstileof this
would
be-any really earth shMcing rests.tiatwotillps' e the criterion
problem for all time.. At Ole same, time OnevOUld-hope'that this
seminar would at least resultrin'the exchange ofidea0bregarding7thig
.1
.ant problem to. the exteet'that some 3, o
or 10. years hence,
On:
aebe able to look back and say.that the
elopMent;in,this
area :114s been moved forward at least bya few steps becaUSeppf°
-the organization of this. particular sympoSium.
,

a

.
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Dr. '1.
!.
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Campbell

the,last

.

.

Alot of'excellent material

Z,days

been: -,prosentSVid
41pd ft.'s noteaay'to digest it-all so
Also,:,,,
.

.
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at of the thunder.. However, let me begin
general impresbions stimulated.by their
wlErst 2 days.

'weathers haye st

by describing
dibcussion during

One dOminait'imOression'that does strike, we, is one that I have
Always-re/At
c)c.t/kqees that i teach in'industrial/organizatiopal
psychology.
T at41s.,if one considersthe.major groups of applied,
,

psYchoiogistsbithe Hilted States whO.deal with problems like_
this, the..414eSeochershoolte,the most sensitive to such problems ,o
and who seem' to. nOOtelliest:grasp on their :subtleties are .the
Mtlitary,psychol
8; Owthe basis of what's happened at this
conference,
see!lny reason to change. that opinion.

'Along time agdi44:1967, .1 went to
similar .conference sponsored
by, the Richafddon Foundation. It. took place 4nNorthHarolina,
it Was attended by a number of industrial/organiiational
psychologists, and it was on the criterion problei.
In comparing
the discussions there: with the discussions here, I must make the
judgment that the field has come a lonkway,-at least.-the'level of
conceptual understanding is. much higher now than it was. then.

.

In the same breath, I would like to say that the criterion
problem, as we have historically talked about'it in this field, is
intract42K There is no solution to the "problem" and we should.
all get. away from the.notion that a final answer will someday
However, one majpr reason the.criterion problem
present its lf.
is insolvab e'is beCAUse of the way we traditionallupave defined
.

it,::

For exLp.1e,I-would like to sentence kobertAWTndike to

40 years, of computing 'fiictor Matrices by hand for making the
-distinctions between immediate, intermediate, and Ultimate.
I'
criteria. The concept.of the ultimate criterion has been the
bane of oUr. existence and it shouldte stricket.from
language.
There is no such thing: RoWever, regardless ogite abet, we
seem to -/have striven inpast years for something.'
bid
mind is that
that Something? My own guess.of,what's in elverybo
it's one kind :4)f ratint,or one kind' of weasurement,,thai-walbe

.

.,

'

generalizable across 41k,situations,'avleast in form if not in
content, and which will almost always yield high reliability,
relevance, and ArediatanilitY. Ail this is in spite of the fact
that it is very'leasppenle' ta.fdancrtldtAhat performance in
,
A.
certain eituations.iS-atbest 40t,lierif..Pre4ictableiand at worst AliL
nrobAjoly'ranslom, And that no,one'ieeve'egoing 6) find,epre.
diqtableor'even reliable' criterion i such 'contexts. This is not
tfidfeullt of psychology-and,it is not" the fault .oaf applied
psychologists, It i? simply the way iertain jqbs happen to evolve
in certain kinds.Oforgenizatioes: We may want to thinkabOut.
changing the. organization itself, so as to mAke..Perfor-amnce,more:
'predictable; but adopting the gimE.of finding predictable weesutes,,.:
--.
when -no predictability or even relibbility existS,%has-given us
.

..

-t.

,
I

'
)
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terrible gui 4.,teelings, and we make almost patbological responses
lto.the "prdblem" as a result. Therefore, one., general conclusion ',
/ would like.to 'make is that we really should redefine the criterii
problem drastically and admit a different way of thinking about .
it that does not include things such as I just mentioned:
N.

1p

W.- Brokaw made'a seitement early On which I would' like to reemphasize. He said pat perhaps.what we should be aiming fdr, '
"if there's any one thing,-is a useful strategy for arriving at
criterion measures. 'That is, what we need is an overall plan for -.
h9W to approach the deveiopment of a criterion, not a' set of
specifications for'the criterion.
:

A number of the following pointiwOave..been mentioned already, but
'I would like to consider them again briefly.
First with regard
'te4the problems of ratings, notice how.easy it 'is to forget the
parameters one should not forget: Guion reminded me pointedly
that "Well, you must.distinghish research Versus operational
kinds of measures." 4 did forget to do so,.and I am sorry.
,
Besides distinguishing between research criteria and operational
'criteria that are actually-for the purpose of appraising people?
there are also criteria that have aa'their main-purpose maximizing
the usefulness.of performahee'feedback. That is, theae are
criteria that are appropriate for training and developient purposes, but which are probably'not very useful forresearch or'
`appraisal. Just to-state the obvious moral, it's-very easy to
forget the purposes for which we are going to use a specific
measure.' Such forgetfu4ness is an insidious disease. What is
the best way to inpoculate ourselves against it? I don't know;
but we should keep trying.

,

,

.

.

.

.
.

,

.

.

Second, I would tike to-echo what Dibk Campbell said about the
military's work on performanie simulations.' It is Pretty exciting
stuff.
0Miously,when usingThimulations there are pitfalls that',
must be fac'e'd at some point.
For example, if there are truly
important decisiofts to be made aboutrople on the basis of
a measure, then you might find.the same phenomenon that Dr. Helmick
'just mentioned with regard to the educational setting.
People'
will start emphasizing the behavior measured by simulation and
noethe job activities they Had been concentraing on previouily.,
,T
t i's; if pebple are to'be rewarded for high scores oh a patular kind of measure, that's what theY'will-try. to maximize.
-simply can't get away from B.F. Skinher. If simulation
continues to become a more widely -used method for assessing
perforMance, then we really 'must.-Worry 'about Mather it is the
specific behay.iors.on the test that we want to Tiphasize.
,

;

1...

'

olo.

Alspir, 0'1 mention ,d before, it is easy to slipinto thinking that
1.
performance' assessmeiit, whether it be for research, criteria or.for
N.

other purposes, takes place-in.a vaugm. 'Even if we.
make the:argument that a particular study is for research purposes
only, westill must worry about how people are calperatteg and
how they actually respond to what we ask of them. Wepeldom.go
back,tO people and say, "Wd asked you to participate An a'research'
project, is that whit xdu really thought was going de? How.. did
you respond to the briefing? etc.r Such an,framinatiOn-of the
research process could be very informative, ifputsued.
any of tl

.

-,,,

Regarding Guion's comments about the,economits of. criterionraL
research, I would like to speak as one citizen (i.e., taxPayeflrIt teeny is,discOhterting that people back "there'" willwaste.so
4,
much money' on opirmuch else and then starve to death.one,.01 Mir *
most important military manpowet problems. '
,
.

.

notici

A

.

'.

is, that
and
about the last daynd.:e.half
the literatuie be ng cited wasn't v'ry recent.' I seldom heard 4
The 1970's_were.mehtioded"-ery
date beyqn4 the late' 60's.
happened.:
I'm- wondering if that's because nothing
infrequently.
I 'S just
during that period, or tti's hot word-) much, or what.
r ,
.an impression I have, and perhaps it-is inaccdrate.,
One curious- think. I

,

.

(Finally, switching from describing impressions to givieg advice,
Oue is that.I agree with
let me Make two or three suggestions.
Dr. Muckier that we reallY have,to' stop sounding, so Pessimistic.
We really,know.a lot more about ctiteriarand the .criterion problem
$than we give'ourseiveslcrealt'forAnd we ought)tla tell people
We shouldn't keep making our elves loOk-So2:bad. For
-.diet,.
exampl, long Wore thA discrimination question' reared its head..A
in-the'selection domain, we talked ourselves into the notion that
we had to have perfect Predictions in order to do our job right,
t least correlation alefticients of '35 or better. It is not
I o
rising that when lawyers .and the courts came along,' they.
18hkedlin our ..textbooks and assumed* that ne r pelkisct predict On
rapossible 1if onlithe"psych011gists would get Vheir heads
together. As a result, it As.now.;ourEaul the predictiOn isn't

0

'

IS

tperfedi*,
.

idn't
.

,

.

41

bear enough ls that a criterion
Something about which we.
measure direClk.reflects tle values .of the organization concerning
what individuals should be (loin. By'iMplicationthos things'
which'areselected as criteria are'those things which the organi-zat4.on.says.a2e impbrtant for people to do.. The criterion is the
of-the
the, value syst
variable of real intereat,.. Now, what
organization?_ .The obviOlkanswer is that it.ia many thing ,and
'thee are those within the organizations who disagree. For

is

;exUple, in your-alTuatian you might lei,utting together a.wasure
prOficielitcy and there couldlibwiae'disigreement within,
o

pilot

"management" 'as. to whether a high scotttiopa. specific .component
4

.$
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of proficiency is goodor bad.
In any organization, if'you-carry
out the criterion'deverbpment process correctly; you will involve'
the users, management, and the rank and.file,;ancLconcern yourself
with trying to find out their values and preferences,for'hoW high
and ldw performance should be defined. Such,a process will most 44
likely uncover serious conflict. Certainly that is the case in
.educaticinal institutionslike large universities. It is legitimate
conflict about what behaviors and accomplishMents are valuable
it.to the organization and which are not, I think we.have toprogram:
'"
into our criterion development activities some more systeMatic
procedure for confronting such value conflict and dealing with its
One kind of research that I personally' wou 'likerto bee conducted
more.frequently by people in theithilitbry and elsewhere,,
e4xdo
With:more4applied-inUestigation of the-judgment-process-itbeif:7'-'
Dr: Gui6n.Mentioned aAfttle while ago the notion of,a_Ptrue" EiCorep
On a performance dimenUiom.to.be rated.
Some .associates. of mine

*

in Minneapolis (Borman,.1978), under the sponsorship:COld,'
conducted a study in which they tried to program,the pert6f46ce
.

of the; people to be rated .as precisely as they-could.
p0ople were given. scenarios of:behiVior episodes thatillusit0t#0
'4empled of high, medium, 'and loWljerformanceS..on ,various
dimensions.
By careful rehearsal of the ''actors," theexPerimWerb

%,

,

tried to establish a true-spore fot.performance atvarlgus
That is, they were trying to set up a situation where-Me perm. .
formanoe of an individual on each of the factors'was knowd..iThe
questions to be investigated concern what the observers do with the
perfoKmance information. Do they m4k4 large errors? Are errors
bYs'tematIc or random? What `kind of Apematic efrol are.PresentT
Wftat method of asseibbeht yields the'stallest'error: ThebehaitTbrepisodes used'by Borman were rather brief; which pethapi wah:the ,'study's main;drawback;neve5theless, I ehink the paradigm couZd'06.4
applied ilinhany different contexts.
HoWever, it should not be
'translated.into broad'survey'forMat. We have had enouihpf.that.
The method would quickly,1
its fidelity tYlere. .In' t4, I think
Co,uhk../earn a lot about what's going on in the performance
judgment, situation by a more '.intensive look at the.actual.prodebbes
that take place.
4

.
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,
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'

'

Alio, I don',,e think we've done {enough with4ryirkto' devklop4et'efif.
methods for sampting taSt behavior. We've tog%4:14.1c147 jSmOedto
.

'a ctinsideration;of how. *11 people can rate 4:eifoOina'neg'difielisiotieg....,;
.

l'd like to'lgoAack to more research on how beiit19+11,he'actqa4":7samplin g and describing.'
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,

a

'
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Let me leave yon with a very non-traditional, question fo our kind
of applied paychologist.
Khat would happen if 46,putron
.B. F:
,',Skinner, Inc: hard hat and routinely did.an,oPer t type func final .:. analysis of evety performance assessmensitiiat
thatweten
'tered0
...What rewards and punishments control th4.7behaviors cf_the Oubjecti
"

1
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What rewards and punishments control
7thenehaVier of the sponsors of the research? In general, what
are the reinforcers and the reinforcemdnt contingencies that*
control'the entire criterion development and performance measurement sys1tem? Without a clear understARding of such relationships,
It would be better
criterion research often Must swim upptream.
#0 go with the flow, so tdrspeak.

sandiiiltimately, the rateea?
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COMMENT4 ON SYMPOSIUM ON CRITERION DEVELOPMEr
FOR JOB PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

John S. Helmick

I appreciated the opportunity to pafticipate in-the criterion
I congratulate the
symposium and found it a stimulating experience.
Air Force'for its recognitidn of the importance of this problem. and
its straightforward approach, to trying to deal with ito.
I' also want to commAnd the sensitivity expressed by several
individuals to the impoitance of sponsOf4cceptability:and user
The communication
requirements in making applied reseach effective.
between the researcher and the user. seems to me .to be one of the most
critical features in being. sure that applied research is actually
appliedo This should be'acmajor concern from ,the initial definition
of thS problem to the preparation of the- final report.
ilhen to Measure the Criterion

:
Perhaps the major problem in the whole area is that of determining'
here in the time frame to attempt to'define and measure the criterion.
.hould the criterion be a measure at some point in training or on the
job? If 61e latter, should it'e initial performante or later per'
-formante? Almost inevitably the accuracy of predittion decreases as
the time: span bpeween its measurement. and the criterion measuidtkni
Increases,, yet .the importance of the criterion increases. While some
of the ,intervenin variables,beween prediction and later performance
can he anticipate and accounted rfor in predictitp, ingeneral they.
With this we need a beter understanding of the
cannot be. To de

'

chain of eventtetween initish. andjinal allurement and as much
One of thepaperS
fps.
knowledge as possible of tilkir inteirelati
suggestdd that the differentiation between predictor arisi criterityn..

wps essentially in the time atwhichbeaeh was measured and supported
the procedure of successive measurement. _While I am not willing.to
accept the..piinciple that the crfteiidUdaes not hav4 a kind of Meaning
differFn from that "of the predictI agree that, attempts to
'hem on some.simpje 41. encdOpaSsing basis lead tb diffidifferentia
4'

:;,

*

culties. ..T ...answer, if any, to the problem Lies; in underseanding-a
Aetwork of successive measures,t-Aken throughout t-thR time span'and this
really iMplies.It'bat.One must determine and un4e stand the underlying
psychological, inciples that-relatte ante*ento consequent, if -not 'c

tauseCtoeffect. 'While this:ideally. 'lls for longitudinal
study, A series:bf short7termi almutiq#Ossrsectional, studies may
'Whig suggests that satisfactory
yield satisfactory approximations
c psychological;;. research and'
crir§iiim esearchmay,:ydry1441 he b
ithStodoes not leadgallzethi0 Tidy have significantly. less
that w
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'ar.
genefal payoff in the long run. .n.tbis 'connection .the. distinction bade
between- evaluation and\measurement should, be kept in mind. 'AsatisT,
factiyry definition of criter*omperforbance does ,require ValUe.judgmd.ht.
1

Res-trictidi of Range

.

111740
1

In addition to this somewhat philosophical general statement "there

are a number of brief-comments that maybe.worth-noting., A numbkof
participants pointed but that the restriction of rangeafter traiang'
dbei present a problem.
This can 'become an even greater problem if
the predictor measures are used as ,a basis for compensatory training.
If, effectivip this will produce a self-defeating prophecy making the
predictor seem less useful than it really is. The suggestion should
pursued that onelook for differences among individuals, considered
successful by the traditional criteria already in use.
Some of these
differences may provide a basiS for new criterion development.
Reverse Validity'/'.

The concept of "reverse validity" is worth pursuing. This is
simply the recogn'tion that predictor measures are. often better understood thaff the criteria, and hence high or low relat4pnships may
provide insight into
nature of tht criteria.
This contrasts 44th
the. dUual procedure of
of accepting the criterion as the given and judging
the predictors on that basis.
Unreliability
.

s

'

Considerable attention was give

to The unreliability of criteria,'
ratings, essays, oral examinationp, and other admittedly subjectiv judgments. This is allto the
good, butjt should not alJbow one to assume. ,that because quantitative,
apparently objective, accurately measured performances are used,that
rqp/ability Oillbe automatic.. The unreliability of error measures in
pf"ictice bomb 4ropping-during
World War II cadet training is a case
r
point.
particularly whelPhthey take the form..0

,

fit..

P

Effect on Training
In searching for and introducing criterion measures, it is-impbrtar4 to be alert to their effect on the training process. This,ts

especially trueAfthe criterion involes_sampling.a relatively

all

',ituroper of.all thbsec'itOts which should be included in training. In
such a' case the inevitAbie-tendeney'is to gradually ccacentrate the trairling'on only those items thatare,to be evaluated.

4
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Speed
.

,"

It

,

.

.

enurTworthigfiile...to pUrtilue thp Oedsuremen

of Speed es ,a wag.'

or dealing with The,criterron. *I see this as lar ly a 'Matter of a.
pliff4ent° way of measuring the criterion.retnee than' producing a trilly.,.
",.
different ctiteribn.40ne still.' has to make the `judgment, about and
decisicin on What 'bd.hairfer: will determint"the'end ibRint for teasuremenV
:
of time conSumea,.. .
.

1

Group Performance

It was recognized that"some of the examples- described really
involved performance of a group or system rather than that of a single
Itseems desirable to keep these two types of performance
individual.
separate.. While individual performance.can frequently be aggregated
to proVide a group measure, it is likely that inmany casesthe'grod
performance will require some separate.megsuteMent of group ChitatiiriesiztLJ1
..

1
ti. - I

Cognitive,Emphasis
Pe

4
t
I was struck with the continuing emphasis in many
I would
cognitive and intellectual Variables.
of the presentations
not want to underestimate their imporadce and, as one who's been
involved in work almost entirely concerned with such variables for
many years, I recognize the much greater ease of measuring them.,:
Nevertheless I.think we can continue to be, lulled into false feelings
of success by putting too much weight on such measures.
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4..14c.Cormick.:

Pofessoi Emeritus
Purdue UniVersie

.

.

A peOadAg theme of this symposium has been the need for concentrated effort directed toward_"dding something" about the criterion
problein in personnel research.in.the military services, with. particular.

focus on the measurement-the-job performance.
Although I think nothing in the papers we,have heard could be
viewed as a.'"quantum IstezLin the ,"solution"
lution" to this problem, I think
there...are overtones trigrrbelieve do warrant some recognition,
and that offer atleast modest encouragement. for the future. In the
first place, although I may be-a bit Pollyannj.sh; I believe I,senie a
seriousness of concern abgpt this problem in the miliSarY services that
hopefultly Will provide, themoMentum for concentrated'attention on
this problem, which is,clearlY;a critical ,one in connection with
otpersonnel research. And in the second place, Id believe there are a
V40,1:7 bits of wheat mixed in With the'chaff-that might take root and

develop into some new "strain" of criteria or approachesto criterion
'development: Let me now touch perhaps a ,hitrandomly on a feW,Ofthe
Qalnis that were made in the papers that seem to me to be of particillar
'interest.
,-

)
4

.

.

.

To. begin with, Mullins and Ratl4ff in their,Oiscdsslon of the
"44iterion Problems" emphasize the p6int that the best Predictor of
future achlfvement it some indication of past achievement.
(This
theme, of course, has been expressed by various people,including
Wernimonf and Campbell, in their paper "Signs, Samples,,and Criteria.")
Following along this line, they raise the question as to Whether, there

is really any difference between,ptedi*sktncriteria, since

'oth

are measures of achievement ofsome ey-pe..7'=-1,4have.ot great deal of

.
1,'N

,

sympathy with this point of view, since prediCtors are aeasures of
some type pf achievemeht. It granting the basic thesis that predictpis and criteria both a
measures of'achilement--that is,,thgt
they do not differ in their natures - -I believe that' at least in many
circumstances they do differ substantially in "degree,"-particularly
the degree of complexAy. In other words,
believe tfiat.4iiteria
gen:iip are harder nuts to crack than-predictors.
.
,

..14-

.

I was interested. in the listing by Weeks and Mullifie (in their
iiperon "Rater Accuracy").id the basic dimensions of the ratimg
paradigm, these being:
(1) the,rate-f;1(2) the -person rated, -(y the.
traips or tasks to Wrated, yo the'social'envitonment, and (5) the_
Iro
phyAcalJenvironment., I believe all of these warrantlystematic

.
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AhVestigation'as sources.qp possib e variance Orror:and atherwitaY.
ainlY sUppprt their.Proposalito
in pilterion.le'imlopmentand
exPlOre some of the, problems associated With.raferp.'.,It woUlebe''
particularly; useful to be able to identifytthose,inditriduals who can
serve* good. raters and also to eXploie the eXte2A,.to which training
of raters can:improve their performaneea. "lIn.a, study we have just
completed it ias found that.even moderate!trainingof raters hkd
some beneficial effect upon the ratings made by them.)'
,

1

Aside'fEom the factors which they mentioned, however, I believe
there is andthertrea that warrants eubbtantial attention, and that
relates to the type of "rating" procedure that%ia used. Curton,
.Ratliff; and Mullins in their _paper "Content -Analysis of -Rating
qriterie do in fact refei to this matter? in particular by referring
tp.the. use of behaviorally anchored scales as contrasted with eonHowever,,there may be dther approaches to'
ventional.rating scales.
development.sf,criteria
that., might also be subject 6-some comparathe
tive analysial.L,Other:types of rating procedures of course include
.forced choice method, the Weighted Checklist:the various personnel
comparison systemp (subch as rank order, paired comparison; and forced.^
-distribution), and the'erWcal incident technique. Actually most of
these methdds of.obtainint4Petsonnelappraisals differ in the nature
of the human responses that are.required'. 'For exampleOe forced
chOiee ehealist and th.weighted checklist dependoretty much on,
the "descition" of behaviors rather than making evaluative judgments
about behavior. ,In.turn,the conventional, rating scale requires the
making of absolute,judgments as confraatedwith the relative judgments
Variolo
the personnel comparison systems.
that are required
make
about
experimental studies dealing i4thludgments peoples can
much
better
in
making
rela-%
physical stimuli indicate .that people are
1
thoroughly_
support
king absolute, judgments.
tive judgments than in
he upe Of relative judgments in at least many
Christal.'s argument fo
judgments must be used.
circumstances where h

,

.

Along this-line, the suggestion made by Mulling and Weeko'in
their- Paper "The Normative Use of Ipsative Rgtingt4'. likAgyatiker
notions
In addition, I mighvrefer to tome of.
intriguing one.
that'were suggested back.a.few years ago in this-same hotel relating
to'perfOrmince evaluation of Air Force officers. A number af.ratherq
ingenious suggestions were made 'at that time tbat:might,be further. t in connection with their relevance in developing criteria,
.

11P

Thus, I wouldUrgefurther-comparative studies of different
methods of evaluating theerformance of individuals, including com

-"

pariionslof different "types"- oS:human judgments, both as related to
,theit,psychometric properties and to their'practir cal 4ifferenees,:as
referred to by Curton,
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However

,rse

ocedure is going

must redognize: that

.
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.compensate fdlr poor human judgments. Granting this ubiquitous-fact,
,.
however, we should try toffind out-.as much asWe f an aboUt the processes
1
of making human-jhdgkents, toward th6 end of the development of, the,
'
"rating procedures" that provide the best opportunity for eliciting the'
best judgments people eon
-.Bob Guion's putlic,pronouncement of a
4,
'mid-caree;. shift to investi
e the processes of making) human. judgments :
f,
is indeed an encouraging.s gn.
'

.

I

_

.

The development and uge of on t
job .sample` tests, or what Foley
refers to as performance measurement (PM) certainly deservessome_place
* 111-thg military system. There-isprehably no ques010ii-bidthat the utw
of such tests can provide A reasonably adequate basis for the dertvatlip----of criterion values and performance' meashrgli_jd individuaA.- The
problem with respet-retikli-Measures, as we all know, is that ji time
and cost. -.I presume.the basic-problem here 1.s one of somehow:d ermin-,
ing those areas and types of, jobs for which"this.time.and cost yould;he. '
cost effective if such tests veitusedags contrasted to those areas: 4;_,
ere it wouldnot be cost effective. Becapse of the practioalprobiems
_cost And time, involved in development and ilse oflob sample tests,
however, Iyoula urge further exploration of the "simuleion" of such
tests as Foley.suggested, and of ,the extent .t
hich "samplipg" the
, performanc 0various aspeCts of the job
lice criterion values'.
that may
proximate measures-of performance
he total job. ;The
theme of simulation and sampling wayalso referred to by Mullins;
'Ratliff, az:4544es tn'thei4. paper on "Synthetic Criteria..." If they
cOnfirm theandtngthat 'their "R- technique" and "M- technique"-, provide
the basis for deriving.estimates'of performance that arestro ly'
correlated with actual performance , ,such
p
a route is one ,that hould be
;
pursued.
,f
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AlthOugh we tend to seek the "Holy Grail" of, the hdtiMete .criteria
of performAace, we certainiv.should not .bypass the operational teed for

' criteria of achievement in training, as referred to by Meyer in.his. discusdion of Instructional Development Systemg,(IDS), and as discussed by DeLeoin the paper 'by. him 'and Waters.
-

.

A
4

,.

a

I was very m h interested in Dr. Christal'S Suggestion regarding
the use of "time' as a criterion, 'with variations in term* of the
-.speed of acqhisition, decay, and reacquisition.
I personally fees ." ,,a;
'.that the time taken eollearn somethiftg.is, at least on rational ground's,
an indication of learning ability, and feel That:eff
to use time as
thebasis for establishment of criteria might welJAw
anticOnsiderable ..
attention.
In.thisregard,.howeverr.4I might home
n one...possible
-problem,.and that is the problem of determi
t
;.at
the poin.
'which a person's pefformance'or adpisitioa
ill ha
"satisfactory"
level'.
(Alkhough, time might then _
bea
,
meashre, the use of-this :lbes.not cgaiplftely Ovoid the'
o make
sometodetermiaation ae.te the "level" of erformance of ihdividuals.)
,,..

.
...*
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'
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As a sideline comment about time,'I might add another point, that the
stage at which a person initiates his learning presumably is an important
factor in the time taken to achieve some previously determined level of
proficiency. This matter has been rather thoroughly explored by
Stanley Lippert, to the point that he has derived an "equation" for
taking into account the stage of skill at whiCh the person starts
training, and has found that this improves very significantly the
prediction of the future learning of the individual.
I was quite entranced by Fred Muckler's paper in which. he covered
I
the many facets of criteria from A to Z, or perhaps from AAA to ZZZ.
suspect he must have lain awake many nights pulling together and
organizing what I believe to be a very significant discussion of this
problem, in particular in crystallizing a number of points and issues
which have otherwise been lurking furtively in the background. I.think
especially his listing of criteria for criteria is one that might well
be posted on the walls of research offices in much the same manner that
many homes used to have 'named mottos on the wall such as "God Bless
Our Home."
uld like to add three additional reflections.
Before I close I
In the first place, altho gh ratings have been thoroughly maligned
many times over (and certainly with some justification), there are at
least a couple of factors that will probably cause them to be with '11,
There are some aspects of human behavior for which
for a long time.
human judgments probably are the most appropriate basis for evaluating
performance. Furthermore, there are some aspects of human performance
that conceivably should be evaluated on the basis of some "objective"
measures--but for which we have not been bright enough to figure out
In such instances the basic pioblem
adequate methods of measurement.
best
way of obtaining reliable and
may be one of figuring out the
overly
obsessed with the notion bf
valid judgments, rather than being
obtaining "objective" measures of performance.
,

_

In the second place, I would like to suggest further attention to
the notion of "quality control" as applied to human performance
This is not a new idea; of course, but I believe it has
evaluation.
some further relevance to the criterion problem.

And in the third place (in which I will reflect an admitted bias)
I
I believe the military service should pursue the notion of what
validity
(previously
called
synthetic
prefer to call-job-component
sample of jobs,'of a
validity). The development, for a good sized
relationship
between job components
solid data base characterizing the
performing
the activities
on the one hand, and human requirements for
possibility'of
involved in them on the other hand, might offer the
applying the relationships so teased out to other jobs, thereby
job
avoiding the necessity of developing criteria for each and every
'

classification.
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In closing I will say that I am really impressed by the sense of
''CoMmitment of the individuals who have preSented papers at th.f,'
seminar; in terms of their interest in the criterion problemland also
at some of tie notions that have been"bandled aboUt. I would be
surprised if as a result of this,seminar, therd woUldhe any real,.
earth.:,shaking'results.that:would"solve the criterion'problem for all
time. At the same timei'one would hope that this seminar Would at

leait result in the eUhante of ideas regardingthis imPortant,
problem-to the' extent thaysome 3, or-5orf10 'years hence one would
be able to look f)adk and say that development in this area has moved
forward by at least'a few steps since this time.
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